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Executive Summary
Substantiated impacts of boatig activity that were discussed at ths workshop include:

sediment and contamnant resuspension and resultant turbidity; laceration of aquatic vegetation with

loss of faunal habitat and substrate stabilty; toxic effects of chemical emissions of boat engines;

increased turbulence; shearng of planton; shorebird disturbance; and the biological effects of

chemically treated wood used in dock and bulkhead constrction. These discussions revealed that

many of the issues of concern remain inadequately defined and described. But sufficient hard data

was referred to or presented to substatiate the inference that recreational and commercial motor

boat operation is far from a benign infuence on aquatic and marne environments. Ths is

paricularly so in temperate climes due to the unfortnate synchrony, with only a few exceptions,

between the peak seasons for boating and the occurence of planktonic embryonic and laral stages

of vertebrates and invertebrates in estuares and coastal waters. Therefore, the chance of plants and

organisms being affected by power boat operation appears to be substantial in shalow, heavily

used boating areas such as those along the entire U.S. eastern and Gulf coasts. As such, motor

boat operation ought to be regarded as a privilege which requires due consideration of

environmental impacts, and should be conducted and managed in such a maner as to minimie

those impacts.

Introduction
Ths workshop was born from the interest of an inrormal network of concerned

individuals. The meeting was conceived to be more than simply a data workshop, a character that

is reflected in ths document. Instead, the meeting was intended to be a time to share data and

discuss hypotheses and speculations. The object of the discussions was to consider the jigsaw

puzzle of potential impacts of boats in the aquatic environment. It was recognzed that workshop

results would not represent definitive descriptions of boating impacts. Instead it was hoped that the

meeting would define some of the boundaes of the impacts jigsaw puzzle. At the same time, it

was acknowledged that many of the puzzle pieces would be left in outline form.

The steering commttee invited representatives from industr, governent, science and the

environmenta lobby to the workshop. The attendees included administrators, consultants, writers,

economists, research scientists and environmental advocates. The only invited group that chose not

to attend the meeting was industr.

Our charge at the workshop was to examne boating activities in different habitats

according to the spectrm of no impact to high impact, to consider what are the best indicators to

measure those impacts, and to begin to focus on the critical agents of change. This approach is

ilustrated by a brief case study where there is litte question of boating having a severe impact in

the Norfolk Broads in England. There, about 250 miles of rivers run though a series of medieval
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peat diggings that make broad lakes anything up to a mile or two in lengt. The bans of the rivers

are peat, and the bottoms soft mud. Seasonal rental power boats cause massive trafc problems as

well as ban erosion, turbidity, macrophyte shearng, chronic habitat disturbance, noise, and

pollution from boat sewage. Solutions have been hard to find, as the local economy is heavily

tourist dependent. Speed limits, pump-outs and bulkeads on the river bans are the primar

management tools currently in evidence. In spite of the fact that boating activity has an evident

impact in that region, there is insuffcient definitive understanding of how boating affects shallow

systems to help planers and managers design additional measures that would help to minimie

environmental consequences while allowing boating activity to continue. It was the hope of

workshop organizers that the discussions at this meeting would provide kernels for the effort of

the diverse group of attendees to help design such measures.

The agenda of the workshop was to hear perspectives from managers, economists,

statisticians, and scientists on the issues at hand: the biological, physical and chemical effects of

recreational boating activity as it relates to hulls of pleasure craf being propelled though the water.

We intentionally avoided the separate issue of boat sewage discharge as it is a separate workshop

unto itself. The deliberations were to be rational and based on science, rather than foregone

conclusions.

At the conclusion of the formal presentations, parcipants were to gather into groups to

discuss the issues that were raised as well as related issues that were not, and generate working

statements relevant to these goals. The general theme of each working group was to be decided at

the conclusion of the presentations. The themes would reflect the issues that had received the most

emphasis in both the formal presentations as well as during the question-and-answer period that

followed each presentation. The parcipants in the working groups were charged with the

following questions:

· What do we know?

· What do we not know but need to?

· What research is currently in progress?

· What research collaborations should be established?

· Where should funds be sought to pursue these goals?

· Which issues are, can and should be managed by legislation?

· What is an appropriate legislative agenda at the national and state level?

The proximate goal of the workshop was to generate a working document to define issues

relevant to the effects of boating activities. In spite of the fact that the study of boating impacts is

in its early stages, there is a substantial body of literatue, much of it from England, that is relevant

to the issues discussed here. Workshop paricipants were to review what is known and to char

research and management needs and how these might be addressed. Our ultimate goal was to
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focus academic, political and legislative consciousness toward boating-related issues that may be

damaging to the health of our coastal and freshwater ecosystems and consequently damaging to the

long term viabilty of regional economies.

This document is an edited proceedings of the workshop. Some of the presentations were

reports of new information about well established, long known impacts such as turbidity and bird

disturbance. Other topics, such as the toxic effect of engine exhaust and propeller shearng

questions, have been litte studied in the boating context. Because of the embryonic nature of

many of the ideas discussed at the workshop, it developed a somewhat fluid format that is

reflected in these proceedings.

Some taks referred to visual material not included in these proceedigs; several were not

supported by written text other than abstracts. To enhance the readabilty of ths document, the

editors have taken editorial libertes to help convey the message of the author of a presentation.

Most of the presentations are reported as edited versions of text submitted by the author or as

edited transcripts of a verbatim recording. Appropriate unedited tables and figures are included, if

available. The presentation by George McCary was supported by text taken from a more

formally strctured manuscript under development for subsequent publication elsewhere. A

synopsis of ths text has been included in this proceedings. When data from completed studies

was mentioned in a tal, appropriate references are given in this compilation. Several

bibliographies of literatue pertinent to the topics discussed at the workshop are included in the

Appendices.

The contents of this proceedings are to be considered descriptions of works-in-progress.

They cannot be cited without the permssion of the authors of the varous presentations. As noted

in the Acknowledgments section, unedited transcripts of the presentations are available from

Michael Moore, MS 31, WHOI, Woods Hole, MA 02543.

In editing these transcripts we have forgone efforts to maintan the character of the

presenters' individual maners of speech in favor of producing a document with consistent style

and format. The exception is the Question and Answer sessions. These have been included in a

modestly edited form to retan the deportent of the discussions, a fundamenta element of the

futue of the issues formng the crux of the workshop. The sequential order of the papers has been

reorganzed from that of the workshop to better maintain a logical format withn ths document.

We hope that this report wil be used as a source of discussion to stimulate new research ideas and

generate new management concerns and/or plans in those instances when the material is relevant.

In this regard, the findings of the working groups provide useful overviews of what we

know and what we need to know. Toward this end, one of the most remarkable aspects of this

workshop was the revelation of the greater activity and knowledge base of many state-level

environmental managers than that for members of the academic and research communities. This in
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par reflects the applied nature of the issues but it also points to a real need for increased funding

for research in all of the areas considered at the workshop, an appraisal which is described in

greater detal in these proceedings.
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Biological Profile Of A "Typical" Estuary

Jim Joseph

Division of Fish, Game and Wildlife, New Jersey Department of Environmental
Protection, Trenton, NJ

Coasta wetlands adjacent to estuares are very productive-an ecological soup containig

phytoplanton, zooplanton and varous life stages of fish, crustaceans, polychaetes and mollusks.

There was a tremendous amount of development pressure in the coastal zone prior to the

development of a multitude of state and federal reguations regarding coasta development and

wetlands protection. Watedront development is rampant with tremendous amounts of dredging

and filing of coasta areas to create lagoon developments in order to get every square inch along

the shore, with resultat habitat destrction and degradation.

In New Jersey for example, between 1970 and 1990, while the total state population

increased only about eight percent, the population of the coasta counties increased by 30, 60, and

over 100 percent. So, there is a mad dash to the coast. All of these people moving to the shore

want to have their boats, and that has created more problems for water quality, congestion,

environmental disturbance and fishing pressure.

In New Jersey, and I am sure in ~ost coastal areas, in estuares on any given weekend day

and even durng the week in the summertime it is sometimes "wall-to-wall" boats involved with

recreational fishing-individual boats and par boats that have large numbers of people.

Ths (slide) is an aerial shot of Delaware Bay on a weekend day. Each of those litte white

dots is not a whitecap but a boat being used for fishing, putting tremendous pressure on the

resource from an ecological as well as an over-exploitation aspect.

In coasta zone and near shore waters there is also a lot of commercial fishing and related

activity that creates other pollution problems which, whether they are from sud clam boats or

draggers or otter trawlers, we are concerned about.

Another problem that is common along the coast is determning the causes of declining

stocks. Is it the recreational guy takng all the fish; is it commercial draggers just vacuuming

everythng up; is it a combination of the two? The resulting conficts are being resolved in a

number of ways, primarly through screamng matches. But as more and more fisheries stocks are

declining, government managers are looking at all possible causes. One of those being looked at,

at least in New Jersey, and I am sure in other areas-and the purpose of this workshop-is

boating and its impact on varous life stages of fishes.

Estuarne juvenile and young-of-the-year fish and invertebrates have been studied by state

and federal agencies and academic institutions by using varous otter trawls, and seine planon
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and bongo nets. Typically, the younger stages-eggs and larae-are more vulnerable to

environmental disturbances, whether it is physical disturbance or elevated levels of hydrocarbons

or heavy metals. A lot of the resource information that has been collected over the years by

governent and academic institutions was compiled and published in March of ths year by

NOAA's Estuarne Living Marne Resources Program. It documents the eggs and larae in the

estuares of the Atlantic Coast states and the times of the year that they are present. The following

importt species have their embryonic and laral life stages between April and October (the

precise timing depends on species and latitude): blue mussel, American oyster, hard clam, blue

crab, blue-back herrng, alewife, American shad, Atlantic menhaden, minnows, killfish,

silversides, white perch, strped bass, black sea bass, tautog and Atlantic mackereL. In contrast,

cod and winter flounder tend to spawn in the winter months.

Many of these fishery resources are experiencing stock declines, intensifying the need for

more and more regulations to lit harest and protect habitat and maitain our improved water

quality. The state and federal governents have implemented varous regulations and guidelines to

alow development but with care to reduce environmenta impacts. New Jersey has developed

guidelines to steer marna development away from sensitive areas such as shellfish beds and
submerged vegetation and toward areas with good flushing and deep water where dredging wil

not be required. The state also has incorporated best management practices to furter reduce the

impacts.

There has also ben an extensive public education campaign to make members of the

boating community more aware of their activities and how they can impact the coasta zone water

quality in parcular, whether with marne heads, bottom paints, or just plain litter. Via the Clean

Vessel Act, New Jersey has established more and more pump-out stations to meet planing

requirements for more No Discharge Zones to improve water quality in the estuar.

Coastal zone regulations in New Jersey are constatly being revised, sometimes to the

dismay of the development interests. But some recent work by Dr. Weis (and Dr. Judith Weis)

regarding pressure treated lumber, for example, has been incorporated into recent amendments to

these regulations. In July of this year we adopted regulations precluding the use of pressure

treated lumber in certain estuares in New Jersey beause of their impacts from new marna

constrction. Our coasta regulations are constantly being revised to address problems based on

curent information that is available.

In summar, the sensitive life stages occur in our estuares basically from April though

September or October. Unfortately, that coincides faily well with the boating season, at least in

the Mid-Atlantic. There has ben tremendous development pressure and tremendous declines in

fisheries stocks. And in an effort to tr and curb that, people are "pointig the finger". Whether it
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is you are overfshing, or I am overfshing, or whether it is a pollution problem-all of these

things are being addressed. I wanted to give you a feel for what is going on out there.

Q (by Michael Moore) Regarding all those different species, do you have any feeling for
which species or groups of species in parcular are most likely to be sensitive to entrainment and

damage? This is a question that wil be addressed later on, but I want your perspective on it.

A (by Jim Joseph) I don't. I work for the Bureau of Shellfisheries, and unfortnately, I

have a kind of tunnel vision looking at clams and oysters. And there is a tremendous amount of

information in the literatue about the effects of petroleum hydrocarbons and copper bottom paints

and thngs like that on the eggs, larae and juveniles of hard clam, for examples, and oysters.

So, they are very susceptible to those kinds of pollution. As for as other species, I am not that

famliar with them.

Mr. Moore: The issue is a big one, but it has not really been addressed academically yet.

Mr. Joseph: If anybody is interested, this is a terrfic publication. "Distrbution and

Abundance of Fishes and Invertebrates in Mid-Atlantic Estuares," ELMR, which is Estuarne

Living Marne Resources, Report #12, March, 1994. It lists most of the important species and at

what life stages they are in the estuares at different months of the year. It is a good reference

source.

Q (by Nils Stolpe) Jim, are there any species that you are aware of that move up and down in
the water column daily over a 24 hour period that their movement might make them less vulnerable

to certain boating impacts during the day than at night.

A Yes, there is vertcal migration for a number of species, but I could not give you specific

ones. Most of the species we are concerned about during their relevant life stages are just free-

drftng organsms that are prett much everywhere throughout an estuar at a given period of time.

Q You said that the bass had semi-buoyant eggs?
A Yes.
Q When you say "semi-buoyant," does that mean that they move up and down or do they just
kind of hang out at some depth?

A As opposed to a demersal egg that may be adhesive and stick to the bottom between rocks

or something like that, it is a slightly negatively buoyant egg as opposed to one that is floating

around and would go everywhere. So they tend to hang out along the bottom but would not just

anchor themselves to the bottom.

Q In your experience in New Jersey, some of the boating impacts to shellfish, then inspecting
seed beds, moorings and-
A Most of the problems that we experience in New Jersey are due to water quality

degradation as it afects shellfish harestabilty. There are fairly extensive regulations that prevent
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new dredging and protect sensitive shallow water habitats, submerged vegetation beds and similar

areas. Despite the regulations, we are constantly in court to fight those kinds of developments in

sensitive areas.

I recently went though a regulatory challenge in New Jersey where people who were

denied permts for docks had been suing the state and the Commssioner of the Deparent of

Environmenta Protection was gettng intense pressure from the disgrntled applicants. I looked at

the data, which showed that only nine percent of permt applications were being denied. We were

only hearng from the nine percent who are dissatisfied, not the 91 percent who got their dock.

Most of the dock applications are approved, but we are tring to steer them away from sensitive

areas.

Q So, the pollutants you are dealing with are toxics rather than-
A Well, coliform contamnation, petroleum hydrocarbons from boat operation, copper bottom

paints, detergents, pressure treated lumber are a big concern. All those thngs are reviewed, but

unfortnately, most of the regulations deal almost exclusively with coliform contanation and the

potential for coliform contaation from boats.

Q And the major source for you is the marna? I mean, it seems that in Massachusett
coliform contamnation is mostly a nonpoint source pollution problem.

AYes, but we have got to star somewhere. And New Jersey is in the process of
implementing a study looking at the environmenta impact of individual docks. There has ben a

lot of data collected on mara situations. Dr. Weis, over the last two years, for example, has done

some work with pressure treated lumber from individual strctures. Because of the cour cases

that we have had to deal with, arguing that we can not use marna data to extrapolate from to

prevent single dock constrction, we are going to be looking at what those water quality impacts

are for individual docks in mooring areas so that we can address that issue more precisely in the

future.
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National Recreational Boating Patterns

Nils E. Stolpe

3840 Terwood Drive, Doylestown, P A 18901

(Editors's note: The preponderance of ths talk was based on visual aids in the form of several

chars. Due to the high probabilty that much of the complex information contained within the

char would be lost in a copy of only the text of the talk, the figures used in the presentation have

been included in this report.)

In an attempt to put this workshop in the proper context, I am going to give you a brief

overview of recreational boating in the United States, of the size and importce of the recreational

boating industr, and of what seem to be some developing trends in boating. First, some general

industry information from the U.S.E.P.A. Draf Regulatory Impact Statement:

· In 1994, outboard motor manufactung in the United States could reach $1 billon. This

would represent a 12 percent annual increase in each of the previous two years. The production of

inboard/outboard motors (also known as stern drves) is projected to reach $975 millon, 34

percent below the level reached in 1984. Sailboat sales are expected to be $125 milion. In 1993,

the sale of personal water craft Get skis, wave runners, etc.) was $618 millon.

· From 1991 to 1994 total retail boat sales in the United States increased 20 percent. During the

same period, the sales of personal watercraf increased 41 percent, makng them - along with

unpowered craf like kayaks and canoes - one of the fastest growing segments of the recreational

boating market. Personal watercraf are drven by wateijets and are capable of operating in much

shallower water than conventional powered craf. Because of ths shalow water capabilty they

have opened up many areas that had previously been off limits to powered craf.

· The boating industry is faily well concentrated. Fifty-six percent of all the marnas in the U.S.

are located in four states; eight states support almost _ of all the recreational boat dealers; almost

2/3 of al recreational boat manufacturing is done in ten states.

I do not want to get bogged down with an excess of numbers so I wil go over the

following graphs faily rapidly. They are indicative of the general boating patterns that we see in

the U.S., some of which might prove useful in any consideration of public policies focused on
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boating regulations. Most of the data described in the graphs came from either the U.S. Fish and

Wildlife Service's National Boating Surveyor was compiled by the U.S. Environmenta Protection

Agency as it focused on emissions from boat engines and other previously unregulated sources,

such as non-road surfaces. I do not know how rigorous these agencies were in accumulating the

data; I would imagine not very.

Tracking boating activities is a diffcult task, in large par because of the "mobile" nature of

many recreational boats and viraly all personal water craf; they are trailerable and can be used in

waters far from where they are registered. Another factor could be the extremely long lives of

fiberglass boats and modern outboard motors. A seemingly ancient boat in a backyard can still be

serviceable (e.g., ready-to-go) with an up-to-date registration, even if the boat is rarely used.

Finally, many members of the boating community evidently feel that our waterways are one of the

last "frontiers" and that their use should remain free of the regulations and reportng that afect so

many other activities. In spite of ths, from a national perspetive the inormation that is avaiable

gives us a reasonable idea of the large-scale characteristics of small boat use in the U.S. and of the

potential scope of the impacts that we wil be addressing over the next several days.
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In the co sttes there is quite a bit of vantion in averae anua fuel use. More signcatly,

however, compare the 111 galons per yea used in the coas st to the 72 gaons per yea in the

inand stes. Ths indica th either the averae engie size, the hour of use or the ty of use (or
some combintion of the thee) is dierent in co and ind area. Consideri th the U .S.E.P.A.
proposed emssions regatons are based to a. cert extt on engie size, ths dierece might lea

to an uneven distbution beteen the co and inand sttes of the tota alowable pollutat load
when the regulations go into effec.
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In the inand stte, however, the averae anual fuel use is faly unorm (with the very obvious

excetion of the Distct of Columbia. Th might be a reflecon of either laer bo or the
necsity to trvel faer to reah suble bog ar). There doen't see to be much diere-
tiaton beee nortern and southern st or beeen those with a lot of boti site and those
with not !õo many
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From the U.S.E.P.A. Nonroad Engie Vehicle Emission Study, anua fuel use by vessel ty. The

dierence beee the high and low est reflect the lack of avable had data tht is apparent

in viy every as of recreaona boatg. The lares recona boats are powered by
inbod engies. Bee of their laer size, inboard/outboard enes ca't be used in the smaer
boat, whch end up with outbods by defat. Ths difference in vessel size would account for a
lae par of the fuel us dierenal.
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reons, shows the averae anua use of recreaona vessels bas on the ty of propulion. Of
parcu intere is the high usee of persona watercra - parcully when their sales are grow-

in much more raidly th those of any other ty of powered vessel.
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Since fiberglass, which under nonn conditions of use is for al inten and purses indesctble,
bece the conscton marial of choice for alost al sma bo, the recreaona flee ha both
aged and expanded. In the proposed Mare Engie Emissions Regtion's Reguatry Impac Any-
sis, the U.S.E.P.A. assued a 28 to 54 yea life for outboard motors, 40 yea for stmdnve and
inboard engies and 20 yea for persona watercra engies.
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Ag from the U.S.E.P.A.'s Rery Impact Anysis, ths shows a maed incree in the age of
the flee th is probably a reflecon of the move to fibergs (with some possible inuence by the

prevag ecnomic conditions). With the resurgence in recreaona bo maufg over the
la severa yeas the averae age ha probably declined somewha.
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Average number 01 boating trips per season
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With the excetion of an expe mium in the nortern st in the witer, the amount of
recreationa boatig acvity report by the U.S.F.W.S. doen't va much from Nort to South. In

the U.S.E.P.A.'s Nonroad Engie and Vehicle Emision Study it was reprt th dependi on the
region, the sumer month accounted for from 48% (West Coa Southea Southwes) to 68
(Nortea) or 70% (Grea Lakes) of anua mae equipment use.
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In spite of wha we observe in our coas area, the grte number of rereaona boat do not
sty in the war beeen use but are launched for every trp. Ths mobilty maes trki recre-
ational ves~el u~e diffcult .
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Finy, and agai ths is from the U.S.F.W.S.,. these are the faors th the recreaona bo
public consider the most importt in detenng .the quaty of a recreationa boati experience.
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Boating Generated Turbulence

Nils E. Stolpe

3840 Terwood Drive, Doylestown, P A 18901

Turbulence is one of those subjects that everyone seems willng to discuss but few are able

to get specific about. What I am going to tr to do, rather than directly consider the turbulence

generated by the hulls and propellers of operating vessels, is draw some comparsons between

vessel operations and turbine/condenser cooling system impacts on the water passed though

electrcal generating stations.

I am takng ths approach because 1) power plant effects on entrained organsms have been

well studied and an extensive literature exists, 2) many of us are famliar with power plants and

their biological impacts so they provide a famiar reference point, 3) power plant operations are

accepted as one of the major negative factors in aquatic, estuare and marne habitats, and 4) with

a few notable exceptions, litte work has ben done on the biological impacts of hull or propeller

passage.

A typical "base load" generating station using once-though cooling - ths is pumping

ambient water though a heat exchanger to recondense the steam that is produced to drve the

turbines - pumps in the neighborhood of one millon gallons of water (or thee acre-feet) each

minute. Damage to organsms entrained in this condenser c.ooling water is from one of four

factors: 1) rapid temperature and pressure changes, 2) physical damage due to contact with the

heat exchanger walls, turbine/pump chamber or blades, 3) cavitation of the pump/turbine blades,

or 4) biocides used to remove fouling organisms from the water passages.

Physical damage, principally occurrng durng passage though the pump/turbine, has been

reported as the major cause of entrainment mortality durig normal power plant operations.

Cavitation is avoided to as large an extent as is possible in generating stations beause of its effect

on operating effciency and accelerated materials deterioration. However, when cavitation does

occur, it has been shown to be a major source of injury for the entrained organisms. Turbulent

flow velocities in power plants have been reported at from 3 to 12 meters per second nearest the

turbine blades (Cada, 1990). Exposure to lesser velocities has been shown to be lethal to entrained

fish larae (Payne et al., 1990).

Outboard motors have propellers that are typically 13 or 14 inches in diameter. The 14 inch

diameter propellers in the larger engines sweep an area of about one square foot. At 30 miles per

hour vessel speed, a 14 inch propeller directly passes through about 150,00 cubic feet (for

convenience, rounded off to 1 millon gallons) durng every hour of operation. At 30 miles per

hour, the hull of a boat with an eight foot beam contacts almost 30 acres of water surface per hour.
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It is clear that during normal operations a single outboard powered vessel impacts a fairly

significant amount of water.

At an engine speed of 500 rpm and a propeller speed of 2500 rpm (non-racing outboard

motors are geared at 2: 1), a point on the periphery of a 14 inch propeller blade is moving though

the water at a velocity in excess of 100 miles per hour. Propellers on outboard and

inboard/outboard marne engines are described as "cavitating propellers" and are designed to

operate while cavitating. It appears as if the magntude of mechancal and hydraulic forces

resulting from electrcal generation-forces which have been shown to be injurous or lethal to

entrained organsms-might be approximated durng normal boating operations.

A consideration here is that laboratory data dealing with hydraulic effects on living

organisms are notoriously difficult to relate to the real world (Cada, 1990). Whle some work has

been done on the effects of commercial river trafc on ichthyoplanton, operating characteristics of

commercial vessels are not simlar to recreational vessels.

From a real world perspective, I decided to look at how much water could be impacted by

normal recreational boating activity. Being a faily well studied body of water, and being

conveniently located for me, I choose Baregat Bay, New Jersey. Baregat Bay is a large,

shallow estuar lying behind New Jersey's barer islands. Being approximately 40 miles long and

approaching 5 miles at the widest, it has an area of 47,615 acres. Wi~ an average depth of 4.6

feet, it has a tota volume of about 220,00 acre feet. Because of the shallow depths, much of the

bay used to be unavailable to boaters. With the advent of personal watercraf, ths is no longer the

case.

The surrounding area is heavily developed. In 1986,38 percent of the land withn 150 feet

of the estuar was covered by impervious surfaces, primarly residential. The bay has more than

200 commercial marnas with the capacity for storing 12,00 boats on racks or in the water and

there are an unkown number of boat slips associated with private homes on the estuar. There

are 45 launching ramps on the bay. It has been estimated that 53,00 vessels, 90 percent of which

are power boats, use Baregat Bay each year.

There is also a nuclear power plant-General Public Utility's Oyster Creek Plant-located

on one of the bay's trbutaes. The plant uses once-though cooling. Like other (generally

nuclear) power plants, Oyster Creek has been the occasional target of environmentaists and it has

been suggested, sometimes strenuously, that a cooling tower should be instaled there to prevent

the entraiment/impingement (and thermal) effects the plant is having on the Baregat Bay.

The Oyster Creek plant pumps about 1 millon gallons of bay water a minute-thee acre

feet-for condenser cooling. All of Baregat Bay's water could pass though the Oyster Creek

plant in about 50 days. The New Jersey Deparent of Environmental Protection and Energy has

calculated that 6,00 boats can "comfortbly use Baregat Bay at anyone time." Assuming that
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5,00 of them are powered vessels capable of cruising at 30 miles an hour, during every hour of

combined operation the propellers of those boats would pass through 17,000 acre feet of water.

They would impact a volume of water equivalent to the bay's total volume in 14 hours of combined

operation. Again at 30 miles an hour, their hulls would contact 150,000 acres of surface water in

an hour of combined operation, passing over an area equal to the bay's in about 20 minutes.

Does ths mean that boating activity is having a greater negative impact on Baregat Bay

than the Oyster Creek generating station? Definitely not. We do not know what effects, if any, the

physical disturbances by what appear to be very intensive boating activities are having on the water

column or the surface layer of the bay. But the possible magnitude of those disturbances seems

great enough to warant a closer look.

No questions were asked of the speaker.
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Boating Impacts From An Environmentalist's Perspective

Dery Bennett
American Littoral Society, Sandý Hook, Highlands, NJ

I am delighted that we are together, and I am just going to take a minute or so to say that the

environmental community, which I can not speak for but which I am par of, is interested in this

workshop. Coastal environmental groups are parcularly interested in nonpoint sources--f

which I thnk ths is a major one-in par because other point sources are better known and some

of them are under control. Certnly the coast is gettng an increase in population, given the

numbers of people that are moving to the shore. There is a great freedom on the water. You do

not need a license; all you need is enough money to buy a boat. They tell you how to push the

button to star it-this is forward and this is reverse-and you can go 70 miles an hour and they do

not yell at you.

There are obvious impacts. Our offces are at Sandy Hook so we are in the New Jersey

boating trafc area. Many of the calls that we get in the offce are about boats. Primarly they have

to do with jet skis and noise; it is a confict of too many people tring to use the waterways. The

oil pOllution, gasoline, air problems, are less well known. Thanks, in par, to Mr. Mele's book, I

thnk they are becoming more known, and certainly the manufacturers know that they are an issue.

I wanted to confirm Michael Moore's statements earlier. A number of us spent time on the

telephone with motor makers to tr (to no avail) to get them here. We explained to them that we

were not going to rip their lips off, that we were going to be tang about some basic questions,

and it would be much bettr if they were there at the very beginning rather than playing catch-up

with the information that comes from this group.

The American Littoral Society and other environmenta groups are primary interested in

protecting coasta habitat, and you wil hear ta today about how productive near-shore water is

and how it is vita for varous stages of marne life. Seventy percent of the fish we catch for food

or fun depend on the estuar and the coasta waters for their survival at one time or another. Either

they are spawned there or they use it as a nursery. Water fowl, shore and wading birds, shellfish,

and crustaceans use estuarne habitat. We visit it with boats-and I thnk we are beginning to visit

it in huge numbers with great impacts that are insidious, subtle, sublethal, and of great concern.

Groups like ours can listento the discussion and get as knowledgeable as we can. And then

we can use the information to educate the public to get them concerned and help them understand

the issue and then help them work ths though the process, whether it is regulatory or legislative.

But in arguments and discussions like this, as we go though the process to tr to regulate,

it is very importt that we be able to deal with the facts. One of the frustrations that environmental
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groups have is "why don't you scientists give us the facts fast and straightforward so that we can

use them tomorrow to beat people over the head with." In fact, some of us would say, "why don't

you beat people over the head with it yourselves." But we understand that the job of science is to

produce the information, and then the rest of us wil help to tr to figure out a way to make an

impact on the decision makers. So I am looking forward to the session from the environmental

and coastal-waters points of view. We thnk the topic of this workshop is very importt and we

want to help you where we can.

No questions were asked of the speaker.
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Anthropogenic Effects of Boating Activities

Peddrick Weis

University of Medicine & Dentistry of New Jersey, Newark, NJ

We saw a slide yesterday morning shown by Jim Joseph. It was an aerial view of par of

the New Jersey shoreline showing development of lagoons, canals, and former wetlands, so that a

lot of people can have second homes and step directly from their living rooms into a boat without

gettng sand on their feet. They tend to build strctures to make the boat more accessible. Ths

slide shown here was taken on the Florida Gulf Coast, where they tend to hoist their smaller boats

up out of the water when they are not in use. Ths avoids one parcular problem associated with

boats, and which has been barely touched upon in ths workshop, anti-fouling paint on the bottom.

If a comparable picture were taken here in New England, the boat would be in the water in the

summertme and would have that additional impact.

What we usually see is wood structures, like this bulkead here, and pilngs supportng a

dock. This has physical effects on the environment such as a shadowing. There is no sunlight

penetrating to par of the aquatic habitat underneath it. Where there used to be an intertdal zone of
a more gradual natue, either a salt marsh or a sandy area, now we have a vertcal hard substrate

replacing the original sloping soft substrate. So obviously the intertidal ecology has been altered

by necessity. On the other hand some people wil say now ~e have a reef effect. Well, that is

quite tre; the pilngs have been doing that.

One problem associated with this most popular of constrction materials, wood, is that it is

attacked by fungus and borers, especially fungus, so that withn a couple of years, a pilng is

substantially weakened and has to be replaced. So we protect wood for use out of doors.

Traditionally ths was done with creosote. Creosote is coal ta derivatives full of polycyclic

aromatic hydrocarbons: very carcinogenic material. Pentachlorophenol has some terrestral uses

as a wood preservative but does not work out terrbly well in water. Chromated copper arsenate

(CCA), which makes wood green, is the preferable wood treatment nowadays. About 95 percent
of wood preservation treatment today is CCA.

Ths treated wood is called pressurd or pressure-treated wood because the treatment

system involves a huge pressure cooker where large batches of lumber are introduced into a large

vat and under controlled pressure and temperature the CCA is impregnated into the wood over a 24

hour period.

Two and one half pounds of CCA per cubic foot of wood is the impregnation in the outer _

inch of the. wood, that which is in direct contact with the aquatic environment. Ths translates

metrcally to 40 grams per 1000 ml. Less CCA gets into the innermost regions of the wood.
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The wood preserving industr had always maintained that the material does not leach when

it is properly processed. So we put some pieces of treated wood into closed aquara or beakers

with varous types of organsms in them and found tremendously toxic effects in these closed

arificial system, in vitro. Obviously there is a problem there so we decided to go out into the field.

For the past five years my wife and I have been studying constrction materials in the marne

environment. What I wil present to you today is a summar of field studies done in the vicinity of

treated wood strctures, docks and bulkheads.

Let us look at some baracles that are on treated bulkeads on either side of a residential

canaL. On one side of ths canal is a CCA bulkhead approximately seven years old. On the other

side of this 25 year old canal is an original creosote treated bulkead. In each case there is a large

vessel tied up about one meter away from where I plucked off the baracles. Their soft tissues had

about thee ties as much arsenic on the CCA side as on the creosote side. There was less than the

minimum detection level of chromium in the creosote side compared to what was on the CCA side.

There was not such a substantial difference between copper on the two sides. This probably was

related to leachates from the copper-based anti-fouling paints on the nearby boat vessels, but

copper was stil elevated on the CCA side. The shells receive about eleven times more arsenic on

the CCA side and five times more chromium. As in the soft tissues, there was signficantly more

arsenic but not so many times more than the chromium, possibly because of the nearby boats.

If we have a wooden strctue in the water, we have leachates coming out that either be

taken up by baracles, algae or snails living diectly on the wood, or go directly out into the water.

The tidal regimen determnes the dilution effect. What we usually find with pollutants in water, in

general, is that they go down into the sedments and the fine parcles of the sediments act as a

reservoir for almost anyting beause of the adsorptive capacity of the silt and clay. Whatever is

taken up by organsms can be trophically transferred to a higher leveL. What is in the sedments

wil impact our deposit feeders. Biological as well as physical turbation wil remove some material

from the sediment back into the waterway.

In Pensacola Bay there is only one tida cycle per day, and it is not a very strong one. Once

a month, for two or three days, with the full moon, there are two tidal cycles per day. However,

the tidal fluctuation is only about one inch at that time. If we look at the metas that end up in the

sediments related to distace from the bulkhead in the end of the canal, the copper tends to remain

high. Of course, there are boats parked in the canal, so we do not see the same distrbution for

copper in relation to the side of the bulkead as we do for chromium and arsenic. But in our tests,

these other metals do slope off as we get more distance from the bulkhead, going towards the other

end of this canal where there was no strcture.

Notice the starg points, between 300-400 l.g1g for chromium and copper and less than

200 l.g1g for arsenic. If we look at the bulkead facing the open water where there is tidal
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exchange, concentrations drop off not linearly for chromium and arsenic as you saw before but in a

more hyperbolic fashion. Although the stang points are about the same, the copper is also

dropping off. So by the time we got out to ten meters, it is not significantly different from what

we found in the reference area two kilometers away.

In the sea cucumber, a deposit feeder, the one element that we could find in substantial

amounts is copper, and it paralels the amount of copper that is in the sediments. If we look at the

levels of copper and arsenic in the deposit feeding worm, Neanthes, we see that they drop off more

rapidly. By thee meters they are not signifcantly different from the reference point. But the

worms that are living right next to this open-water bulkhead, neverteless have substantialy

elevated levels.

At any rate, it does not matter whether you are in a dead-end canal that is faily stagnant or

out in open water. If you are a deposit-feeding organism living next to a bulkead, the levels you

are exposed to are stil very high..

Juvenile fish came into the canal when they were about two or thee weeks old. This is the

amount of material we found, even though they had only been there temporary because they are

juveniles. The diference was substatial between those collected at the reference site and those

living in the canal. In the canal we saw elevated levels of chromium and arsenic.

Out in the "healthy" reference area there is a whole mixture of different kinds of worms that

we find in the sediment, as well as the occasional bivalve. The number of species by the bulkead

inside the canal is only two, compared to about five or six near the open bulkhead and about 12

kinds of worm and other benthic organisms typically found at the reference site. The number of

individuals is also much higher at the reference site, yielding a Shanon-Wiener diversity index of

about 2.6. When you get up above two on the diversity index, then we feel we have an

unimpacted area. The open-water bulkhead is somewhat impacted and the end of the dead-end

canal-the cul-de-sac-is definitely impacted by all thee parameters. The tota amount of biomass

is way down.

The common oyster is copper resistant. It sequesters copper and zinc. If we look at the

oysters on the single pilngs of the open-water dock, the copper level is somewhat elevated. When

we get down into the canal, however, it is tremendously elevated, running llp towards 200 pars

per millon-somewhat less than that in Januar and somewhat more in warer weather, in May.

Some new pilngs had been put in the year before so we tested one-year old oysters from the new

pilngs in May and found that they were even higher yet. New wood presumably has not leached

so much yet; it is in the process of losing its greatest amount when first deployed.

If we look at these oysters (slide), you see that they are a bit green about the gils. This is

copper-rich as opposed to the normal creamy beige color that you have with a reference oyster.

This (slide) is a cross-section of the digestive gland in a normal oyster. The cells are very tal; if
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they are slightly impacted, as with nonspecific response, they are not as tall as they are when they

are completely healthy. Less healthy cells are shorter and some are sloughed off into the lumen of

the digestive gland. Most of the reference oysters were in this condition (slide showing tal cells),

most of them were A's, with a few B's (a descriptive scale of pathology). The oysters living on

the bulkhead in the canal tended to average closer to C's-some B's and a lot of C's type of

digestive gland pathology-suggesting that they are impacted. However, their condition index

was quite good and they moved into the reproductive state quite well. So I am really not sure what

all ths means as far as that pathology is concerned.

We also ran an experiment on trophic transfer through the food web. We used two

aquarums with a divider in the middle to provide replicates. We did ths twice. Oysters were

collected from the bulkhead and placed into each aquarum in the front half and reference oysters in

the back half on the other side of the divider. Oyster drlls were then introduced. Within thee

weeks we stared to see differences in the feeding rates of the drlls. They did not like the copper

rich oysters as much and were not feeding as much. They were not gaining as much weight and

they picked up a lot more copper, needless to say.

So there is apparently a lot of movement of copper and arsenic and little to none of the

chromium out of the bulkead into the food web. But when we looked at individual pilngs in

moving water, we did not see such an effect. We have shown you how animals living on the

bulkhead pick up a lot of stuff. It is moved trophically up though the food web. The benthic

organsms are heavily impacted.

In the interest of tie, I wil change my plans and wil end my tal here rather than present

results of another experiment that we ran where we put experimental panels in the water to see

what kid of community develops on different materials, including lumber made from recycled

plastic as an alternative constrction material.

Q (by Dery Bennett) This is a comment more than a question and it applies to what Andy was
covering too. As an environmental group, we hear information like this and we want to use this to

work on regulators and legislators to get them to change their way of doing thngs. And their

general reaction is, "So what." You are talng about oyster drlls turnng green, and we are

talng about jobs and pleasure. People have got to get out and enjoy themselves and what you are

talking about is minor.

A (by Peddrck Weis) Well, perhaps it is minor. On the other hand, there is a signficant
ecosystem out in these estuares that have been turned into second home areas. Jim Joseph

showed yesterday how many different organisms are using estuares for their juvenile or

embryonic stages. We are altering their environment substatially. Maybe it is not necessar to

have bulkeads. Maybe small docks would be suffcient. And that is prett much what is going
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on in South Carolina. It is not necessar to alter the environment that much. And if we do alter it,

maybe there are alternative constrction materials. I showed you an aluminum bulkead. I

mentioned that we have looked at recycled plastic material as well which has relatively nontoxic

effects - stil with the physical effects, but not the toxic effects at least.

Q (by Bruce Carlisle) I had a quick question in regards to your benthc diversity index. Is
that something that you developed yourself?

A No. The Shannon-Wiener Index is commonly used. That is a traditional method.

Q For marne benthic communities?
A I do not know how specific that is, frany, or if it is a general thng. My wife is the
ecologist. I am the chemist. I do not even know how she derives the formula. She sits down

with a calculator and she works it all out.

Q (Elle Dorsey) I would like to make another response to Dery's earlier question about "So
what." It looks to me like there is a real potential for a public health hazard here. If you have

oysters that people like to eat on pilngs, which are very easy to reach, that are green with elevated

levels of copper, I thnk that is a problem, not to mention whatever materials are transported farer

away from the bulkheads.

A Well, for mamals, copper is not that much of a problem. For marne organisms, copper
is highly toxic. The arsenic is a problem too, but the arsenic that ends up in marne organsms is

organic arsenic: arsenol, betane, trmethyl arsine, and so fort, which are hardly assimilated by us

at alL. They just pass right though our guts. So that is not necessarly a human health problem in

general, okay?
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Boating Impacts On Seagrass Habitats In Florida

Curtis Kruer
P.O. Box 420334, Summerland Key, Florida

(Etors' note: This talk relied heavily on slides depicting boating impacts. The references to

specific slides (indicated by '(slide)' have ben retaned since the narative gives a good feeling for

the impacts that were ilustrated, although references to each of the many dramatic slides of turte

grass damage that were shown have been parially aggregated.)

My talk wil focus on a subject that we have not heard too much about, but one that has

become a serious issue in coastal Florida in recent years. The boating impacts from propeller

scarng and propeller dredging of seagrasses (Figure 1.) are now considered by the state agency

that manages resources in Florida to be among the most significant theats to that state's the

remaining seagrass areas.

The Florida Marne Research Institute has addressed ths problem, and they have provided

some of the information I wil present today. Robin Lewis of Lewis Environmental Services of

Tampa and Summerland Key, an associate of mine who has been actively involved in ths

problem, has also contributed to today's presentation.

I have worked for 17 years in the Florida Keys, much of that as an employee of state and

federal agencies and as a consultat for the par six years. I am going to use my work in the

Florida Keys as an example of the problem in coastal Florida and then touch on some recent

assessments I have been involved in with state agencies. I wil concentrate on physical impacts

and touch on disturbance of the fish and birds which make extensive use of shallow water. You

cannot single out anyone user group or anyone type of vesseL. The problem is caused by boats as

small as jet skis and personal watercraf, that can literally run in a few inches of water on seagrass

flats, as well as by large commercial and pleasure craf. I wil discuss some management strategies

that we are tring to put in place by workig with both state and federal agencies and, if time

permts, review some research needs.

As it is in much of coastal America, the Florida coastal population is booming. The state's

population doubled to 13 millon people from 1970 to 1990. Durng that same period, the number

of boats trpled to 715,000; curently there are over 800,00 registered boats in Florida.

This (slide) is an aerial photograph of a typical shallow water area in the Florida Keys. The

light brown and light green colors indicate shallow water. These are intertidal seagrass flats,

mostly Thlassia or turtle grass, surrounding mangrove islands in the lower keys. You can
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imagine how diffcult it is to navigate though areas like these, parcularly during low or poor light

conditions, and especially if you do not know anythng about boats or navigation.

There are thee species of seagrass pertinent to my tak. Turte grass, Thlassia, is the

dominant seagrass in southern Florida. There are two other seagrasses in Florida: Syringodium or

manatee grass; and Halodule or Cuban shoalgrass. It can take decades for mature Thlassia beds

to form. Areas where the seagrasses are found are classified as wetland habitat, and are supposed

to be regulated as such by state and federal agencies. Their deep-rooted rhiome system make

seagrasses very important in stabilizing bottom sediments, parcularly the fine materials that would

otherwise be resuspended by wave and current action. They form the basis for the food web in the

clear water systems. They also provide importt nursery habitats for many species. Laral and

juvenile forms of fishes and invertebrates find protection in seagrass beds and many species of fish

and birds use these areas as feeding sites. Distubance of the seagrass beds at the level we are

seeing in southern Florida diminishes their ecological value and their productivity, afectig the

entire ecosystem.

Seagrasses occur to a depth of about 30 feet in south Florida, but those in deeper water are

only slightly impacted, if at all, by boats. I wil be talng mostly about shallow water seagrasses.

We focused on areas generally shallower than six feet, although I have documented tubulence and

turbidity in depths up to eight to nine feet from large commercial vessels hauling a lot of heavy

traps or other heavy loads.

Wading and other birds make extensive use of shallow water seagrasses in Florida; snowy

egrets, little blue herons, ibis and tr-colored herons all feed in seagrass beds. A number of

migratory birds, some of them threatened, use these areas as they migrate nort and south. In

south Florida and in the keys, bonefish, taron, a number of small sharks, baracuda, redfish,

snappers and groupers are all associated with shallow water seagrasses. Given al of these

examples, the shallow seagrass areas in South Florida are the basis of a unique habitat, one that

should be protected from the impacts of unregulated boating.

Seagrass beds are very fragile. We also know that they are very slow to recover from

propeller scarng. (Hereafer, the word 'propeller' wil be written as 'prop', the abbreviation

often used in discussions of boating impacts.) Thlassia can take four to six years to recolonize a

prop scar resulting from a boat that was ru through water that was too shallow. In shallow water,

the lower unit and prop of an outboard òr inboard- outboard wil care a trench though the

bottom. One par of the problem is that as coastal Florida and the keys become more heavily

developed and the inhabitats more afuent, boats of the recreational fleet get larger and, as we

have heard in previous presentations, more powerfL. There are much larger outboards on the

market now than there were just five or ten years ago, and the water is not really gettng much

deeper.
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This is an area in the lower keys (slide), about four feet deep, over healthy'turte grass.

These are two commercial boats that on a daily basis plow their way though the area leaving these

sediment plumes. This occurs during the times of the year when they haul lobster and stone crab

traps. You can follow the plumes for miles. Sometimes they are just caused by light sediments

kicked up off the bottom. Other times the bottoms are pertrbed to the point that the seagrasses are

displaced and you can see blades, short shoots and rhizomes floating to the surface in the wake.

This (slide) is what it looks like from the water. The large vessel in the background is very

much out of place in ths very shallow area. You can see the turbid plume and the seagrss floating

on the surface (most seagrass species float when they are displaced naturally or by boats). If you

can see seagrass floating to the surace behind a boat, you know the boat's prop is dredging or

scamng.

Ths (slide) is an ilegal chanel that was begun sometime around 1989. It was marked

with ilegal chanel markers. (This is another problem in coastal Florida. Only the people placing

the aids know what is intended by them and know what type of boats should run though the area,

but they are invarably used by more and more boats.) In a period of five years the channel has

grown to be about 2,000 feet long and 10 to 15 feet wide. There has been no attempt to enforce
the regulations preventing ths kind of activity. Government tends to be very slow to deal with

these problems.

Unfortnately this (slide) is a tyical aerial view in the Florida Keys today. This is one of

the worst but I could show you hundreds of other examples. This slide was taen in 1987 near a

heavily traveled area in the upper keys around Islamorada, the self-proclaimed "sportshing

capital" of the world. Ths next slide was taken last year, six years afer the first. If you note the

ban at the edge of this channel you can see how much it has expanded. This was caused by jet

skis from several nearby renta businesses. Jet skis are capable of running though extremely

shallow water. These are intertdal flats, out of the water during low tide, covered by a foot of

water during high tides. This corner of the channel is disappearng; the edge is disappearng.

Seagrass along ths edge of the ban is disappearng too. The ban wil become increasingly prone

to storm damage as ths type of impact continues.

This (slide) is a view of the Intercoasta Waterway where it passes though the keys. The

waterway form the boundar between Everglades Park and Florida Bay and is heavily traveled by

large vessels. The channel is marked by a series of day markers that are maitaed by the Coast

Guard. The problem is, as you can see, even when you have well marked channels, the areas

adjacent to the channel on the order of thee, four, five feet deep have many twin-prop scars.

Large vessels do not stay in the chanel either.

Ths (slide) is a channel that was the subject of a federal cour case in 1981. A marne

contractor was replacing one of the overseas highway bridges in the lower Keys. The marne
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constrction tugs that were used on the project were much too deep for the depth of water at the

site so they ended up digging a 'channel' about 2,000 feet long that averaged 50 to 75 feet wide.

The court ruled that prop dredging associated with boating impacts of this type are subject to

regulation by both state and federal agencies and that boats and vessels are a point source of

pollution when it comes to turbidity, which is regulated under state and federal law as a water

quality violation.

Expert for the contractor testified that the impacted area would revert to its natural state in a

matter of years. It does not look much different today, 13 years later. The currents have been

altered and much of the area has been eroded to the natural rock. The natual communities with soft

corals, sponges and macroalgae and the ban of seagrass are gone.

Both commercial and residential establishments on the shoreline contrbute to bottom

destrction caused by boating. This (slide) residence on one of the lower keys with a shallow

water dock that was probably constrcted without a permt. The chanel leading to it from deeper

water was made by prop dredging. The spoils from the dredging have been displaced on either

side of the chanel, impacting more of the bottom. The area that the chanel goes though is a

healthy Thlassia and mangrove shoreline. While there are now stadards to limit dock placement

to deep water, there are many old docks in the Florida Keys and this type of activity is faily

typical.
Ths (slide) is an old marna in Islamorada. Guides-'flats guides'-who are hired by

recreational fishermen in pursuit of species that frequent the flats, parcularly bonefish and taron,

dock their boats at ths and other simlar maras. The fishing guides leaving the marna area blast

their way at high speed out to deeper water, crossing these flats. Ths results in scarng on a ban

adjacent to the docks. There has also been seagrass loss along the shallow side of the dock from

mooring larger vessels there.

There are very many 'live-aboards' in Florida now. Florida has a very lax atttude about

living on boats and there are thousands of people takg advantage of it in the keys. You anchor in

shallow water, the boat swings on its mooring, and the keel and the lower unit or prop drags the

bottom. You get ths kind of impact (slide) -large circular scars worn into the bottom vegetation

by the mooring chain and the other gear.

Another problem in the keys and coastal Florida in general are grounding events. In the

keys, many shallow bans are out in the open surounded by deeper water. On the edge of Florida

Bay in Everglades Park there are hundreds of them, makng the area very diffcult to navigate. A

small boat may run aground on one of these banks and leave a scar, a small hole. Here (slide),

where a 40 foot vessel got stuck, probably one quarer of an acre of seagrass was impacted. The

prop wash blew out a deep hole and displaced a large area of sedient.
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Seagrasses are very efficient in stabilzing the bottom. Even in the strongest winds you

wil not see much sediment displaced from healthy seagrass beds. But if you remove the cover,

such as this vessel did here, and you get a strong wind from the right direction, it wil blow the

fine sediment out of the scar, deposit it on the ban, fuer burying seagrasses, resulting in

additional downstream impacts.

Threats of boats to wildlife are prett obvious. Most of you know the problems with

manatees being run over and killed by boats. Ths (slide) is a sea turtle that was hit by a boat.

Ths (slide) is one of my favorite slides, a stingray with scars on its back.

Ths (slide) is ajet ski runnng tidal creeks in the Great Whte Heron National Wildlife

Refuge with shallow water seagrass all around. In management plans developed by the Fish and

Wildlife Service for the keys years ago, they took the step of prohibiting jet skis in two of their

refuges. The prohibition has been upheld in court. As I have observed from ailanes, jet skiers

run in shallow water looking for anmals. They stop near turtles or large sharks in shallow water.

They just run around on the shallow banks lookig for things.

There is also a serious problem with boat-generated turbidity in the Florida Keys, possibly

even more serious there than in other places because the ecosystem depends on clear water. This

(slide) shows an active Sunday afernoon in a heavily-traveled area of the keys. All of the light

color is mud generated by the wakes of the boats. In ths parcular area it is beginning to be

chronic, resulting in the death of vegetation on the edges of the ban. As it continues, there is

increasingly more sediment resuspended so it beomes a cumulative problem. Once this begins, it

is very difficult to stop.

Citing from the draf state assessment that I have co-authored, I wil go though a list of

situations where prop dredging and prop scarng can occur:

· When boaters misjudge water depth and accidentally scar seagrass beds.

· When boaters stray from poorly marked channels and scar seagrass beds.

· When boaters intentionally leave marked chanels to tae shortcuts though shalow

seagrass beds, knowing that the beds may be scared.

· When boaters carelessly navigate in seagrass because they believe seagrasses can

quickly recover from scarng.

· When inexperienced boaters engage in recreational or commercial fishing activities in

shallow flats, thing the draft of their boat is not deep enough to scar seagrasses or to damage to

their boat.

· When boaters overload their vessels, causing deeper drafs than the boaters realize or

when live-aboards anchor over seagrass areas.

· When boaters intentionally prop dredge to create a chaneL.
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· When inexperienced boaters, ignorant of what seagrasses are and the benefits they

provide, accept as the behavioral norm boating customs that disregard the environment.

So what types of work have been or are being done to address this problem? In the late

'80s I organized the Boating Impact Workgroup in the keys. I convened agency resource people,

conservation groups, concerned citizens, commercial fishermen and flats fishermen to begin to deal

with ths serious and growing problem. We put together a report titled "Uncontrolled Boating

Damaging Thousands of Acres of Florida Seagrass Meadows". This lead to the state undertng

several assessments, resulting in another document called "Scarng of Florida Seagrasses,

Assessment and Management", which I co-authored. We used aerial surveys around the entie

coast of Florida to identify areas of impacted seagrasses. We classified seagrass areas based on the

degree that they had been impacted: light, moderate and severe. If there was less than five percent

impact or burial, we characteried it as light impact. If there was five to twenty percent impact to

the ban or shallow water area, that was moderate. If there was greater than twenty percent impact

to the area delineated, it was referred to as severe. My work in the keys documented 30 thousand

acres of impacted shalow water seagrass habitats, 15 thousand of which were in the moderate or

severe category. State-wide, 194 thousand acres of Florida seagrass are impacted by prop scarng

and dredging. I believe 65 thousand of these are in the moderate or severe category.

hi addition, there have ben several other studies in coasta Florida, most of them either

underten by local or state governent agencies, parcularly in the Tampa Bay area where Robin

Lewis has worked extensively. In Sarasota Bay there have been a few efforts to look at different

approaches to managing the problem. Some of them work, some of them do not, and in some of

them the data are still being developed and analyzed.

What can be done? The Boating Impact Workgroup that I organzed established a four-

point program which is now being incorporated into varous management plans. First of all,

obviously, is education. Second is improved and expanded channel marking and enforcement.

Third is the creation of boating restricted zones. Finally, we must develop strategies.

For example, we now have a Florida Keys National Marne Sanctuar, that was designated

by Congress in late 1990, but we do not yet have a management plan in place. We do have one in

Pennicamp State Park, providing for idle speed or no motor zones in shallow water. Lignum Vitae

Key State Botancal Site in the middle keys, which has ben heavily impacted by boats for many

years, has recently put a management plan in place to control boating in shallow water.

We need to look at laws that are on the books but not being enforced, and whenever

possible, use existing laws because of the resistace to implementing new rules and regulations. I

would also like to make a suggestion that this group in Woods Hole consider reconvening in a year

to continue ths forum to see what has been accomplished in the past. We should meet again to

keep the discussion going.
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Q i am going to ask ths for Michael because he is too shy. What about the impact of air
boats?

A (by Curts Krer) There are very few air boats in the keys. We did have one that ran
commercial tours in the Great Whte Heron National Wildlife Refuge. It was one of the reasons

why we forced the Fish and Wildlife Service to develop a management plan. Another was getting

rid of the jet skis. Just because of the noise and their ability to travel though very shallow areas,

air boats are known to be a problem. They are traditional, they have been around for a long time,

and they are being managed more and more all the time.

Q (by Preston Harge ) You made mention earlier of ilegal chanel markers. Do you have a
regulation that prohibits the placement of those?

A The regulations, both state and federal, require that you get a permt though the Coast

Guard to put in a channel marker of any type. You are also required to obtain a permt-and there

are different types of permts available-from the Corps of Engineers to place any strcture in

navigable water. A channel marker is a strcture. If you place it without a permt, it is ilegal.

Q Do you have a Nationwide Permt Number Ten where you submit a wrtten request? If
there is no response in thrt days, it is assumed that you can place certain activity-type markers in

a trbuta or whatever.

A Nationwide Permt Ten is a form of a permt. There are no exemptions in federal law for

structures in navigable waters.

Q I guess that brings me back to the original question. Does Florida have a written regulation
about ...

A The Florida Deparent of Environmental Protection does have a requirement that you

obtan permts for chanel markers.

Q (by Bil Taylor) Are you meeting any organed resistace to liting jet skis?
A It is a booming industr. The rental business in parcular in the keys and south Florida is
very large and growing al the time. We tred to get some strategies in place in the National Marne

Sanctuar Management Plan for the keys, but it has been very diffcult. There are a lot of people

that want to get rid of them or put them in restrcted areas out in deep water where they can run

around in circles. But it is a big business, there is a lot of money involved, and even on a national

level there is a lot of resistace to limiting them.
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Figure 1.
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Effects Of Chronic Recreational Disturbance On Shorebirds

Brian Harrington

Manomet Observatory, Manomet, Massachusetts

Before I begin my presentation, I want to note thee things. First, a lot of the information

we have is in early or mid-stages of development, and so I do not consider that we have the last

word on some of the issues that I am going to talk about. Second, I want to point out that I am

working mostly on the effects of disturbance in general. That is, I study topics not specifically

relating to but including boats. Finally, I want to note that when Manomet Observatory bird people

speak of shorebirds, we are talng about small sandpipers and their allies, the plovers. We are not

tang about all birds along the shore as the name logically implies: no terns or loons or gulls, just

sandpipers and plovers.

There are about 40 species of sandpipers and plovers common to the Western Hemisphere.

Some species breed along our coast and some of these, like the piping plover, cause a lot of

problems because they are listed as an endagered species and nest on nice sandy beaches. But the

majority migrate extraordinar distances between their nortern breeding grounds in the Arctic

regions of Canada and their wintering grounds, for the most par in central and southern South

America. They do this in a series of very long flghts. In order to prepare for those long flghts,

they visit some productive estuares or wetlands where they fatten up before they fly out over the

ocean, using the fat as fuel for the flght.

In the case of coastal staging areas for their migrations, shorebirds are essentialy a marne

anmal. They adjust to the tidal cycle. They rest at higher tides, they go out onto the intertdal area

to feed at lower tides, and then they return to the higher resting areas during the high tide portion of

the day or night. So day or night, they tend to follow the tidal cycle, as least at these migration

staging areas. A bird might visit a migration staging area for two weeks or so, during which tie

it would approximately double its weight, then take off on its flght and lose that weight in a matter

of fifty or sixty hours.

Shorebirds differ from many other species in having an extraordinarly early south

migration time. You would think that a bird that travels to the Arctic would be coming down later

than most other birds on its southern trp, but that is not the case. Eighty percent of shorebird

migration- this is from studies we've done here in Massachusetts- begin between the first thd

of July and the middle of August. Needless to say, that is also the period in the nortern

hemisphere when we have our most intense demands on coastal areas for recreational uses, be it

jogging or drving beach buggies on the beach or operating small boats in nearshore areas.
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From studies of about a dozen species that we had good data on, we found that between

1984 and 1989 there were declines of populations in some instances approaching 70 percent durng

a five-year period. One of these that you might be famliar with is the sanderling, a very common

shorebird. Its populations went down between 70 and 80 percent during this 5-year period. Other

shorebird species went down by 20 or 30 percent while a number of species did not change at alL.

We stared wondering why.

One of the things we looked at was what was happening to the numbers of birds using

paricular staging areas relative to their recreational use. The site we selected was close to home,

Plymouth Beach in Massachusetts. The vehicle of distubance that we selected was the beach

buggy; however, we also counted boats, dogs and joggers at the same time. To make our point in

this paricular study, we just used the beach buggies. The study showed essentially that though a

lO-year span of time some populations of species were declining on our study beach relative to

how intensely that beach was being used for recreation.

I should back up and note that in ths study we factored out changig sizes of bird

populations on a continental scale. In other words, if the sanderling population was declining on a

national scale, we factored that out in this study of disturbance. We did that for a varety of species

and were able to show in half a dozen or so that there was a very clear long-term decline in

numbers using our study area that related to the intensity of recreation~ use of that area.

We arved at this conclusion by using a series of observations we have used in

some of our other bird studies. Bird investigations are complicated by the fact that the birds can fly

away. When they disappear we just assume they go somewhere else, be it to another beach or

perhaps to somewhere else much farer away because that is easy for them to do. The challenge is
to monitor a staging area (for example) and make some sense out of what can look like chaos. For

the work I describe here, we have been weighing birds in the study area and marking them with

colored plastic tags which allows us to tell individuals apar. We can go out with telescopes on a

given day, search for tags, and tell who is there and who isn't. In this way we get a good idea of

who depared on migration and when. From previous work we also know on average how much

weight these birds wil gai each day durig their visit at a staging area. We can then piece

together what a bird weighed when we tagged it, how long it stayed in the area, and how much

weight it was likely to have gained while it was there.

We have used ths data to examne the inuence of disturbance in the staging area by

looking at the resighting rate of these birds in later years. As these birds are very faithl, as far as

we know, about using the same staging area year afer year, they come back to the same spot. We

have had up to 80 percent of marked groups come back in the next year, which is as many as we

could have expected to be surviving.
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When we took a look at who was coming back, relative to the estimated deparre weights

in the previous year, we found that we had something on the order of 80 or 85 percent of the heavy

birds from the previous year coming back in the successive year. But in the lower weight group

we had a very small percentage coming back. I do not remember the precise number but I think it

was around 30 percent of the lower weight group was coming back in successive years. These

were statistically sound differences.

The question then becomes one of what was happening to these lighter weight birds. While we do

not know for certain, our best guess is that they flew out over the ocean and did not make it to

South America (because they had insufficient energy reserves), but we can not really prove that.

Now, and ths is where we have to star gettng very speculative, the next question in my

mind is why were not a lot of those birds gettng up to a higher weight. Ths is not something we

have been able to explore directly because, among other thngs, studying ths would in and of itself

be a disturbance which may cause the birds we were studying to lose weight. So instead, what we

are now tring to collect better information about is whether disturbance associated with

recreational activities is what is at least pary responsible for some of these birds not getting up to

weight.

I decided to play some numbers games with ths idea and worked with red knot data. The

red knot is a kind of sandpiper for which we have some prett good information on their metabolic

rate and what they typically weigh. I used 150 g for this example. We also have good information

on how much weight they gain at a highly disturbed migration staging area each day-thee gram.

Finally, I estimated how far a knot flies when it is disturbed. I do not have any scientifically-

collected numbers but I have watched these birds for 8 to 10 years, and my best guess was 1 to 1.5

km.

Takng these numbers, and plugging in a tyical wing lengt and information on their flght

speed, we can estimate how many kiojoules or calories of energy a knot would use in a single 1.5

km flght. If we estimate how often they are distubed each day, we can then derive how far they

fly durng ths period. In this example, which is a very plausible estimation, if we hypothesize that

the shorebird was disturbed 20 times a day-which is not an unreasonable figure in a high

recreational use area-then its disturbance flght would consume roughly 25 percent of the fat that

it otherwise would have gained as an investment for its migration south over the Atlantic Ocean.

The implication of this is that chronic disturbances of shorebirds in their migration staging

areas may, indeed, substantially afect surivability. Our job now is to determne if disturbances

really do, and that is the point I want to leave you with. These birds are feeding in intertidal areas

at low tide. They are feeding on heavily used recreational beaches at high tide while jet skis and

other boats are roarng up and down and while researchers, bird-watchers, joggers, dog-walers
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and "everyone else" are out there harassing them. So what are the effects of all of these

disturbances?

Q (by Kate Hinch) Our group works a lot on plastic debris in the ocean and the ingestion of
this plastic by sea animals, including shorebirds. And obviously, when plastic is ingested, it's not

digested. It builds up. Can this be a factor in the lack of shorebird survival as well?

A (by Brian Harngton) I have no idea.

Q I mean, based on if it's a recreational area, cigarette butts and plastic pieces that they could
be ingesting as it's tring to discern between --

A It is a possibilty. It's not anything we have looked at. It certainly would be wort

somebody's while to look at it, I think.

Q (by Elle Dorsey ) You are saying 25 percent is the amount of fat lost in one day?
A If the bird is gaining thee gram a day, it is losing 25 percent of that thee grams in a day,
with 20 instaces of a 1.5 kilometer disturbance flght.

Q Does the ingestion actually go down as well when they're disturbed?
A In this model, I was really just playing with resting areas, high tide resting areas. I have

not even looked at or thought about seriously at this point the low tide areas. I thnk that is a very

real issue, and I thnk that is where the marne activities wil beome espeially important. But my

mission so far has to been to make the case that here is somethng that might be a real problem we

need to look at. I am not trying to show that it is, in fact, a scientifically proven problem. I think it

probably wil happen some day, but we have got to get to that.

Q (by George McCary) When you segregated your heavy birds and your light birds, what
was the percentage difference in their weight? I mean, is 25 percent signficant in that regard when

you compared the mortity of the two groups? In your high mortty group that you call the light

birds what is the difference in the amount of weight they put on relative to the low mortity group,

the one that had --

A See, we never actually measured the weights that these birds left at. We were assuming

they both gained the average amount of weight each day, the light birds as well as the heavy birds.

And again, this is just an exercise. It is not real data. We have estimated their deparre weights.

Q Oh, you did not know what they weighed when they depared?
A That is correct.
Q Oh, I see.
A We knew what they weighed when we caught them and we put the bands on. We knew

they stayed ten days or fifteen days or whatever each individual stayed, and based on how long

they had been there and how much weight an average bird would gain each day, we estimated its

deparre weight.
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Boating Induced Turbidity

Preston Hartge
Maryland Boating Administration, Maryland Department of Natural Resources,
Annapolis, Maryland

In Marland there are about 191 thousand registered or documented boats. These boats

range in size from megayachts to personal watercraf. The Boating Administration for which I

work has the authority to regulate the operation of recreational vessels on Marland waters. Most

of the existing regulations (Table 1) have been established to enhance public safety but some are

there to protect the environment or living natual resources. Some of them are applied on al state

waters and some are focused on a parcular trbutar to address a specific concern.

Whle some of our regulations are applied year-round, many are not. Our boating season in

our inshore waters is from about April 15th to October 15th. We have established this season

because that is when we see the most activity, which is greatly reduced for the rest of the year.

In designated congested areas we have a six knot speed limit at all times. This is a safety

regulation to promote safe operations. We have had it in place for quite some time: it is not there

to address any environmental concerns. We have a 35 knot maxmum speed limit on all waters

away from congested areas. Ths is relatively new and I suspect was put in place as a response to

the proliferation of the high-powered muscle boats. We also use minimum wake zones, and allow

boats in them to proceed only at the speed necessar to maintan steerage, as slow as you can go in

a parcular boat and keep control. Minimum wake zones are in place mainly in areas with highly

erodible shore lines and shallow bottoms, natual heritage sites, or waterways where we want to

promote passive recreational use.

We were recently asked by our deparment's fisheries agency to establish two minium

wake zones in fish hatchery areas on the Potomac River: the Pomonkey and the Chicamuxen

Creeks. These creeks are no-wake areas during the black bass spawning season and the regulations

were directed towards the tourament and recreational bass fisheries. The paricipants in these

fisheries were really cooperative and we were quite surprised to encounter virally no opposition

to regulations that were put in place for the benefit of a parcular species of fish.

We also have the abilty to establish areas in which boatig is totaly prohibited to protect

those species listed as theatened, endangered, or in need of conservation. One area in the back

bays behind Ocean City near Assateague Island protects the piping plovers, wild terns, black

skimmers, gull bil terns, and least terns. In ths area the closure is seasonal, running from April

1st to September 15th.
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We use another type of boating regulation in areas used by professional or more

accomplished skiers as well as people who are skiing recreationally. Having both types of users in

the same area at the same time can lead to conficts that we have tred to avoid though regulation.

To eliminate - or at least minimize - the conficts, we have set up a system where we inspect the

boats according to performance standards and noise emissions. On meeting our standards, a decal

is issued that allows their operation on established courses for either competition events or just

general use. Some of these courses are open only during specified times; possibly from 8:00 a.m.

to noon one or two days a week and for several hours on the weekend.

In one creek we have a speed limit of six knots for boats greater than 17 feet in lengt and

no speed limit for boats under 17 feet. We have done this because we feel that boats shorter than

seventeen feet create larger wakes at six knots than they do if they are on top of the water and

planing at fifteen knots. We would like to use ths ty of control in other areas where the

congestion is not great and there is enough room for boats to go fast.

Another regulation that has ben established since the "muscle boats" have come into

common use is a 75 decibels (dB) noise limit. This is a regulation that anybody who has come

withn five miles of where one of these boats is in operation wil understad. This level is

measured by meter at a certain distance from the water. If a boat exceeds 75 dB, the operator is

cited by the Natual Resources Police. This is generally a "turn-in" typ of thing; somebody hears

a noisy boat, makes a phone call and the police respond to it.

Everybody who has been around the water has heard a lot about personal watercraf. We

have speial regulations for them that apply to all Marland waters. Most are for operator safety.

Speed is limited to six knots withn 100 feet of the shoreline, other vessels, piers or other

strctues. You have to be at least 14 years old and have taen a boating safety course to operate

one and if you are from out of state you have to complete a preparatory course before you can rent

one.

As to boating induced turbidity, in 1990 we were required by law to come up with a

comprehensive vessel management plan for the Severn River, which includes Annapolis and is

used extensively by boaters. In our prelimar surveys we monitored vessel trafc and in many

instaces found well over 100 passing a parcular point on the river in a half an hour. We

commonly counted 80 or 90 boats in operation in a quarer mile stretch. This level of boating

activity extended thoughout most of the daylight hours.

We became interested in turbidity when a water ski course was established in the

Maynadier Creek area of the Severn and the residents, being unhappy with ths, accused the skiers

of destroying the habitat, stirrng up the bottom and killng the submerged vegetation (SA V) in the

area.
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Having no studies to either substantiate or refute their claims, our agency commssioned a

study beginning in 1993 by the Horn Point Environmenta Laboratories of the University of

Marland. Dr. Court Stevenson was the principal investigator. We were interested in the

resuspension of bottom sediments and how ths might afect SA V in parcular.

We choose two monitoring sites with similar bottom sediments: one exposed to high levels

of boating activity and one not. While we didn't come up with any definite conclusions or enough

data to allow us to begin to consider specific regulations, we did see indications of trends that told

us we should look farher.

So in 1994 we began another study. Rather than just setting the equipment out and leaving

it untended as we had in the previous year, we monitored it daily. Using our own operators and

"standardized" operating conditions, we performed test runs, purposefully resuspending

sediments in order to develop technques to more accurately measure the level of disturbance.

SA V has been on the decline in the Chesapeake Bay for some time. In some areas it

appears to be returning, but the return is very erratic. For reasons that have not yet been

determned, durng 1994 there was more SA V on the western, more heavily populated side of the

bay and less on the eastern shore, which is characterized by agrculture and other non-residential

uses. Of course, the first thing that we heard was that farg was the problem. As boating

recreation managers, we have to evaluate the impact of all factors: agrculture, boating and others.

Our 1994 study indicated some problems with boats causing the resuspension of

sediments, parcularly in waters a meter or less in depth. We looked at Dickinson Bay and the

Rhode River, areas with recreational use. We used four tyes of small boats: two were jet-

propelled and two were propeller-drven. We did not see much diference in the amount of

sediment resuspension between the propulsion tys but we did notice that the boats that went

slower and were more heavily loaded stied up more sediment than those more lightly loaded and

traveling faster.

This seemed to contradict our minimum wake regUlations in use to slow boats down but we

stil use it and it does work in that it cuts down on boating use. By vire of a regulation that

seems to be inappropriate for what our data is now showing us, we have cut down on the sediment

resuspension in our smaller trbutares. Weare gettng the desired result, so the regulation remains

in place.

Our limited testing has also revealed that boating can temporary increase light attenuation

and that the duration and the intensity of the increase depends on the ty and condition of bottom

sediments. The effect is greater in shallow water, attenuation being two to thee times greater than

in the deeper water. The effect is greater at slower speeds and the effect of larger jet-propelled craf

is greater than that of personal watercraf, possibly because of the greater loading.
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We stil feel we need to continue and refine ths work before we can draf meaningfl

regulations. For example, our method of collecting the suspended sediments needs to be

improved; we simply dipped a contaner down and pulled it up, and I think we got very erratic tests

from that. We are reviewing our work to date but are in a bit of a quandar about how to proceed.

Whle I think this is a very good study and I want to continue it, if the conclusions star to show

that we need to restrct boating more than we have been, we might possibly lose our funding. My

funds come from a five percent ta on boats purchased in Marland.
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MAYL DEPARTME OF NATUR RESOURCES
BOATING ADMINISTRATION

There are 19l,000 registered and documented boats in Maryland.
The Boating Administration has the authori ty to regulate the
operation of recreational vessels on Maryland waters. Below are
boating speed limit regulations and other regulations we have used
to regulate boating activity. While most boating regulations are
established to enhance public safety, some are established to
protect natural resources.

The following boating regulations may be established year
round or only during the boating season (April 15 - Oct. 15).
In some cases special time restrictions or closures apply:

6 knots at all times . ~;. ., .J'.

6 knots Saturdays, Sundays & State Holidays

35 knots maximum

Minimum Wake
Defined as the minimum speed necessary to maintain
steerage. Established in areas with highly erodible
shorelines, shallow bottoms, Natural Heritage sites and
in waterways where we want to promote passive
recreational acti vi ties.

Boa ting Prohibited Area
Established in Maryland's Coastal Bays to protect species
listed as threatened, endangered or in need of
conservation. Protects Piping- Plovers, Royal Terns,
Black Skimers, Gull-billed Terns and Least Terns.
Eff ecti ve April 1 -. september 15.

Controlled Ski Area (for slalom water skiing, 3 sites)
Special restrictions apply including vessel performance
test, minimum wake requirement and noise level compliance
and vessel must display current decal as proof of
inspection. Maynadier Creek Slalom Ski course closed
March 15 - June 15, the "environmental window" for SAV
horned pondweed to grow and set seeds. Water skiing is
permitted only during daylight hours (sunrise to sunset) .

6 knots for boats greater than 17 feet (no speed limit for
boats -17 feet or less). - o~ly oone creek in stat~

75 db (a) noise level limit. . : -: . - . .". ~.

Personal Watercraft
Special regulations apply to the operation of PWCs. All
were established to enhance safety. All PWCs must
operate at 6 knots or less when within 100 feet of the
shoreline. A secondary benefit to the distance
requirement is that PWCs would be deterred from entering
narrow shallow headwaters.

12/5l-94
Table 1
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Q (by Tom Klin) In your boating ilustration handout here, when you established the boating
prohibited areas, did you close that area to all vessels or just motoried vessels?

A (by Preston Harge) All vessels are prohibited in those areas because the presence of people

disturbs the birds or the wildlife there on the Skimmer Islands.

Q (by Tom Klin) What was the public response?
A Local response was rather mixed. Overall, I thnk it was positive and the people have

adapted to it very well. We haven't had any offenders.

Q (by Tom Klin) Are these homogenous bodies of water, like a cove or some area of river?
How did you define the areas?

A We worked in conjunction with our Wildlife Division to set up the areas based on historical

nesting sites.

Q (by Curts Krer) Implementing the reguations to protect bird nesting areas of the
shoreline, what kind of data or research did you have to justify those closures?

A Jody, do you want to --
A (by Jody Roesler) Thank you. We've worked very closely with the National Park Service

and our Fish Heritage and Wildlife Service. Our Wildlfe Division and Heritage sta have both

been monitoring the bird population on the nortern tip of Assateague Island and also Skimmer

Island, which is right behind Ocean City. It's a dredge spoil island and I believe they had a

number of years' data. We had to set up a buffer on land, protect the mud flats and also establish a

buffer in the mooring area. What has happened in the past several years is that they have shown

some increase in the populations of the varous birds they were tring to protect.

Q But to your knowledge, it was diected research that showed the benefits of closing these
areas?

A (by Jody Roesler) Yes, definitely. We might even have some papers that I can send you if

you'd like to give me your name. We also have some brochures. I have about twenty-five

brochures speifically on the prohibited area closure that have a map showing the closure area.

:Ad the closure area may var from year to year. Every spring our biologists monitor the nesting

sites, and our closure is based on where the nesting sites are on land.
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A Statistical Analysis of Motorboat Effects on the Turbidity of
Otsego Lake

George W. McCary
Jerome Levy Economics Institute, Bard College, Annandale-on-Hudson, NY 12504

and

Andre P. Mele

43 Yale Court, Ulster Landing, Kingston, NY 12401

Abstract
Motorboats have long been suspected of causing the resuspension of phosphorus-bearng

sediment from bottom surfaces and from lower regions in the water column, thereby makng

phosphorus available to nourish algae as par of a general decline toward eutrophication of

freshwater lakes and ponds. If this is so, then on heavily-used bodies of water the effects of

motorboats should be identifiable. Critics of ths view claim that the effect of motorboats is

minuscule relative to large, global, weather-related events.

This study explores statistically the relationship between motorboating and turbidity,

controllng for weather. The study uses data collected from Otsego Lake, a generaly healthy,

mesotrophic/oligotrophic body of fresh water in upstate New York. Despite the lake's good

condition, data indicate a gradual trend of deterioration toward eutrophy.

The dynamcs of tubidity wil be discussed in some detal below, based primarly on

statistical modeling of tubidity and climatological data. Our work indicates that there is room,

amd a great deal of uncertnty, to suggest that motorboats do have an identiable role in the

creation of tubidity, thus waranting furter study. The authors propose a specific integrated

discipline of sampling and data collection, to make subsequent analysis more meanngfl.

Introduction and Background
Suspended sediment is known to transport phosphorus and nitrates, which, when

bioavaiable for algal growt, contrbute to productivity and eutrophication. It also blocks sunlight

from reaching rooted macrophytes, thus impeding their growt and surival, and can interfere with

the reproductive and feeding activities of fish and other aquatic species.

There are many sources of turbidity, among them the effects of motorboats. Motorboats

cause turbidity by resuspending bottom sediments, by resuspending settling sediments, and by the

action of high-energy wakes impacting along shorelines. Motorboats also contrbute to tubidity

through pariculates and phosphorus (Hallock and Falter 1987) in their engine exhaust.

Otsego Lake is located in upstate New York 50 kilometers (30 miles) due west of the state

capital, Albany. The lake is fed by some 27 streams, thee of which constitute 75% of stream
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inflows (Haran and Sohacki 1980). Overall, the volume of inflow known to enter the lake is

small and the average residence time of water in the lake is from 7 years (Iannuzzi 1988) to 4.15

years (Haran, pers. comm.). There is no measurable current in the lake, other than localized

effects, except for a brief period during spring mnoff, when a cold sheet current slides rapidly over

the warer bulk water, thereby helping to car some incoming nutrents to the Susquehana

without dropping them in the lake (Haran, pers. comm.).

Approximately 15 percent of the lake's bottom is shallower than 5 meters (the greatest

depth at which sediment resuspension from motorboats was observed by Yousef et al. 1974). The

majority of shallower waters (2 sq. km.) are found at the nortern end of the lake. The deepest

par of the lake is found 4.5-5 km from the nortern end, and the bottom shoals gradually for the

remaining 8-8.5 km to the south end's Susquehana outlet. Maximum depth is 50 meters, and

anual sediment deposition in the deeper regions is approximately 0.5 cmlyr (Haran, pers.

comm.). The outlet at the southern end of the lake is the sole outfow and it form the begining of

the Susquehanna River. The vilage of Cooperstown is located at ths point; the majority on the

west ban of the Susquehana, and a small porton on the east. There has ben a Biological Field

Station (BFS) maintained 2-3 km nort of Cooperstown on the west shore as a facilty of the State

University of New York, College at Oneonta since 1968.

The lake has been suffering a decline in diversity and other aspects of qualty. In 1935

there were 26 species of submergent plants; today there are 16. In 1969 there were 24 species of

mollusks; today there are 10. In 1975 an average of 300 plantonic crustaceans could be counted

per quar of 
water; today the average count is 10. Water clarty is decreasing. From 1972 to 1977

the average Secchi disk readings were 4.7 m; in 1992 the average reading was 3.7 m. In fall of

1993, just prior to the fall "turnover," the hypolimnon, a stratum of oxygenated cold water habitat

available for importt salmonid fish species, dwindled to 5 meters in depth, from the previous

year's thckness of over 25 meters. During Fall, Otsego Lake exhibits the characteristics of a

mesotrophic system, recovering oligotrophy afer tuover during the winter, and in spring and

early summer. (Varous BFS sources.)

Variables affecting turbidity
The varables afecting turbidity are rainfal, wind and wind diection, nutrent inflows

(phosphorus, nitrates) from agrcultue, nutrent inflows from septic systems, nutrient inflows

from urban areas, atmospheric deposition, algae populations, watershed geology, lake water

levels, drainage and streamborne sediment characteristics, and motorboats.

Ephemeral increases in tubidity would be expected to result from: intense or long-term

rainfall (sediment infows); spring runoff character (sediment infows); algal blooms; unique

atmospheric deposition characteristics (such as nearby cities, factories, or global effects such as

volcanic eruptions); seasonal population infuxes (septic, road runoff, localized atmospheric
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deposition); intensive motorboat usage (resuspended bottom sediment and shore erosion);

windstorms (shore erosion); varations of five inches or greater above or below optimum lake

water level-I, 194'6" above sea level (shore and bottom erosion); and seasonal agrcultural

practices, such as plowing and fertilizing (dust, sediment, nutrient infows). Long-term trends

toward increasing turbidity would be expected to result from: deforestation (erosion); intensive

development (erosion, urban runoff, septic); increasing use of waterfront homes (septic); aging

septic systems along the lake shore; positive-feedback conditions associated with eutrophy (algal

blooms); altered agrcultural patterns and practices (erosion, nutrent infows); increasing usage of

motorboats (shoreline erosion, sediment resuspension); climate changes; and shift in the balance

among lake biota, such as the recent introduction of the alewife, which feeds upon zooplanton,

leaving phytoplanton populations to burgeon. (From Cole, pers. comm.; Garad and Hey 1987;

Hallock and Falter 1987; Haran, varous; Hilton and Phillps 1982; Kortann and Henr 1989;

NYS DEC 1990; Sharley et al. 1991; Vighi et al. 1989; Wagner 1990; Wetzel 1975; Yousef 1974;

Yousef et al. 1980.)

The detection of turbidity occurs priarly at the Cooperstown Muncipal Water Works

(M) which monitors tubidity constantly as a function of its water treatment activities. Other
data are taen occasionally with a Secchi disk at varous locations around the lake (see Haran

1980; Iarnuzzi 1988). MW readings are in NT and Secchi readings are in meters of visibilty

of a sinkng white disk; therefore high NT numbers indicate cloudiness, while high Secchi

numbers indicate clarty.

Data
We used the following types of data for our analyses: turbidity-daiy measures, at least

once a day; Secchi disk readings-available for 1988 (from Iannuzzi) on a weekly basis from a

number of locations on the lake; chlorophyll-a and phosphorus (total phosphorus and soluble

reactive phosphorus )-spott readings for a varety of locations around the lake by Iannuzzi for

1988, 15 center-lake chlorophyll-a readings for 1993 by BFS; and water temperature and pH for

varous locations and multiple depths, as well as wave action grouped in six classes according to

severity, by Ianuzzi for 1988 dates. Weather-daily high temperatue, low temperature, and

amount of precipitation-were available for the Cooperstown site.

A number of assumptions were made about the character of motorboating. From

innumerable personal observations, personal experience, and industr sources, we accept that the

heaviest boating activity is on summer weekends, and that sunny, war weekends attact more

boaters to the lake than windy, cool, or wet weekends. We fuer assume that holiday weekends

are going to attact more boaters to the lake than ordinar weekends, subject to the above

climatological constraints.
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Methods
The analysis of data included calculation of descriptive statistics, estiation of simple

correlation, analysis of varance and time-series regression. This is, by and large, exploratory

work. The work is theory-drven to the extent that we hypothesize relationships between turbidity

and other factors. Since most of the data is spott at best, most of the results can only be

considered impressionistic. Much of the data was not collected at regular intervals. It is very

diffcult to do much with data collected at varous locations of the lake because series aren't

complete; many of the observations don't match up.

Given that tubidity appears to be a complex phenomenon, the limitations imposed by data

availabilty makes drawing firm conclusions quite problematic. Although, some of the measures

have 30-4 usable observations, which limits us to about thee explanatory varables in a model,

there are very good series on tubidity at the water station, and complete local weather data. Ths

allowed us to explore dynamc propertes of turbidity at one location related to duration, varability,

trends over time, seasons, and local weather disturbances.

The six -year period 1988-1993 was analyzed to find the dynamc strcture of the

relationship between turbidity and daily weather. The daily data was detrended in order to look at

short term varations independent of the secular increase. Ths was done by including a time

varable in the regression models. The estimated coeffcient accounts f~r the average daiy rise in

turbidity independent of the other explanatory varables.

We also tested for autocorrelation in the turbidity data. Autocorrelation is defined as a

strctural relationship between intertemporal observations. What this means, in our case, is that

any random change in turbidity on one day is likely to affect the level in the following day or days.

Ths has intuitive appeal when applied to the study of turbidity. One would expect that any event

which increases turbidity would have some duration. Empircal questions that might be settled in a

study such as this involve the duration of turbidity-increasing events and the possibilty of linearty

between duration, frequency, and the extent of the event.

Autocorrelation presents a problem with statistical modeling. Essentially, one cannot trst

coeffcients estimated in the presence of autocorrelation using stadard least squares techniques.

Autocorrelation leads to ineffcient and inconsistent least squares estimates and biased estimates of

standard errors. This means that all tests for statistical signficance of estimated parameters wil be

biased. Many methods have been devised to provide asymptotically unbiased estimators in the

presence of autocorrelation. The best known of these is the Cochrane-Orcutt method. This

method was used in regressions reported in the appendix (Cochrane and Orcutt 1949).

The analysis of daily readings used four separate specifications. First, the 8:00 am reading

was chosen as the dependent varable (AM). It is assumed that the 8:00 am reading follows

a period of low human activity on the lake. Ths means that any turbidity-increasing event
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observed at that time can be assumed to be a "natural" occurrence. Only events with duration

longer than a day are expected to be captured in this data. Second, the daily high was chosen as

the dependent varable (HIGH). The daily high is expected to captue both long and short

duration events. Since AMUR is "nested" within HIGH, HIGH wil capture any event that has

a duration longer than a day and wil also reflect any spikes that occur within a day. Ths would

account for its higher varabilty than AM. Thd, the difference between the daily high and

the lowest reading was chosen as the dependent varable (DA YDlF. The varable DA YDIF is the

difference, in NT's, between the lowest daily reading and the daily high. It wil only capture

short term events. Large movements in ths varable wil indicate activities that changed tubidity

withn a single day. Since high readings typically occur during daylight hours, this varable wil

likely captue events related to most human activities. If a turbidity spike lasts longer than a day,

we should see lagged values of DA YDIF showing up with statistical signficance. Finally, the

difference between the daily high and the previous day's high reading was chosen as the dependent

varable (HIlF. Ths varable tracks the difference between daiy highs; specifcally comparng

one day's high with the previous day's high. It wil captue short-term random fluctuations that

have durations longer than a day. This varable should aid in recognzing the duration of these

events and whether there is a linear relationship between the dimension of an event and its

duration.

Results and Comment
In all models estimated, there was a statistically signcant secular increae in daiy

tubidity over the 1988-1993 period. There was strong evidence of non-linear yearly cycles on top

of the secular trend. Ths cycle was characteried by low turbidity early in the year (especially

during periods of ice cover). Turbidity rose slowly though the Sprig and more rapidly in early

Summer. It peaked in early August and declined slowly though the FalL. There is some indication

of increased turbidity durig the fall turnover (the reversal of the thermocline). There was also

evidence of signcant autocorrelation in the tubidity data.

Turbidity was related to a set of processes with different durations. The first, long term

process was characteried by a general increase over the six years studied. Ths yearly increase

was about 0.05-0.10 NT per year (statistically signficant) and appeared to be fairly stable across

a varety of specifications.

A rather disturbing trend was the countervailing infuence of pH. Ph appeared to be

falling, despite the natual buffering effect of the local limestone, and was having a statistically
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signficant negative impact on turbidity; as acidity increased in the lake, tubidity fell. Ths means

that the secular rise in turbidity would be higher were it not for increased acidity. 1

There is a medium-term pattern that sits atop the long term trend. It is a yearly cycle which

is characterized by low turbidity in the winter, rising turbidity though the sprig and summer

which peaked in August, and declining tubidity though the falL. This yearly cycle is theorized to

be related to ice cover, water temperature, dissolved oxygen content, air temperature, and spring

and fall turnover. 2

The other patterns of varation in turbidity are short (1-3 days) and very short term ( .c 1

day) events. The short term varabilty is related to the previous day's turbidity, air temperature,

precipitation, and time of year. AM rises signficantly if it rained/snowed the previous day

(the effect is about 0.11 increase in NT per inch of precipitation). Precipitation two days before.
also has a positive and statistically significant effect on morng tubidity (0.065 NT-inch-1).

There is no other statistically signficant effect of previous days' precipitation on ths turbidity

measure.

For HIGH, there is a statistically significant effect of precipitation on turbidity for the day

in question, the previous day and the day before that (0.18, 0.37, 0.22 NTU-inch-1, respectively).

Daily high and morning turbidity readings are related to the daiy high temperatue two days

before. The estimated effect is a 0.003 increase in NT for each degree of temperature. The

months from August though December show statistically significant higher measures of daily

difference (DA YDlF relative to Apri.

The very short term varation is related to precipitation, and possibly boating activity.

DA YDIF (the comparson of the diference between the relatively pristine 08:00 readings and the

daily highs) stars to show a definite boating season effect and a relationship to issues that might

involve boating. This is shown in Table 4 where, for instance, Sunday DA YDIFs are as powerfl

as rainy days, and Fridays and Saturdays show statistically signficant accumulation of tubidity

toward the Sunday climax, which by Monday is no longer statistically signficant.

An event that seems to have a signficant impact on very short term turbidity is the 1akewide

thermal turnover that occurs in the fall (i.e., when the thermocline switches from a negative

correlation between water temperatue and depth to a positive correlation).

1 It is not clear that the factors which account for the long term tubidity increase are independent of the shorter

term factors. Increased frequency of events which raise short term tubidity might leave residual effects that show up
cumulatively in the long run. For example, if sediment is repeatedly stied up from the bottom, and phosphorous
contaned in the sediment goes into solution, the result might be algae blooms which, as a positive-feedback cycle,
would increase long term tubidity.

2, For the puroses of regression analysis, one month must be left out in order to estiate equations with an .
intercept. For these models, April was omitted as the reference month.
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The R-square for all the varables in the model (Table 4) indicates that about 30 percent of

the tota varation in tubidity is explained by those varables. Whether a portion of that 30 percent,

which occurs on weekends and stops abruptly on Mondays, can be described as determnistic of

eutrophication, remains to be seen, but we must not rule it out. As shown in the

Secchi/phosphorus relationship graph (Fig. 2), Otsego Lake is at a point on the cure where small

increases in nutrent levels can have great effects on overall water clarty and qualty.

The data we examned showed no statisticaly signcant positive relationship between

chlorophyll-a and turbidity. There was no seasonal hump pattern in algal growt as measured by

chlorophyll-a, or in phosphorus, to match that of turbidity levels. In fact, there was one instance

of negative and statistically signficant impact.

The trend in housing development seems to resemble the non-seasonal overal trend toward

increasing turbidity during the period of our study, but a meanngfl comparative analysis would

require more precise data about changes in housing and alterations to local septic facilties, and

several decades of data from the MW. Over the region of our study, there was increased

snowfal and increased atmospheric parculate deposition, apparently from volcansm. The colder

winters have resulted in increased consumption of fossil fuels for home heating, the fallout from

which accumulates on the surace of the lake's winter icepack and enters the lake at spring melt.

Fossil fuel and woodstove residues are known to contan parculates 3.d small amounts of

phosphorus, but any potential effects on overall lake nutrent concentrations are liely to be brief,

and mitigated by the sheet current described earlier.

The effects of tourism on the lake ecosystem are not widely understood. It is generally

supposed that there are dramatic loads on municipal septic systems and solid waste systems, but

both streams are fated downstream of the Otsego Lake watershed, which termnates at the Vilage

of Cooperstown, where the vast majority of the tourism burden (benefit) occurs, and thus stress

the Susquehana River, not the lake. There may be an effect from road runoff and vehicle exhaust

emissions deposition that result from motorized excursions around the lake along the scenic roads

that follow the shore on both east and west sides.

Wind action is, at first glance, a strong candidate for overall lake-wide tubidity, but the

prevailing winds are westerly-nortwesterly in winter, and southwesterly in summer-which

tendto blow across ths nort-south oriented lake, with only a short fetch of 1-3 kilometers for

waves to build up energy. No large waves or chop are observed on Otsego Lake. Anecdotal

observers indicate that wakes from powerboats possess far more energy, more height, and greater

velocity than wind waves, as confirmed by Karak and vanoften (1975). We feel that the
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available evidence indicates that wind action has a minial effect on MW turbidity readings,

although it may be one of the few lakewide effects. 
3

Garad and Hey (1987), Haran (pers. comm. 1994), Hilton and Phillps (1982), Karak

and vanoften (1975), and Yousef (1974 and 1980) comment on the rapidity with which sediment

is resuspended by the passage of motorboats (.c 5 min.), and the relative rapidity of resettement

(24-72 hrs.).4 In a lake with no measurable current, and residence times of from 4-7 years, and

in which areas less than 2 km away from heavily silted areas are experiencing sedimentation rates

of only 0.5 crnyr, it is reasonable to suggest that resuspended sediment falls in the lake withn a

few meters of where it originally lay, in a random or chaotic maner; that streamborne agrcultual

erosion settles withn the proximity of the stream mouth; and that Otsego Lake can probably,

therefore, be regarded as a mosaic of regions, or zones, of local effects which have litte infuence

upon lakewide conditions.

Thus, when considering turbidity data from water taen up at the extreme southern end of

the lake, it may make sense to pay parcular attention to the immediate zone of concern, withn the

ambit of local effects such as stream, currents, water depths, and human activities.

Haran and Lindberg (1991) observe that the waters adjacent to Cooperstown have the

most intense boatig activity on the lake. Therefore any overall boatig effects wil be weighted

more heavily in the Cooperstown zone, an area of suffciently shallow waters (less than 5m in

depth, per Y ousef 1974) to experience rapid sediment resuspension episodes. Allowing for slower

resettlement and even longer phosphorus suspension times (Yousef 1980), these episodes could

have cumulative effects as boatig one day adds to the tubidity and nutrent residual from the

previous day. These shallows may be as much as 50% of the tota surface area of ths zone, and

therefore shallow lake studies, such as those of Y ousef or Hilton and Philips, canot be rejected

outrght as inapplicable.

According to Ianuzzi (1988), phosphorus and algae counts exhbit signifcant spatial

heterogeneity, and are thus unlely to be reliable as homogeneous lakewide indicators. We

assume that the failure of our study to detect a linkage between phosphorus and algae data is due to

the virtal isolation of lake zones from each other. We did not have enough observations to

compare data withn the region of concern.

3 Ths can be tested using more complete weather data. The wind diection and speed DUght be assumed to be

siDUlar to measures collected in Syracuse or Albany, but the implicit inaccuracy DUght be problematic.

4 The duration of suspension is supported by the results presented here. Lagged values of daily tubidity show

statistical significance though the thd lag.
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Recommendations
Despite our concerns and caveats regarding less-than-optimum data for the purposes of our

inquir, we should point out that Otsego Lake is unique for the amount of study that has gone into

it and for the comparative richness of data that has emerged from that study. Furtermore, our

comments should not be constred as critical of any institution or individual. We recogne that

testing is expensive, and that funding is sometimes intermttent. Neverteless, because of its

potential contrbution to elucidating the trends and causes of hydrological changes in the lake

(e.g., pH and chlorophyll-a) we would like to see the full potential of a statistical analysis of ths
type be realized. To that end we suggest that for a few years at least the following parcular course
of sampling be conducted.

At one site in each of the thee pricipal zones of the lake (the nortern or agrcultural zone,

the middle zone, and the Cooperstown zone), the following regimen of samples should be taken on

the same day and at the same time: turbidity (in NT's); phosphorus; chlorophyll-a; pH; air and

water temperatue; dissolved oxygen; conductivity; motorboat counts; wind strengt and diection;

and wave action. In the interest of keeping costs minimal while still building good data sets, only

two depths should be sampled at all sites and on all days. Whch depths to sample should be

found in Iannuzzi 1988. Sampling should occur at about 08:00 in the morng and again between

16:00 and 20:00. Daily sampling is not necessarly required. It is not so much a perfect

representation of the lake that is being sought, as a consistent record of the changes that are

occurrng. The point is to have a record that is consistent and contemporaneous. Subjecting these

data to the type of analyses presented here would allow better interpretation of the interactions

between tubidity and the other varables. To complete the analysis, we should add counts of

tourist, long-term seasonal, and resident populations. We would also need a better grasp of the

numbers of failing or marginal septic systems, and the rate at which they are being upgraded. It

might also be wortwhile, if it hasn't been done aleady, to perform a one-time series oftests for

septic indicators from the shoreline out into deep water from areas with dense populations, both in

winter and summer, to gain a sense of the relationship between the two seasons.
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T bl 1 S S' .a e ummai IT tatistics

Var #obs Mea St. Dev

Turb 366 1.078 .4406

Secchi 1 35 2.648 .9388

Secchi2 36 4.311 .1481

Secchi3 35 4.403 1.538

WTempl 45 11.225 8.329

WTemp2 44 11.847 8.199

WTemp3 46 11.155 8.200

phI 45 7.763 1.196

ph2 44 7.740 1.212

ph3 46 7.769 1.188

chI-a 1 43 1.0163 1.066

chI-a2 42 0.8976 0.7273

chI-a3 42 0.6928 0.7922

tpI 10 5.290 2.986

tp2 10 6.280 8.181

tp3 10 3.990 2.2373
i

maxtemp 366 56.858 20.207

mitemp 366 34.240 19.122

I precip 366 0.0905 0.2101
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bl T b.d' d ChI h 11Ta e2. ur 1 1~ regresse on oropJ Vi -a.

Varable Coeffcient T -ratio Prob-val

Chl-a XX -.0670 1.02 .314

Chl-a 4c -.2440 2.634 .012 **

Chl-a XX -.1389 1.572 .124

** indicates statistical signficance to .05 confdence leveL.

* indicates statistical signficance to .1 confidence leveL.

Table 3. Turbidity regressed on Wave Action. 5

Varable Coeffcient T -ratio Prob-val

None -.6089 3.484 .001 **

Light .2285 1.479 .147

Medum -.1114 .564 .576

High -.0589 .337 .738

5. Wave action only shows a significant difference between no wave action and extreme wave action in terms cif

its effect on turbidity.
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Table 4. Cochrane-Orcutt Regression (pages 69-70). Dependent varable: DA YDIF.

Number of observations: 973

F (27, 945): 15.74

Prob :: F: 0.~~

R-squared: 0.3102

Adj. R-square: 0.2905

Root MSE: 0.53185

DAYDIF Coeff.6 Std. Error T -ratio P:: t

Date ( tubidity) 7 -.0000557 .0000831 -0.670 0.503

Januar .2364 .1476 1.602 0.110

Februar .1168 .1514 0.771 0.441

March .0935 .1370 0.682 0.495

May .1728 .1259 1.373 0.170

June .1501 .1454 1.032 0.302

July .1735 .1471 1.180 0.238

August .6049 .1479 4.090 0.000 **

September 1.1753 .1254 9.374 0.000 **

October. .7312 .1166 6.270 0.000 **

November .6552 .1197 5.471 0.000 **

Dember .4445 .1325 3.353 0.000 **

Maxtemp .0007 .0024 -0.322 0.748

Maxtemp-18 .0051 .0025 2.004 0.045 **

DA YDIF Coeff.9 Std. Error T -ratio P:t
Maxtemp-2 .0003 .0025 0.129 0.898

Maxtemp-3 .0065 .0024 2.727 0.007 **

Precip .1765 .0735 2.401 0.017 **

Precip-1 .2158 .0764 2.825 0.005 **

Precip- 2 .1800 .0763 2.361 0.018 **

6 In NTs. The coeffcient measures difference in DA YOIF between any day in ths month and any day in the

reference month -- in ths case ApriL.

7 Date denotes the daily rise in tubidity not accounted for by the other varables in ths modeL.

8 The suffx -I indicates days of lag. Maxtemp-I refers to the effects of the high temperatue one day ago.

9 In NT s. The coeffcient measures difference in DA YDIF between any day in ths month and any day in

the reference month -- in ths case ApriL.
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Precip-3 . .0202 .0754 0.268 0.788

Precip-4 .0904 .0728 1.241 0.215

Friday .1656 .0973 1.702 0.089 *

Saturday .2071 .1062 1.951 0.051 **

Sunday .2563 .1075 2.382 0.017 **

Monday .0765 .1059 0.722 0.471

Tuesday .0418 .1073 0.389 0.697

Wednesday .1362 .0992 1.373 0.170

intercept .3758 1.035 0.363 0.717

rho 0.2475 0.0311 7.966 0.000
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Figure i. Annual Turbidity Profi 1 e (monthly averages in NTU)
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Jan Feb Mar A r Ma Jun Jul Au Se Oct Nov Deep y g p

88 89 90 91 92 93

Jan 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.6 1.0 1.1
Feb 0.6 0.5 1.2 0.7 0.9 0.8
Mar 0.6 0.5 1.1 0.7 0.7 0.9
Apr 0.9 1.4 1.0 1.0 0.8 1.8
May 1.0 1.5 1.5 1.6 1.3 1.8
Jun 1.3 1.5 1.5 1.6 1.4 1.6
Jul 1.5 1.6 1.4 2.0 1.7 1.8
Aug 1.6 1.3 1.1 2.8 1.7 1.9
Sep 2.0 1.4 1.4 3.3 2.3 2.2
Oct 1.0 1.0 1.5 1.7 2.2 1.8
Nov 1.1 1.1 1.5 1.6 1.4 1.7
Dee 0.9 0.8 0.9 1.2 1.3 1.0
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Figue 2. September 5, 1993 overlay plot ofboats:tubidity:tota phosphate.
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Figure 3. Empirical relationship between Secchi disk transparency
and specific phosphoru loadg for upstate New York lakes. (From
The Limnology of Otsego Lake. Haran and Sohacki 1980, by permssion.)
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Measuring Boating Effects on Turbidity in a Shallow Coastal Lagoon

Richard E. Crawford

Waquoit Bay National Estuarne Research Reserve, P.O. Box 3092, Waquoit,

Massachusett 02536

(Editors' note: Ths talk relied on slides to convey much of the content of the presentation. In ths
edited text, the notation (slide) indicates where the presenter was referrng diectly to a visual aid.)

The study I wil be discussing was done in a shallow lagoon with lots of current. As such,

it is the opposite situation from what you have heard from Dr. McCary about his studies of

tubidity in a quiet lake. A signficant simlarty between the two studies is that we too were

looking for a tool for resource managers. In our case we were seeking a predictive formula to help

evaluate the potential impacts of boats, docks and bulkeads to shallow marne ecosystems, in the

context of providing information of use in the review of permt applications. The work was

funded by NOAA, originally to the Massachusett Coasta Zone Management Program which later

sought the assistance of the Waquoit Bay National Estuarne Research Reserve (WNERR).

From studies done in Southern California and Southern Florida, and which is intuitively

obvious to boaters in general, we know that motorboat operations in shalow areas wil resuspend

sediments and increase turbidity. We see ths frequently in Waquoit Bay so we had a good idea of

what to expect and where to study ths phenomenon. But designng an experiment to explore the

relation between the amount of turbidity or resuspended sediments caused by boating activities was

a challenge because of all the varables that we had to consider. The sparseness of related literatue

also offered litte help in ths area.

There are two types of wake effects associated with runnng a boat. One is associated with

the surace wave or boat wake that erodes the shoreline. The other is from a pressure wave

beneath a traveling boat hull. The pressure wave has two components. One is caused by the hull

itself and is a low frequency wave. The other is from the higher frequency distubances from the

tung propeller and the sounds in the engine exhaust. Much of the literature on the subject of the

impacts of boat operation considers the effects of shoreline erosion caused by a wake. We were.

specifcally interested in looking at the effects of pressure waves on the bottom.

I was flying over Waquoit Bay-I thnk ths (slide) was in May-and noticed a dark band

of sediment in the wake of a moving boat. It was a good example of what we were concerned

about. Ths concern was stimulated by our curiosity about motor boating turbidity as a potential

agent responsible for the loss of eelgrass in the bay?
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Waquoit Bay, as recently as 20 years ago, had large, expansive eelgrass meadows. But in

1993 I could not find any eelgrass in these meadow areas. Although the phenomenon of loss of

eelgrass beds has been seen in many other areas too, a definitive explanation for its cause remains

elusive. Whle disease and eutrophication are two likely causes, we studied whether light

reduction caused by turbidity from boating activity could also be a factor contrbuting to ths loss.

I set up a study area that enclosed the location where I had photographed the very visible

turbidity plume. The area was a rectagle nort of the main breachway in the barer beach and

encompassed a segment of the navigation channeL. Waquoit Bay is well flushed by tides; water in

the bay has an unusually brief residence time of about two or thee days. The bay is shallow and

fairly uniform in depth (average about 1.6 m) but the main navigation chanel is slightly deeper. A

smaller chanel branches east from the study area so boat trafc converges (or diverges) there.

Three methods were used to collect data. To measure turbidity and several other

parameters in a boating area, I moored a SeaCat SB-16 a data logger near the study area. The

logger had sensors to measure dissolved oxygen, salinity, temperature, and water level above the

unit. It also had an optical backscatter sensor (OBS), a device that indirectly measures turbidity. A

separate method of collecting data, used when the boat was anchored or drfting, involved an

instrmented staf for collecting depth profies of data. It had sensors (slide) to measure dissolved

oxygen, salinity and temperature. The OBS was also rigged to the staf, as was a spherical light

sensor to measure photosynthetically active radiation (PAR) penetrating the water column to the

test depth. There was also a pump to collect samples for tubidity measurements with a turbidity

meter aboard the boat. All sensors were situated on the staff so that each staf sample at a

paricular depth level involved a range of only several centimeters. The PAR sensor was off to the

side of the rest of aray to avoid shading. There was an additional PAR sensor in the boat (slide)

which measured surface quantum iradiance (PAR). The difference between the readings of the

surface and submerged PAR sensors gave a measure of light extinction.

The thd method of collecting data involved mounting only the OBS on another sta

(slide). It was rigged to be used when the boat was moving. When it was lowered beneath the
hull, we could follow moving boats and get direct measurements at varous depths of the optical

backscatter in their propeller wash.

The speed limit in the bay is about six miles an hour. The whole bay is designated as a "no

wake zone". The harbormaster told me he had no problems with boaters complying with the speed

or wake restrctions (slide of a speeding boat). As you can see here, what I encountered was quite

different. Acting as if they were in a water skiing area where speeding is allowed, many boaters

would disregard the restrctions and travel at high speeds generally thoughout the bay. Ths

presented several challenges.
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Of the thee methods we used, using the OBS to track turbidity in boat wakes collected the

most amount of data but we had difficulties with it. The biggest problems were our inabilty to go

fast enough to keep up with the speeding boats and the amount of algae that got kicked up in a boat

wake. The staf and the sensor mounted on it would collect seaweed, obscuring the sensor and

disrupting our readings.

Much of the time I relied on an echo sounder to tell me when I was in the wake when we

were moving; it was diffcult to locate the center of the wake visually in boat trafc. But the

propeller wash that is discernable with an echo sounder (sediments and exhaust bubbles) is

extremely narow. It remains so for a surprising distance behind the boat, not fanning out at alL.

At about 100 yards behind a boat this (slide) is the echogram you would see. Marners call ths

distubance a knuckle. For example, sonar operators can track the wake of a ship for hours

looking at the knuckle and it is the same kind of thng here. Because the propeller wash does not

fan out as the boat wake does, it remains a very localized phenomenon, as you can see in this echo

sounder trace. The depth here is five feet-faily shallow. The stray echoes in the echogram are

from the seaweed that gets kicked up by the turbulence.

The sediments contaned a lot more clay (slide, showing 47%) than in those shown by

Preston Harge from the Marland sites, a fact that contrbuted to our diffculty in tracking

"knuckles". The amount of sand in samples from the study area was a much smaller fraction

(8%). To determne sediment size fractions, we took four samples in the study area, ran them
though a set of sieves, and calculated the dred fraction retaned by each of them. Fines that were

not retaned by a 0.067 ro mesh were classified as clay. In addition, we to sediments from the

study area and prepared dierent sediment concentrations in a test ta fitted with a stier. We

used measurements from ths ta to relate sedment concentration to the output of our OBS

instrment and our measurements of turbidity. In the field, quite often we obtaied measurements

of roughly 100 - 150 millivolts with the OBS sensor (Fig. 1). The laboratory tests revealed that

anytng greater than that usually indicated that seaweed was fouling the unit, which was quite

often the case in the wakes of bigger boats. Generally, at readings less than 150 millvolts, we

were in the realm of 0.25 gram per liter of sediment or less, depending on sediment paricle sizes.

I should mention that al of these data are from slow-moving boats. I ignored fast moving

boats because I could not use the tracking OBS sensor at speeds greater than about six miles per

hour. Also, the literature indicated, and as we have heard today, that at high speed there is less

influence from the pressure waves of planing hulls. Since we were working in a no-wake zone

with a six mph speed limit, I followed the boats that were going more or less according to the

rules.

Our observations repeated a theme that is common in the literatue-highly varable

readings. It seems intuitive that this would be the case. These measurements are being made in a
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turbulent system. And if you place a non-hydrodynamc probe like ours into tubulence, you

create even more tubulence. So it is not surrising that we had a hard time getting a handle on

some of these values. Neverteless, we did make some definitive observations.

We saw the time decay in changing tubidity afer a boat passage that we would expect.

When a test vessel passed, the tubidity increased (Fig. 2). And with the second and third passes

(spaced by roughly 3-5 minutes), the cumulative result was an additional increase in tubidity. But

when the boat left the area, the suspended sediment quickly began to settle out. Mter 10 minutes

the amount of light reaching the bottom had markedly increased. Eelgrass would have been

negatively afected by the reduced light levels measured immediately afer vessel passage but it is a

short-term phenomenon. By 10 minutes later, light suffcient for the needs of eelgrass was

reaching the bottom.

During our efforts to obtan this type of depth-profie observation, we found that anchoring

in the channel to do our sampling was not the best idea. We tred waiting until a boat would go by

and then would pull into the wake area, jam some pipes into the bottom to fix our position, and do

a profie in the plume (slide). Boaters understandably objected to our presence in the navigation

chanel but it was diffcult to keep the sensors in the narow sediment plume without anchoring the

boat in some fashion. When we were successful, we found that our test results (Fig. 2) mimicked

field observations; about 10-15 minutes afer boat passage, the light levels in the water column

were again favorable for eelgrass growth.

The OBS records obtained with the data logger had several common traits. Short-term

event spikes in the data were common, as in the record for Sept 3-11, 1994 (Fig. 3). Although

during much of Labor Day weekend in 1994 (September 3-5) the weather was poor and not

conducive to recreational boating activity, ths was not case for September 3. There was a large

"data spike" in the record for that date (Fig. 3). With a closer examnation we can see the "spike"

is composed of several separate events (Fig. 4). Given that the unit made a recording every 15

minutes, and ths is similar to the amount of time for re-suspended sediment to sette out before the

next sample, one event could represent the passage of a boat(s). Ths pattern is repeated in the

example so that the "data spikes" of Figue 3 can be resolved into a series of brief events that

constitute individual spikes in and of themselves. Interestingly, in this example the spikes

occurred on each day between roughly 10-12 p.m. That is curious.

Besides turbidity and its associated effect on light extinction, the only other parameter of

those we studied that vared measurably was the oxygen level (Fig. 5). In the channel, readings

were about 1 mg/l or so less than they were about 300 m away. In such instances, the odor of

hydrogen sulfde was quite prominent in the channeL. It was not surprising that the concentration

of dissolved oxygen was reduced.
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A bathymetrc map of the study area made with echosounder data appeared to reveal a

dredged channel passing through a small hummock-like feature. But observations with scuba

revealed that what was being indicated as the bottom was actually a lush cart of algae that was

about 0.50 to 0.75 m thick. When echogram data were corrected for the thickness of the algal mat

the actual bottom contour was roughly a straight line, not at all what the echo sounder

measurements would indicate.

Algae thves in the bay because of high levels of nitrogenous inputs from watershed and

atmospheric sources (Valiela et al. 1992). I believe boating contrbutes to algal growt in the

summer because the boating activity in the area keeps turning the algae over. Light extiction

measurements made in the algal mat and in an eelgrass bed in a separate pond indicate that only

about ten centimeters or so of algae would reduce light to about the level measured at the bottom of

the eel grass bed. When we have an algal mat 0.5 meter thick, we are dealing with almost no light

at al at the bottom (Fig. 6). The algae in the shade at the bottom could not thve in that situation

as they do if they were left that way. When boats come though, they stir up the water column and

the algae that were on the bottom are lifted and exposed to light. (Ts is the same mechansm that

increases phytoplanton productivity in the open sea, whereby sinkng algal cells in the lower

portion of the euphotic zone are returned to shallower waters by swirling currents, such as those

from Langmuir circulation). Disturbance from the pressure waves beneath moving boats may also

sti up nutrents that are within the surface layer of organic matter on the bottom of the bay. In

these ways boating would tend to increase the exposure of algae to light and nutrents and the

growth of the algae would be stimulated.
Although the occurence of the "hummock" of algae in the study area was unfortnate, it

taught us a lesson in choosing future study areas. Algae accumulates in the study area apparently

due to the action of currents. We noticed that as the flood tide passes nortward up the chanel, a

countercurrent comes southward down the eastern side of Washbur Island. When ths

countercurrent hits a sandy point bar to the west of the study area, the flow is diected eastward

toward the location of the hummock. The confuence of ths countercurrent with the flood tide

curent in the channel apparently helps to accumulate algae thckly in ths par of the study area.

Future site selections should include consideration of bottom cover and local curent flows.

While we did get measurable changes in the turbidity stied up by boats, the transferabilty

of these results to other situations is complicated by the existence of the thick mat of algae. We felt

that the algal mat might be interfering with the amount of pressure wave energy reaching the

bottom. The algae could provide a "cushion" so that the turbulence may not access the fine bottom

sediments as readily as it would without the algal mat there. If so, the mat interferes with the .

disturbance of the sediments and could actually reduce the level of resuspended sediments.
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In my efforts to develop a predictive equation describing the general impacts of boating I

have come to the same conclusion others have expressed today-ths is not going to be an easy

task. However, managers and policy makers are growing increasingly impatient in being told that

there are no short-term solutions to these diffcult problems. Ths is not surprising since we are

studying in a milieu of turbulence with a very complex series of interactions and lots of varabilty.

What we need to do is redefine our tactics as to how we go about tring to come up with

information useful for formulating new approaches to management. We need a lot more research

and we need to educate the managers and policy makers of the diffculty posed by their requests for

models describing the impacts of boating. We need more of the tyes of studies that we heard

previous to mine and I believe we need to continue the kind of work I am talng about here. And

at least for the shallow eutrophic lagoons that we have in southern New England, we need to create

models that account for algal mats and their interaction with the effects of boatig.

Valiela, 1., K. Foreman, M. LaMontagne, D. Hersh, J. Costa, P. Peckol, B. DeMeo-Anderson,

C. D'Avanzo, M. Babione, C. Sham, J. Brawley, and K. Lajtha. 1992. Couplings of

watersheds and coastal waters: Sources and consequences of nutrent enrchment in

Waquoit Bay, Massachusetts. Estuares 15: 443-457.

Q (by Sandy MacFarlane) Both you and Mr. Harge mentioned that the turbidity is less-or is

greater, I should say, with slower speeds. Are you both attbuting that to the fact that the engine
is higher off the bottom if the boat is on a plane-

A (by Rick Crawford) No, that is-
Q -even though it is turnng faster?
A I am glad you asked that. I happen to have an overhead for that one.

Q i played right into it.
AYes. This is from Y ousefs work in Florida. It is the output of a model that predicts the

forces around a propeller. I was surprised myself when I stared thinkng about ths because the

slower a boat goes, you would think there would be less of a problem. At least it is assumed that

slow no-wake zones result in the least amount of damge to the bottom. But when you look at the

physics, the faster a boat goes for a given thst in the water (e.g., a planing hull), the shallower

are the depths affected. This is derived from physics and computer programs, not field data. If we

know these things from physics, we could put these kinds of things into our knowledge base and

into our management plans. We do not have to go out in the field and re-invent the wheeL.

There are also relationships-these are predicted from physics as well-as to the relation

between the size of a bottom sediment parcle and its response due to the horsepower and water

depth. These require several assumptions. You have to know something about the surace
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contour, the adhesion of the paricles, and the paricle characteristics. If you can measure these

characteristics and put them into these kinds of models, we might be coming up with easier things

to work with than trying to go out and chase boats.

I should mention that while I was doing that, the boat drvers that I was chasing were prett

suspicious of what I was up to. I was actually theatened by more than one. That was another

reason I went to the depth profie measurements.

Q (by George McCary) Did you come up with any kind of policy guidelines from ths? I

mean, did anythng occur to you as to what you could implement from the study?

A I am not in that business. I recommend. But one of the things that I would suggest, at

least in the lagoon I was working in and because of large primar and secondar waves, and

because of the extensive boat use, is the need to move the channels as far from shore as possible to

minimie the effects of the surface waves. The way it is now, channel placement is sort of a

convenience. You enter the mouth of the chanel and just head to the end of the bay, passing quite

near ths island. I am sure we are exacerbating the tubidity and the shoreline erosion there beause
we are going so close. The bottom of the bay is prett similar everywhere and we have plenty of

room to move the chanels away from the island. That would be one recommendation.

Q (by George McCary) And what is the relationship between eelgrass and algae in ths
case? Do they compete?

A Yes, that is a complicated issue we have been studying a lot. The eelgrass light-use is

about an order of magntude less effcient. That is, they are less capable than the algae are, so they

need at least somewhere around ten percent of the surace light while algae can deal with one

percent. Under the existing eutrophic circumstaces due to excess nitrogen in our bays, light
reduction from phytoplanton blooms can have more impact on eelgrass than on algae. So the

algae wil thve where the eelgrass do not and the algae may overrn the eelgrass. There is also a

disease that is afecting the eelgrass. The algae are exotic species that have ben introduced. As

the eelgrass is becoming stressed and diseased, the algae have been moving in. We have lots of

algae and very litte eelgrass.

Ths work was supported by the Waquoit Bay National Estuarne Research Reserve,

Massachusetts Deparent of Environmenta Management, Division of Forests and Parks - Region

1, P.O. Box 3092, Waquoit MA 02536 with funding provided by several grants from the National

Oceanc and Atmospheric Admnistration, Offce of Coasta Resource Management, Sanctuares

and Reserves Division.
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Only data from Saturday, September 3 appears related to a period when boat use was high (see
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Possible Effects Of Propeller Shearing On Zooplankton

Larry Madin

Biology Department, Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution, Woods Hole,
Massachusetts

I want to preface my tal with the disclaier that it is about a subject for which I have

absolutely no data and very little experience. But in these aspects it fits with in other speulative

presentations I have heard at ths workshop. That is, in my perusal of the literature I have leared

that no one else has experience with this subject either. There are, indeed, probably faily easy

ways to experient with ths question of the effect of turbulence produced by boat propellers on

these anmals, and perhaps some work of that natue wil eventually be done. But what I would

like to do is say a litte bit about the natue of the zooplanon communities in these estuarne

environments.

What literature there is on the effects of such things as boating, power plants and so fort

seems to be rather heavily directed towards fish, understadably. But we have to remember that

underneath the fish there are several trophic layers of phytoplanon and zooplanon which

support these populations of fish. This is parcularly importt in estuarne environments which

are highly productive, highly seasonal, and impacted by all kinds of anthopogenic effects.

Estuares are also the nurseries for many, if not most, of the commercially important fisheries in

the area: fin fish as well as many of the shellfsh species often have planonic larae that spend

some amount of time in the water column, very often in the spring and summer when boats are

also active.

The existing information is very sparse in considering what might happen to zooplanon

when boats go by. Certnly a comparson with power plants is probably the most appropriate one

that we can make at the moment. There have also ben some experients having to do with the

effects of turbidity and so fort on some zooplanon.

In continenta shelf waters and estuares there are usualy faily simple food chains with

fairly low diversity, very often a high biomass, high productivity, and a relatively large number of

species of phytoplanon-such as diatoms-eaten by a group of primar consumers, maiy

copepods. Acarta sp. for instace, is usually the dominant estuarne copepod in this par of the

world. Benthic herbivores are represented in the planon by their laral stages, some of which are

feeding stages, and some of which are not. We also have gelatinous predators-jellyfshes and

ctenophores-which are very abundant in many of the eastern estuares such as Naragansett Bay

and Chesapeake Bay. These have a very signficant strcturing effect on the entire ecosystem

because they are the main consumers of the copepods, which are the main consumers of the
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phytoplanon. A system can be upset when a lot of jelles enter an estuar and eat an abundance

of copepods. This can have effects which ripple back down, and sometimes results in

phytoplanton blooms.

Given the above, what are some thngs about the biology of these anmals which we might

imagine would make them susceptible to varous consequences of boating activity? The obvious

one is that they are going to get chopped to bits. In the case of the gelatinous anmals, and

paricularly if you have ever had to deal with the sea wasps which fill Chesapeake Bay in the

summer, chopping them to bits with boat propellers might seem like an excellent idea. It has not

been applied in a systematic way yet as a means of getting rid of them, but..

What we know about the feeding biology of copepods is that they are dependent on a faily

complicated behavior that is medated by sensory inputs. They are not just "mindless" little

fitering machines. On their antennae are sensory hais which are responsive to mechancal

vibrations, essentially disturbances in the water pressure, and there are also chemosensors, which

are sensitive to essentially the smell.ofthings that are nearby. We now know from

microcinematographic studies of the feeding biology of these anmals that, in fact, copepods sense

individual passing phytoplanon cells, chemically and mechancally determne whether or not they

are suitable as food, and then make a "choice" about whether to eat them or not. This requires that

a certn very small scale flow field be maitaied around the copepods, such that these sensory

signals can be directed in the right way and the copepod can orient toward them and make its

choices about feedig. It is apparent that there may be some unkown level of turbulence, when

introduced into the environment of ths animal, which is going to upset this process. Experimental

work on the feeding behavior of these anals in turbulent environments is just begining now.

Before we leave the copepod, I should mention that copepods and all these other animals

have to reproduce and they produce pheromones, chemical signals involved in locating mates for

that purose. Since these are signals that are born though the water, you can imagine that

turbulence of some scale may also have an effect on that process. That would apply to a great

many marne organisms. We do not know the details of very many of them, but as a general rule,

where there are chemical signals involved in coordinating the behavior of thngs, you can expet

that turbulence may have some impact.

The comb jelly, Mnemiopsis leidyi get to be quite large. They are easily physically

disrupted by outboard motor propellers, I am sure. They are also able to regenerate if enough of

them is left, and so this does not necessarly eliminate them from an estuar. It may just

temporarly reduce their numbers. These are, as I said, voracious predators on the copepods.

They are also capable of very rapid population growt and so they develop very large populations

seasonally in most estuarne environments. Propeller shearng from many boats would have an

effect on the growth of their populations.
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Other thngs, such as certain species of jellyfsh, are predators on the jelles as well as on

laral fish and on copepods to some extent. They are sort of indiscrminate top level predators.

There is a certn amount of hydrodynamcs involved in the feeding of these anmals also, although

not very much is known about that. But, in general, since they are often near the surace, they

would probably be very susceptible to simple direct destrction.

Planonic laral stages of many invertebrates can be on the order of a milimeter or so in

length, some with bristly spines which presumably afect (i.e., reduce) sinkng rate. It may be that

the disruption of those, if they are damaged by turbulence, would have an afect on their abilty to

sink and maintain their position in the water. Likewise, veliger larae of gastropods are litte

things in shells which you would thnk of as being faily hard and resistat to disturbance.

However, they have very long gelatinous feeding appendages which are stuck out in the water and

which are probably much more delicate. The reason I mention these examples is that a lot of

anmals which appear to be faily sturdy do, in fact, have appendages of some kind which are very

crucial to their feeding biology, to their orientation in the water, or to their sensory reception.

These appendages may be relatively more subject to damage from turbulence than other pars of an

anal. Ths also applies to the relative response to turbulence by different life stages of an

organsm. Many species of sea sta are prett sturdy anmals that can tolerate a large amount of

tubulence, but in their laral stages they are big gelatinous creatures which might react very

differently.

Unlike many other plantonic organsms, laral fishes are prevalently visually oriented

predators, but they also have lateral line systems which are very sensitive to near- and far-field

vibration sources. You might expet that fish larae would be afected behaviorally by turbulence

induced by boats and propellers. As far as I know, there is not very much known about any of

this, so we are free to say what we would like at this point.

The amount of direct destrction of an organsm is certnly proportonal to its size and

depends on the scale of the tubulent eddies generated by propellers. Certain organsms may be

small enough that they are not realy afected. They may get tumbled around safely in a litte "cell"

and everythng is fine right around them. At some point, when they or other organsms are a litte

bit larger, they would be big enough to essentially intersect the shear lines that are created by these

turbulent forces and then they would get ripped apar.

So, the other varable, of course, is how study they are. Gelatinous anmals are clearly

not very sturdy and may be much more susceptible to these forces than crustaeans. Most

estuarne organsms, because they live in a faily high energy environment even without

motorboats, because of tidal cycles, storm events, ice, and because of a number of other featues,

tend to be tougher than anything you would find out in the open ocean. But, of course, there is not

a boating problem out there, so...
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We mentioned ways in which shear and turbulence may interfere with feeding, that

neareld turbulence can disrupt swimmng behavior and the sensory flow fields that are involved

in the detection and location of food paricles. Conversely, there is another characteristic of

feeding behavior that is referred to in some models of feeding interactions by zooplanon as

"encounter rates between the organsm and the prey". To some extent these encounter rates depend

on turbulent mixing, where an increasing mixing rate wil increase the likelihood that a predator is

going to encounter something that it can eat-in other words, that a prey item comes withn range

of the predator so it can be detected. It is unclear whether or not the effect we are taking about

might be of a level which has the beneficial effect of increasing the encounter rate, so makg the

predation easier, or whether it is of a level which interferes with feeding by essentially disrupting

the sensory field that the organism is depending on.

I want to give you a back of the envelope calculation about how many anmals might be

afected. We had an estimate in a previous talk for the amount of water that propellers would wash

though at thirt miles an hour. I applied ths number to the sort of average densities of

zooplanton species that I showed you a moment ago in Naragansett Bay and also some data in

Chesapeake Bay and it produced a rough estimate of somethng like one and a half bilion

zooplanters-copepods, etc.-passing though the backwash of one boat in one hour. For the

jelly animals, it is five hundred liters of ths one and a couple hundred liters of that one. So,

potentialy, there is a significantly large number of anmals being afected by ths "average" boat in

one hour. I can not tell you what the total number of anmals in a bay is and what percentage this

is, but if we assume that there was tota destrction of these things, then over time it would seem to

me that ths mortity would afect the size of the tota population.

Some of the other effects which we really do not know much about and which I am only

going to mention include tubidity. Turbidity would be expected to interfere with feeding of many

tyes of zooplanton, first of all because they would end up eating a lot of silt or other non-
nutrtive parcles that get stied up off the bottom. These parcles, in addition to their general

inedibilty, may also have adsorbed hydrocarbon pollutants or other contanants on them that we

can perhaps attbute to boats. There is also a potential effect of impaied visibilty, simply beause

the water clarty is not very good and organsms which are visually oriented predators find that the

distance at which they can see somethng is much reduced, whether what they ar seeing is prey or

a predator which they would like to see soon enough to get away from.

Another related effect is generally reduced light penetration that decreases the depth of the

photic zone, which is often not very deep in these estuarne waters anyway. This would have an

effect on primar production photosynthesis rates. There may also be effects on light-cued

behavior. Even in faily shalow estuarne and coasta waters there is a certain amount of vertical
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migration where organsms go up near the surface at night and down deeper in the water during the

day. This is cued by light level; reduced light penetration may afect that behavior.

Lastly, there is potential for simple chemical pollution effects from engines, bottom paint,

or sewage. As we know from studies on other organsms, very often sublethal effects are more

insidious and serious in the long run, such as effects having to do with reduced reproductive

output and behavioral aberrations. There is some literature on ths for zooplanton-a few hardy

copepods-but there is much more on commercial species like fin fish or lobsters.

As I said, I did not have any real data to give you and so I have attempted to summare

briefly the kinds of interactions that might be expected if we knew the level and scales of physical,

chemical, visual and tubid impacts resulting from boats and propellers. It is very importt to

know the scale of magntude of these effects relative to the size of afected organsms, and to the

size of the immedate undisrupted environment that a parcular organsm has to maintan. The

kinds of experiments and research we have been discussing at this workshop would certainly be a

beginning in that direction but as far as I know, none of that has been done yet. It is an open field

and feel free to do it.

Q (by Elle Dorsey) What about vertcal distrbution of the zooplanon? Are there some that
might be more susceptible to turbulent effects because they can stay right near the surace, and are

there others on the other hand that might be less susceptible because they tend to stay lower down

in the water column?

A Yes, there are certnly vertcal differences. These coastal waters tend to be faily well
mied relative to those waters furter offshore, but there certnly are vertcal differences that are

maintaned behaviorally. You would have some speies -- And typically also young laral stages,

juvenile stages might be found sometimes near the surface. You might expet them to be a little

more susceptible, too, just beause of their size. I'm sure that there are different vulnerabilties

depending on where in the water column thngs are. But of course in somethng as shalow as

Baregat Bay it is going to be so well mixed and stied up by boats, if nothng else, that it

wouldn't make too much difference.

One other point that I didn't mention before is that the larae of benthic species spend some

time in the water column and eventually they sette. The process of setting depends to some extent

on hydrodynamc forces: the rate at which they sink, the rate at which curents car them one way

or another, the nature of the bottom that they're passing over, whether it's got a deep boundar

layer or shallow boundar layer. So there's a lot of hydrodynamc effects having to do with where

those things settle out. So another possible thng to thnk about is that if those naturally occurrng

varations and the current pattern and so fort get chured up a lot, that settlement of larae onto

the bottom may be effectively disrupted.
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This presentation describes work conducted by a research group that was formerly

associated with the Swedish Environmenta Protection Agency (EP A), but are now par of

Stockholm University. This study was supported by grants from the Swedish EPA and the Nordic

CounciL. The aim of the study was to investigate the possible impact of two-stroke outboard engine

exhaust on fish. A major par of the work was to mimic the route of exposure to conditions that

these fish would encounter in their natural habitat. Control experiments were conducted to ensure

that the experiments themselves did not interfere with the responses observed and to establish high

sensitivity of the system.

The results of the study clearly indicate that emissions produced by two stroke outboard

engines caused negative impacts on varous fish species at varous developmenta stages. The

effects were measured at sub-cellular levels using a suite of enzyme activities, at cellular levels

using a DNA adduct method and at organ level using histopathology. Furermore, physiological

functions (carbohydrate metabolism and immune system) were investigated in these anmals.

Certn polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (P AHs) are foreign substances for humans as

well as fish, but they can have different biological effects. P AHs are predominantly metabolized in

the liver, but also in the kidneys and other organs. The P AHs are metabolized in several steps,

staring with phase I, by cytochrome P4501A, to an hydroxy or an epoxide derivative followed by

phase II reactions which involves conjugation with a polar endogenous molecule (e.g.
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glutathione). Epoxides are very reactive intermediates which can bind to macromolecules in the

cells (e.g., DNA, RNA and proteins), whereas the conjugated products formed by phase II

enzymes are usualy less toxic and are more easily excreted from the body.

Cytochrome P4501A-mediated phase I activities were analyzed using ethoxyresorufin-O-

deethylase activity as a model reaction. Phase II activities were measured as glutathione transferase

activity to measure conjugation and as epoxide hydrolase activity to measure inactivation of

epoxide derivatives in these fish.

A water mass with a square meter cross section and parameters as boat speed, fuel

consumption and speed relative to engine power would simulate a boat wake and was used as a

model in estimating condensate exposure leveL. Considerig engine ty a theoretically estimated

value of unburned fuel and exhaust emission was obtained. This model, which may however be

an underestimation, was then used to mimic exposure conditions. The most effcient extraction

procedure, and probably the most relevant in term of extracting the bioavaiable fraction of

exhaust condense, was obtaned by hexane extraction of the wake water, when compared to using

polyurethane foam or acetone/hexane extraction. To mimic exposure though the food, fish were

fed a diet of self-made cod chips containing extracted engine exhaust condensate. Results from

these studies showed that substaces from the exhaust condensate were biologically available, both

when fish were exposed directly via the water or through the food.

Four different exposure experiments were subsequently conducted:

1. Rainbow trout (Oncorhynchus mykiss) were injected with an extract from exhaust condensate

dissolved in corn oil. Liver somatic indices and several enzmatic varables includig

ethoxyresorufin-O-deethylase, glutathone reductae, glutathone transferase and cataase showed

signficant changes afer injection with the extract. However, changes in responses between the

sexes were observed.

2. Rainbow trout were fed with cod chips containing extracted engine exhaust condensate. An

initial accumulation of DNA adducts was observed in the blood, spleen, intestie and trnk kidney

in fish of both sexes. The observed decrease of DNA adduct in the blood, spleen and intestine

cells following 21 days recovery period could have resulted from either DNA-repai or from cell

turnover with the new cells lacking exposure to adduct formg metabolites.

3. Perch (Perea jluvatilis) were directly exposed to exhaust emissions. The outboard engine was

run in one tan, and then the water from ths tan was introduced afer dilution into the tan

holding the fish. A dramatic increase in DNA adducts was observed in the fish exposed to ths

water.

4. Cultued fathead minnow (Pimephales promelas) embryos were injected with extracts from

exhaust condensate dissolved in corn oiL. Fathead minnow embryos injected with condensate
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extract yielded a dose response of deformed vertebrae, reduced swim bladder size and edema

surrounding the hear.

In conclusion: The investigations thus far clearly show that the emissions produced by

two-stroke engines contain substaces that have a negative impact on living fish, including early

life stages. Disruption of normal biological functions were observed at different levels of

biological organzation including sub-cellular, cellular, physiological functions and histopathology.

Q All the experiments that they did, they assumed there would be a constant concentration of
the contaants?
A (by Malin Celander) They used a medum boat speed that's very common in those kind of

motors.

Q Any observations of differences in activity of the fish that showed different lactate or
glucose levels? Were there behavioral dierences?

AYes: those fish that were exposed were not as alert as the controls, they were very easy to

catch. They were very easy to take up with the net, whereas the control fish tried to avoid it. They

acted like they had been anesthetized. They weren't really that scared. So that's the behavior that

they observed.

Q (by Diane Stephan) Do you expect that the female rainbow tro~t in the first experiments
were retaining P AHs in the tissues in their bodies since they weren't producing as much of the

enze?
A I don't think they do that because these are juveniles. It is not that they send it to the eggs.

But I think it's an effect of hormonal down regulation. Estradiol, the female sex hormone, down

regulates the expression of P450.

Q (by Michael Moore) It's a common finding that in polluted sites females have lower levels
of enzyme induction than males.

Q (by Bob Tucker) How early in development of the embryo were those last fish injected?

A Before epiboly.
Q (by Bob Tucker) With medaka, the EROD activity doesn't kick in until afer the liver
actually forms. I assume the next step is to look at the four cycle engine.
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Aromatic Hydrocarbons: Two-Cycle Vs. Four-Cycle

Michael Moore
Biology Department, Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution, Woods Hole MA

My collaborators for ths presentation are John Stegeman and Bruce Woodin, from Woods

Hole Oceanographic Institution, and Daman Shea from Nort Carolina State University. The

chemical analysis that I wil describe is based on Daman's data.

I want to put the polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAl question in context-where they

are coming from, their fate and their effects. I wil also describe, from a study in progress, the

experimenta effects of two- and four-cycle emissions on a small killfish speies and the context of

those data in terms of other inputs into the system.

P AHs range from the two ring naphthalenes to five and six ring compounds such as

benzoCa)pyrene. The sources of these compounds are primarly terrestral, but there are also

marne sources. Use and combustion of hydrocarbon fuels and lubricants wil always lead to the

contamnation of aquatic systems which are "downhl" from every other system. Coasta

sediments tend to be the "sink" withn which these compounds, especially the larger less volatile

form, accumulate.

Petrogenic sources include sump oil; hardtop leachate; carbon black from tie rubber; oiled

unpaved roads; fuel transportation/transfer; and ground water plumes from leakg storage ta,

pipelines, and other strctues. Pyrogenic sources generate the larger P AHs in solids and liquids

which, though fallout, rain out, and runoff, enter aquatic phases. Sources of these include land-

based internal combustion engines; industral processes; home heating-wood and oil; waste

incineration; inboard and outboard boat exhausts; and other forms of mechanical transporttion.

The compounds of concern from outboard motors are uncombusted fuel/oil mi and pyrogenic

P AHs, as well as other non-aromatic strctures not considered here.

A model has to be built to ilustrate how these sources partion and how they ran in

comparson to road runoff and other sources. This wil be necessar to assess the importce of

P AHs from outboard motors compared to those from other sources at parcular sites. One of the

parameters that we have to build into the model is an abilty to recognze the importce of relative

distance from source to site of effect. Compare an outboard motor with 20 percent of its fuel

coming out of its exhaust and idling at high tide above a clam flat where the clam are spawnig to:

(1) a road drain 300 hundred yards away, (2) to a drain thee miles away, or (3) to an oil spil in
the next estuar. The model must include the distace from source to target and the volume of the

functional hydrographic system in question, whether it be a cove with a clam bed, a pond, a lake or

an estuar.
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Is there an acute toxicity problem? Is there a chronic toxicity problem? These questions

have to be understood and modeled before we can say whether outboards contrbute signficantly

to PAl problems or not. Of course, they are going to be par of the problem; the managers need to

know how big a par of the problem results from outboards and what can be done to improve it.

Naphthalenes and the other two- and thee-ring compounds found in fuel/oil mixtures can

be acutely toxic at 0.3 to 4 pars per millon. In plants, in concentrations of 0.2 to 10 par per

millon they decreased carbon fixation by 50 percent. Chronic toxicity tends to be associated more

with the larger ring compounds. Hawkins et al. (1) took two small fish, the guppy and the

medaa, and exposed them for six hours a week for a month to 200 pars per billon

benzo(a)pyrene. Tumors were seen in guppies six to twelve months later. In the case of outboard

motor exposure, more subtle changes that are not so dramatic might be expected, such as

reproductive incapacity and behavioral change.

We ran a simple experiment to assess which compounds are found in outboard emissions

and what are their biological effects. We used two outboards: a six horsepower two cycle-motor,

and an eight horsepower four-cycle motor, both five years old and maintaned professionally. We

ran them in fresh water for 40 minutes, took samples of the water for P AH analysis and then took

serial dilutions from 1: 1 to 1: í 000. In each treatment we introduced 20 Fundulus diaphanus, the

banded killfish, which is common in ponds on Cape Cod. Both the raw water and the 1: 1 dilution

were acutely toxic (all the fish died). Chemical analysis revealed the source water to be clean

except for traces of napthalenes. The water from the two-cycle motor contaed 5 times as much

total PAl as the water from the four-cycle outboard. This difference priarly resulted from a

much greater content of the 2- and 3-ring compounds such as the napthalenes, presumably

originating from the lubricating oil in the two cycle mix. In term of the 4- and 5-ring P AHs, the

water from the four-cycle outboard was somewhat higher than the two-cycle. Thus, although the

overall PAl loading is substantially reduced in four-cycle vs. two-cycle engines, the chronically

toxic 4- and 5-ring compounds are by no means reduced. Whle avoidance of lubricating oil in the

gasoline is certainly desirable in moving from two- to four-cycle technology, there is a residual risk

of chronic toxicity.

With respect to biochemical effects in these fish, we focused on the amount and activity of

an enzyme called cytochrome P4501A (CYP1A). This enzyme adds water solubilty though

hydroxylation facilitating excretion. Potentially toxic epoxide intermediates are also generated.

Levels of this enzme parallel levels of exposure to a related group of compounds including 4- and

5-ring P AHs and a number of halogenated compounds such as dioxins, dibenzofurans and some

planar PCB congeners.
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In the two-cycle exposure we saw an increase in P4501A protein expression with

decreasing dilution. In contrast, the four-cycle differences were less clear cut, and complicated by

an unexplaied non dose-related mortty.

One can also exame the enzymatic activity of CYP1A, measured by deethylation of the

substrate ethoxyresorufin. The activity is called ethoxyresorufin-O-deethylase, or EROD. The

four-cycle treatment had a dose-related reduction in EROD activity, suggesting that there is some

degree of toxicity in the four-cycle case.

Can we put cytochrome P450 induction in these fish into a broader context to tease out the

effect of outboard motors versus other inputs to aquatic systems? We compared the above

experiment with maximally induced fish, using a known strong experimental inducer, and fish

from local ponds. The fish exposed to two-cycle emissions showed half of the potential response

of the maxmally induced anmals. In contrast, fish from the ponds where boating is allowed

showed half of the levels in our experimental outboard treatments, whereas the fish from the local

water supply where boating is not allowed had very low levels. To attbute these changes in the

ponds where boating is allowed to boating activity is not possible until we know more about

terrestral and atmospheric inputs in each case.

So what do we know? We know that two-cycle outboard emissions contan five times as

much tota PAl as the four-cycle emissions. The aggregate difference was all in the lower

molecular weight 2- and 3-ring compounds; thus the two-cycle has much greater potential for acute

toxicity. Given that the primar source of chronic toxicity is 4- or 5-ring compounds, the four-

cycle was just as chronically toxic as the two-cycle.

So my questions are: How can PAl sources of all kinds be modeled? How do the

different sources of PAl ran in importance globally, nationally, and regionally, and at the point

of effect? Most of the available data are on a national scale whereas the point-of- effect is the real

issue. I speculate that local sources such as outboard motor emissions may well have a

disproportionate effect if they are released close to sensitive tagets.

Q (by Nils Stolpe) Michael, these substances, if they do get into the sediments, can they be
faily long-lived?

A (by Michael Moore ) Yes, depending upon levels of microbial degradation and levels of

oxygenation, greater or lesser longevity results. But PAl levels can accumulate though time in

soft bottom sediments. Those hydrophobic compounds parition out of the water into the organic-

rich sediments, then accumulate though the benthc food chain into the flesh of anmals and plants

that are incapable of metabolizing them. Therefore, blue mussels have been used as an in situ

marker for hydrocarbon contamnation exposure because, unlike fish, they are incapable of

metabolizing these compounds very well. In contrast to the blue mussel, if we took these killfish
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and analyzed the fish for the aromatic hydrocarbons, we would not see much because they are

successful in metabolizing and excreting them. This, in tu, is in distinct contrast to the

halogenated hydrocarbons, such as PCBs, which accumulate well in fish flesh and liver because

they are not well metabolized due to the chlorine atoms inhbitig metabolism. Therefore analysis

of fillets of fish for non-halogenated aromatic hydrocarbon residues is not a parcularly meanngfl

thing to do.

Q (by Nils Stolpe) So they might have a faily direct path from boating induced, turbulence
induced sediments into the bottom --

A Assuming those P AHs are going down. If they are stil in gaseous phase in par, then they

wil go up. I do not know of any relevant data. Maybe the industr has it. I have not seen it but I

have not looked very hard, either. I do not know how much comes out as pariculates, which may

well sink, versus the bubble. These are all importt questions.

Q (by Jay Tanski) This is related to a study looking at the relative impacts of a marna on a
saltmarsh in Rhode Island. It was done back in the '70s. They were measuring hydrocarbons-I

am not exactly sure what they were measuring-but they actualy found the concentrations

dropping during the summer when there was boating activity there. They attbuted that to

degradation by the sunlight.

Q (by Rick Crawford) I was wondering, would you expect any difference in your 4- and 5-
ring data when using one of these fancier gasolines with the additives and whatnot compared to the

low octae, cheap gas?

A That was a ninety-thee grde octae we used; it was not the cheapest. I would not thnk
so. I thnk the primar thng we would have seen, the temperatue in the tas would have

increased faster because we would have got a more effcient bum, I thnk. But you are still

cracking those compounds, and generating the aromatics though pyrolysis.

Q (by Andy Mele) I thnk that the four-stroke crucible is hotter than the two-stroke crucible,
and I suppose that is the most obvious thing to look at in terms of this interesting difference. The

next question is to go back to the studies of catayst pedormance-I am just thnkng ahead a litte

bit-and see if cataysts can solve that 4- and 5-ring problem.

Q (by George McCary) And this is a concentration in what? How many, 40 galons of
water in 40 miutes?

A Th gallons of water in fort minutes. When you tae a small outboard and put it in a
barel of fresh water to flush it at the end of the season after using it in salt water you wil see

sudace scum and general pariculates there.

Q Jack Hardy in Washington state, the microlayer fellow I taled with a lot has told me on
any number of occasions that he thinks that a lot more of ths stuff than we know comes out bound

to paricles or associated with paricles. He does not hold a tremendous amount with at least the
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immediate evaporation theory everybody seems to like, espeially the boatig industr. He seems

to thnk that there may be an almost imediate fallout.

A Well, on the basis of what that photograph shows (showed photograph of two- and four-

cycle exposed water with major parculates in the two-cycle sample) that is a very reasonable

statement.

Q (by Dery Bennett) This is somebody from the industr saying yes, we do get a higher
stream of unburned hydrocarbons in the exhaust of a two-cycle. Conversely, we get a very low

incidence of nitrogen oxides which are often overlooked.

A Yes. Andy was mentioning this at lunch time. He can address ths better than I can, but I

believe that the NOx production from two-cycle is less than from four-cycles. So, it is a question

of whether you care about the ozone hole or soft shell clam.

Q (by Lar McLaughlin) I just wanted to point out on your slide here what might not be so
visible but which potentially may still have toxic effects are the dissolvable compounds-water

soluble compounds. And you get considerable alcohol production and ketones and aldehydes.

A What you are saying is that if we ran a more complete chemical analysis of both those

samples, there would be some bad news in both of them.

Q (by Lar McLaughlin) That's right.
A Certy, I thin the biochemical data points to that as does the, limited chemical data as

well.

Hawkins, W. E., W. W. Walker, R. M. Overstreet, J. S. Lytle, and T. F. Lytle. 1990.

Carcinogenic effects of some polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons on the Japanese meda

and guppy in water borne exposures. Sci. Tot. Env. 94: 155-167.
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Proposed Federal Boating Emission Regulations

Andre Mele

43 Yale Court, Kingston, New York

I am going to give a quick synopsis of the new EP A proposed rue for regulating boat

engine emissions. It cals for basically a 75 percent reduction in existing hydrocarbon emissions.

I am going to give this talk in two stages: one, the synopsis; and two, my response.

The 75 percent reduction in existing hydrocarbon emissions is going to be accompanied by

an allowed increase of oxides of nitrogen (NOx) and carbon monoxide. In paricular, NOx and

hydrocarbons have a sort of paradoxical relationship. You can not cut one without gettng an

increase in the other. It is just a sort of a balance thng that you can not seem to avoid. The

situation is improved with the use of alternative fuels and with thee-way catalysts, but there is no

plan for catalysts in the rule, though EP A has requested comment on the use of catalysts.

For two-stroke engines, the point of origin for this 75 percent reduction is roughly 300

grams of hydrocarbons per kilowatt hour, the point of origin being the typical emissions for
present technology. Seventy-five percent reduction of that is 75 grams per kilowatt hour. So that

is the standard that they are looking for, 75 grams per KWH. Now, the conversion is that one

horsepower is about thee-quarers of a kilowatt, so you can do the math.

Four-stroke boat engines, which are characteristically referred to as inboard or stem-drve

engines, have to meet a stadad of eight grams per kilowatt hour. (A tyical car engine, usually

rated in grams per mie, can be estimated at one to thee grams per kiowatt hour.) For

compression igntion engines such as diesels, the rule is going to be the same as the existing new

non-road engine regulations, so there is no separate regulation for marne diesels. The rule is in

regulation 4ACFR, 589. It specifies 1.3 grams per kilowatt hour of hydrocarbons.

The reduction rule is going to be phased in over an eight- or nine-year period, staring with

model year 1998 and concluding in model year 2006. Roughly 15 percent of the targeted reduction

is going to be tacked on each year. The manufacturers are going to group their lines of engines

into famlies: the higher horsepower small block, the lower horsepower small block, etc. Once

they have divided their product line into famlies, the manufacturers get to essentialy do their own

strategy as to which famly they are going to cut back on first and which famly they are going to

coast on.

The reason they can do this is because EP A is allowing them to average their emissions

over their respetive fleets. The manufacturers pick a famly emission limit for each engine famy

and then they strve to meet that limit. If they meet it, fine. If they do not meet it, they get what are
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essentially negative credits. And if the emissions are less than the requirements for the limit, they

get positive credits.

When you add this up, you have a manufacturer who for a given year either has some

credits to spare or needs some credits. But one way or another, each has to meet ths incrementa

reduction. So they can either buy credits if they need them from another manufacturer who has

done it a different way, or they can sell surplus credits. In this way, pollution is condoned and

everybody is happy. That is the strcture. The credits expire afer thee years.

The rule is based on the motor manufactuers' two-stroke technology. The engine

manufacturers are highly technocentrc and they do not want to let go of ths two-stroke

technology. They cite thngs like the power-to-weight ratio of a two-stroke engine, which is valid.

Indeed, a typical two-stroke engine achieves a given horsepower at maybe 25 or 30 percent less

weight than a comparable four-stroke. What they overlook is the simple fact that engines by

themselves do not go dashing around on the water; they are attached to boats. By the time you add

the total weight of boat, occupants, fuel, beer, dead fish, and bait buckets, the net difference in

real-world term is between two and four percent, which is much less signficant and is really only

meaningful in terms of competition (i.e., boat racing).

The other thng about the two-stroke rule is that it is based upon technology that is not even

out of the lab yet-direct injection. Another problem with the rule is the point of origin. The point

of origin for the 75 percent reduction is determned at a point in an engine that my research

indicates is 100 to 140 percent diier than that of a tyical car. So, 75 percent of somethng that is

aleady 140 times worse brings us to a point where it is only 25 to 30 times worse than the average

car, which creates a double standard. It creates a stadard for boats that is 25 to 35 times more

lenient than the stadard for cars. In fact, ths new stadard is close to being more lenient than it

used to be for cars without any form of regulation at all in the '60s. I believe that at least 95

percent reduction is easily attnable though existing four-stroke technology, espeially with
exhaust afr-treatment.

With the hikes in unit cost to be expeted though the gradual phase-in of clean power

technology into the marne field, there is going to be a disincentive to buy new materials, new

boats, new engines. This rule, like most other EP A rules, contains no provision for scrappage.

This means that as a result of ths environmental regulation, things are going to get worse before

they get better. The only way ths rule is going to have any sort of effect is if there is a scrappage

program. They have left the door open for a federal one by requesting comment on such a

program. It would include some form of incentive program with money raised from "somewhere"

to either induce manufacturers to recaptue old dirt engines or to induce those who own them to

turn them in for a varety of kickbacks.
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When the motorboat manufacturers are building these new engines and marketing them,

they are going to be responsible for monitoring their compliance. They are going to have to see

whether a given engine famy is in compliance-use ten years afer the fact. They are strggling

with ways to do this. They are going to have to sell a lot of them, then bring some of them back

and test them from time to time. And the manufactuers are going to have to keep al the records on

this.

They are argung over whether or not to use fleet users as a means of accelerating wear and

tear to see afer a couple of years what emissions from a tyical ten year old engine might be. The

question with ths approach is that, although a fleet engine typically gets much higher use than an

individual owner's recreational engine, does it get better maitenance than a typical recreational

engine?

Q (by Nils Stolpe) A comment rather than a question. In the regulatory impact analysis,
which I imagine has to do with the estimate of 6,00 dollars per motor, they assume an outboard

engine might be in service 28 to 54 years, depending on size. Inboard engines are 40 years, and

personal watercraf engines are 20 years.

A (by Andre Mele ) Yes. With simple math you can refute that by measurg the residence

time of an outboard motor in the marketplace. The maxmum time that I have measured is 27

years. But choosing the year 2050 for full compliance is also based upon those extraordinarly

long residence times which I do not really believe.

Q I can not see an outboard motor as a par of the famly legacy.
AYes, I know. How many people have inherited an outboard motor from their grandfather?

The industr figure is 35 hours per year for the average recreational marne engine and that means

that a typical engine should be able to last for a realy long time. They do not. They die of other

reasons.

Q (by George McCarhy) I have two questions. One is, is the two-stroke technology
compatible with alternative fuels-I guess alternative liquid fuels. What about natural gas and that

kind of stuff?

A Apparently it is not compatible with any alternative fuels. At least that is what I have

indicates.

Q What about cataytic converters or some other form of afer-treatment of exhaust with two-
stroke technology? Is that another problem?

A With present technology, catalyzing two-strokes is not feasible because the converters

would rapidly get overloaded and they would have to be burned out from time to time-kind of

like diesel parculate fiters. But if the manufacturers are able to pull off ths diect injection
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technology, they can indeed be catayzed because then the hydrocarbon emissions come down to a

level more or less comparable with an unregulated car engine.

Q It seems to me there are real natural limitations to the two-stroke technology. At best, if the

two-stroke technology could only get as good as the unregulated four-stroke technology, then it

really seems like somethng we should be moving away from? Forget about the dual standard,

why not just do away with the two-stroke technology?

A Yes, precisely.
Q (by Nils Stolpe ) You had mentioned a scrappage program and some possible funding,
which I assume means some possible public funding source?

A They are not tang about any source. They do not even begin to sketch out a program.
They just mention that the subject has come up and that they wil consider it on a federal level if a

good enough program is suggested. From discussions I have had with them, I am concluding that

they want some type of scrappage. Groups like the NRC, who are famliar with how these

programs work, want to avoid rewarding heavy polluters like so-called "energy companes" -oil

companies and engine manufacturers-with the opportnity to obtain credits for future emissions

by buying back vehicles and that sort of thng. I am looking at something more along the lines of a

surtax, if you wil, or surcharge on boat registrations that wil be used to create a fuding pool or

trst fund, the interest from which would be used to buy back clunkers. However, there is a

problem with that beause while cars are eminently recycled, nobody has yet realy figured out

how to recycle fiberglass. So, you know, you are takng only the motor back, not the boat-

although that is, I guess, a different problem. We should not have to worr about that here. I

think the next great fortne is going to be made by somebody who figues out how to recycle

fiberglass.
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Marine Engine Hydrocarbon Emissions and Emission Reductions from
Alternative Fuels for Inboard and Sterndrive Engines

Larry McLaughlin

National Research Center for Coal and Energy, Morgantown, WV

Due to the complexity of ths presentation and the many informative figures supporting it,

the following text is a version prepared by the author of ths tal. The figures are included as well

to ensure that no information is lost in the process of including this paper into these proceedings.
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To furter introduce myself, I am with the National Research Center for Coal and

Energy at West Virgia University and serve as a Progr Director in the .
Alterntive Fuels Division. We mage multi-disåplinary research programs related
to energy and the environment, with about haf of our program funded by the
Department of Energy and the other ha fuded by the Environmental Protection

Agency. I am also representig the the University of Marylad Sea Grat Extenion
Progr. We are workig together on a proposal to investigate alternative fuel
applications for mae engies.

Nils spoke about ågarett boats in shallow Barnagate Bay. Rick Crawford mentioned
the effects of "cigar boats." In West Virgia, we have chewing tobacco boats, and
you wouldn't want to cross the wake of one.

To understad the advantages that certa alterntive fuels have over petroleum
based fuels with respect to emissions, it is importt to understad intern
combustion engines and how the exhust gases are formed. I wil be limitig my

discussion to gasoline powered, spark ignted marie engies, and attempt to provide
a brief overview of their emission charactenstics and what could be expected in
utilizing various alterntive fuels.

Data on emissions from manne engines is scat, and what is available is not
necessanly produced with the same test procedures. But I will put up a few examples
and where it seems I am comparing apples and oranges, I wil tr to point out what is
meangful and at least put these apples and oranges in their proper context. You se
apples and orages do have a few thgs in commn. . . for example, size, vita C,

a good source of fiber. Comparig apples and oranges is necessary at times to gain a
new perspecve.

Page 1
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MARNE ENGINE EMISSIONS
Two-stroke, Crankcase-scavenged

~ Exhaust Out

Air I Fuel Mixture In ~

There are basicaly two tyes of gasolie fueled engies for mae vessels: the two-
stroke, crankcase-scavenged spark ignte engie use for outboards and the four-

stroke, otto cycle, spark ignted engie used for inboards and I/O or stemdrives.

With two-stroke engies, each stroke penorm multiple fuctons. Here's how it
works: the power stroke delivers force to the cranhaft. The ai/fuel miture is then

forced into the combustion chmber, whie, at the same time, causing a portion of the
exhust to be expelled though the exhaust port. The compression stroke compresses

the air / fuel mixture at the head of the cylinder and draws in additional air/fuel
miture into the crankcase. Combustion occur and the process cycles on, deliverig
torque to the propeller.

As you can see, ths design ha some ineffåenåes. Exhust gases are contiuously
present in the head of the cylinder and compressed togeter with the air / fuel mitue
for combustion. As a result, fuel igntion does not occur effciently. A porton of the
fuel remain "unburned" and is expelled though the exust port.
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MANE ENGIN EMISSIONS
Two-stroke, Crankcase-scavenged

Engine Manufacturers
Outboard Marine Corp.

Mercury Marine
Yamaha
Suzuki
Tohatsu
Honda
Nissan

These are the promient players in the outbard mae engie maket. The outbord
market is domite by the fist two companes on our list, Outboar Marie
Corporation and Mercur Mare.
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MARNE ENGINE EMISSIONS
Four-stroke, Spark-ignited

~ Exhaust OutAir I Fuel Mixture In ..

Ths is a digram of the four-stroke engie. With a four-stroke engie each stroke
performs a separate fuction. An intae stroke draws the ai/fuel iixture though

the intake port into the combustion chaber.. A valve at the intae port closes, the
compression stroke begi and compresses the fuel miture to a differential volume of
8:1. Igntion of the fuel occurs and the piston is drven downward in the power
stroke, deliverig force to the cranhat. A valve open at the exhust port on the
fourt stroke and exhust gases are forced though the exhust port and into the

exhust mafold. The process cycles on.
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MANE ENGINE EMISSIONS
Four-stroke, Spark-ignited

Engine Manufacturers
Mercruiser, Corp
Indmar
Volvo PentaJOMC
Crusader
Vanous
Marinizers

GM Small Block Engines
3.0 L In Line (181 cl)
4.3 L V6 (262 cl)
5.0 L V8 (305 cl)
5.7 L V8 (350 cl)
7.4 L V8 (454 cl)
8.2 L V8 (502 cl

Marinization
Water Jacketing On Exhaust System
Back Fire Arrest .
Fuel Leak Protection

Ths is a list of the promient inboard and sterndrive engie maufactrers.
Mercrser is the clear leader in sales among those on our list. Both Mercriser and
Mercuiy Marie are owned by Bruwick Corpration.

Inboard and sterndrive engies are simply automotive engies tht have bee
modified or "marired" for marine use. Mercruiser is currently using these GM
smal block engies.

Wht do they do to marize an engie? Basically, mariization includes water
jacketig on the exhust system to keep a boat's engie compartent cool, backfire
arest and fuel leak protection on the fuel system. With regd to their impact on
water quality and the recently propose EP A regulations for hydrocrbon emissions,
the exhust systems are of particular concern, and I wil come back to that later.
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I I III Major Air Pollutants From Marine Engines

Nitrogen Oxides (NOx)
React in sunlight with ozone and hydrocarbons to form
NOz. This is the first step in the production of smog,
which can irrtate the nose and eyes, reduce visibilty
lung function, and aggravate respiratory diseases.

Hydrocarbons (HC)
React in sunlight with other poll utants to form smog. HC
species of particular concern include benzene, butadiene,
formaldehyde, and acetaldehyde.

Carbon Monoxide (CO)
High concentrations in the air cause nausea, headache,
and dizziness. Associated with cardiovascular, central
nervous system, and toxicity effects.- ""'" -

Let's tak about emissions.
Under the Clean Ai Act, the EP A is responsible for establishig regulations to reduce
emissions from mobile and non-road sources. The EP A is priy concerned about
these exhaust constituents from intern combustion engies and how they effect airquality. .
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MANE ENGINE EMISSIONS
55 kW (73.7 HP) Outboard Mass Emissions (gi)
Date: 1990 Rated Speed: 50 RPM Displacement: 73.2 ci

Speed Torque
Mode % Of % Of Full HC CO HOxRated Throttle

1 100 100 5360.0 7429.9 325.9

2 80 71.6 2751.0 4385.4 76.1

3 60 46.5 1811.5 3416.7 5.8

4 40 25.3 1260.2 1449.3 0.8

5 Idle 0 589.2 415.9 0.0

SAE 901597

Ths table provides an exaple of the mas emssions for the thee exust
constituents, hydrocarbons, carbon monoxide, and nitrogen oxides from an outboad
engie. Ths is a 55kW, or 73.7H, two-stroke outboard with a displacement of 73.2
cubic inches. The first thee columns, mode, % of engie spee, and torque % of full
thotte, represent an industr stadard for testig emissions under varyg load
conditions. These spee and load conditions were established by the Interntional
Counål of Mare Industr Associations (ICOMI) and accepte as the IS "E4"
duty cycle. Th duty cycle is currently proposed by the EP A for emissions testig in
certfyg engies under the marine engie regulations.

You can see in the remanig three column the emission measurements for HCs, CO,
and NOx under each test mode. These are grams per hour measurements.
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MARINE ENGINE EMISSIONS
220 HP Inboard Mass Emissions (glh) GM Small Block
Date: 1992 Rated Speed: 4400 RPM Displacement: 350 ci

Speed Torque
Mode ". Of ". Of Full HC CO NOxRated Throttle

1 100 100 449.8 38,958 684.3

2 80 71.6 259.1 10,748 722.4

3 60 46.5 136.1 2,615 442.0

4 40 25.3 95.6 3,447 33.1

5 Idle 0 446.4 2,040 3.9

EPA, Samulski, 1992

Here is another example. This data is for a 220HP inboard with 350 cubic inches of
displacement Compare these emission levels with those of the outboard. Obviously,
we are takig about different engies with different size and performce
chracteristics. But, as you ca see there are also dramatic differences in emissions

tht are chefly a result of the difference in the basic design explained earlier. For

exaple, hydrocarbons on the two-stroke engie are 10 to 12 times higher th the

four-stroke under test modes 1 though 4. This higher level of hydrocarbons is the
result of the less efficient combustion chracteristics of two-stroke engines and the
discharge of partally burnt and unbumt fueL. The EP A estimates tht 25% of the fuel
consumed by a two-stroke engine is expelled from the exhust unburned. On the
other had, the four-stroke engie carbon monoxide levels are five times higher than
the two-stroke under test mode 1 and twce as high under test mode 2. NOx is twice
as high for the four-stroke under test mode 1, and nearly 10 times higher under test
mode 2. I presume tht the higher CO and NOx levels are due to the greater
efficiency and higher temperatues of the four-stroke engie, but the CO is diffcult to
explain withóut more informtion.

These emission numbers should only be viewed as examples. There are may factors
tht effect these numbers, both in the laboratory and in actual use. However, it is
importt to note tht consistency in the unt of measurement, in the duty cycle by

which the numbers were generated, and the dramatic difference in emissions betwee
the two engies allows us some latitude in makig the generalizations we have made.

Comparing apples and oranges is also OK when you are speakig of their differences.
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I I III Federal Emissions Standards
For Light Duty Vehicles

(grams/mile)

Phase In THC CO NOx

1990 0.41 3.4 1.0

Tier 1 0.25 3.4* 0.4
1994

Tier 2 0.125 1.7* 0.2
(2004)

- ~ .. co Cold Standard = 10 g1m~ -- ~
Just to put these emssion quantities into perspective, ths table shows the federa
emission stadards for light duty on-road velcles. Now... gram per mile, the mass
measurement for emsions of on-road vehicles, caot be acuately converte to

grams per hour or grams per kilowatt hour. However, when there is again such a
dramatic difference -no mattr how you measure it- marie engies are producing
signficantly higher quantities of harml emissions.

At tls point I would like to focus our attention on hydrocarbon emisions and the
four-stroke engie. Why? For the following reasons: 1) among the exhust gases,
hydrocarbons are likely to have the greatest affect on water quality. Although the
proposed EP A regulations are designed to reduce hydrocarbons from marie engies,
they are driven by ai quality concern. 2) Engine for engie, four-stroke engies do
not produce the quantity of hydrocabon emisions produced by two-stroke engies.
However, as the data presente by Nils suggested, they may be comparable in tota
tonnge due to the significantly higher quantity of fuel they consume nationally. 3)
Due to their effciency in the combustion process, gasoline fueled four-stroke engies
may produce ii of what is harmul to the aquatic environment. 4) Although they
are modified automotive engies, they lack the emision control devices of a modem
automobile, but are good candidates for reducing emissions though alternative fuels.
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MARNE ENGINE EMISSIONS
Four-stroke, Spark-ignited

.. HC Exhaust

Compounds
Temperature Range
Engine Out:
400 c to 60 c

Air I Fuel Mixtue In..
C8H18
Compression Ratio:
8: 1

Pressure: apx. 200psi

Let's look a litte closer at how HCemissions are formed in the four-stroke engine.
Gasoline is a complex hydrocan fueL. Its chef hydrocarbon molecle is CSHI8.
An air / fuel miture of 12 to 15 parts air and 1 part fùel is drawn into the engie
cylinders. The miture is then compresse. A spark igntes the fuel mixture and a
controlled burn occurs, creatig pressures approachg 200 psi. 1bs should not be
described as an explosion, but a controlled burn with a flame front that propagate
rapidly though the combustion chber. Afer the power stroke is complete, the
exhaust by-products are forced from the cylinder into the exhust maifold.
Temperamres generated by ths process in a four-stroke rage from 40 to 60 degees
Celsius at engie out.

The high temperatures of combustion in a four-stroke engie cause the hydrocarbon
molecles of gasoline to break down into a wide range of hydrocrbon exhust
compounds. For example, if the C8H18 molecule breaks in half and each half pick
up an atom of hydrogen it becomes two molecules of C4H10 or butae. If C8H18
break into four components and gives up two hydrogen atoms in the process, the
result is four molecules of C2H4 or ethylene. These are examples of simpler reactions.
There is a wide rage of HC compounds formed, may of greater complexity. Many
are toxic substaces.
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MANE ENGINE EMISSIONS
Hydrocarbon Compounds In Exhaust Gases

Chemical Species . Aromatic Bollng Ga.aou. Condan.a. Watar
Point at at Soluabla
o C o - 250 C o - 250 C

Acetylene C2H2 -84 yes no no

Methyl acetylene C3H4 -23 yes no no

iso-Butylene (CH3)2C:CH2 -7 yes no no

cis-2-Butene C4H4 3.7 :.3.7 ..3.7 no

n-Butane C4H10 -.5 yes no no

iso-Pentane C5H12 30 no yea no

n-Pentane CSH12 36 no yes no

Ethylbenzene C2HSC6HS . 136 no yes slightly

Formaldehyde CH20 -21 yes no yes

Ths, and the followig thee tranparencies, is a parl list of hydrocarbon
substaces tested for in automotive test procedures when hydrocarbon speciation is
performed. It wi give you an idea of what is represente in the "total hydrocaon"
numbers preseted earlier - remember, we are talkig about four-stroke, modifed
automotive engies.

Most of the substaces on ths lit are not water soluble. That is not to say tht they
do not remain in the water. It has bee the belief of may that these compounds float
to the surface and evaporate. Many do have a weight and density lower than water
and will tend to ns to the surface, but how long they rema on the surface of the
water is uncertin. Some are absorbed by partculates in the exhaust and suspend or

settle to the bottom. Some are miscible - mi completely with water. Michael Moore
discusse effects from polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons - hydrocarbon substaces
tht are resistat to breakig down orgacally becuse of their double bonds and

ring-like structe. Aromatics remain in the water for longer periods of time. The

aromatics on ths list are marked with an asterisk.
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MARNE ENGINE EMISSIONS
Hydrocarbon Compounds In Exhaust Gases

Chemical Speclea . Aromatic Boilng G...oua Conden... W.ter
Polnl .t al Soluable
a C o - 250 C o - 250 C

Ethylene C2H4 -104 yes no no

Propylene C3H6 -48 yes no no

Propadlene C3H4 -34 yes no no

1-Butene C4HS -6.3 yes no no
Trana-2-Butene C4HS 1 ,. 1 '" 1 no
3-Methyl-1- CSH10 20 ,.20 ",20 no
Butene
1-Pentene C5H10 30 no yea no

Benzene C6H6 . 80 no yes slightly

Metaxylene/MTBG C6H4(CH3)2 . 140 no yes no

Paraxylene C6H4(CH3)2 . 135 no yes no

I mentioned earlier tht the system for exhustig emissions from four-stroke mae
engies may be problemtic with respect to their impact on the aquatic envionment
Most inboard and I/O engies exhust into the water. The exust system is water
jacketed from the exhust maifold down, with exhust gases mixig with "sea
water" before being expelled from the bot. Controlling heat in the engie

compartment and sound dampenig are the reasons for this. Additionally, the
exhust is churned into the vessel's prop wash, on most recreational boats.

There are two potetial problems in this method of exhaustig hydrocarbon
emissions from four-stroke mare engies. First, the exhaust gases are forced from
the engie's cylinders at temperatures of betwee 400 and 60 degrees Celsius. These
gases cool to some degee but still remain at very high temperatures, sufficient to
maintain the gaseus state of the exhust compounds, until they hit relatively cool
water. On my specation list, I have included boiling points of the listed hydrocarbon
speces. These tempertures, at atmospheric pressure, are the points at which the
substaces chge from a liquid state to a gaseus state and vice versa. As you can
see, may of the substaces expelled in a gaseus state, wil condense when cooled by
water at temperatues between 0 and 25 degrees Celsius - a reasonable rage for most
boatig waters. Of course, one is not likely to go boating in water below O. Ths
condenation of exhust gases resultig from the cooling effects of water ha bee
referred to as "water scrbbing," an appropriate way of describing how a signficant
porton of the total hydrocarbon output of marine engines remain in the water.

The second problem is somewhat speclative but serious enough in its potential
impact on water qualty to warrt fuer investigation. Based on what has be
observed in pyrometrc chemistr, it is reasonable to assume tht hydrocarbon gass
react with water when subject to the dramatic chage in temperature in a mae
engie exhust system. Such reactions add hydrogen and oxygen to the moleclar
structure of may substaces, further alterig their chracteristics in water. To
demonstrate, I wil use the substace propadiene (C3H4) as an example.
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MANE ENGINE EMISSIONS
Hydrocarbon Compounds In Exhaust Gases

Chemical Sp.clea . Aromatic Boilng O...ou. Conden... Walar
Polnl al al Soluabla
a C o - 250 C o - 250 C

Orthoxylene C6H4(CH3)2 . 145 no yea no

Acetaldehyde C2H40 21 ,. 2 1 ..21 yea

Ethan. C2H6 -90 yea no no

Propane C3H8 -43 yes no no

lao-Butane C4H10 -12 yea no no

1,3-Butadlene C4H6 -4.5 yes no no

2,2- C5H12 9.5 ,.9.5 ..9.5 no
DimethvlDroDane
Methanol CH30H 65 no yes miscible

2-Methyl-1- C5H10 31 no' yes no
Butene
Toluene C7Ha . 111 no yes alightly

Propadiene has three carbon atoms with double bonds betwee .them (diagr
propadiene molecule), and four hydrogen atoms, like so ~;5 :. c = ~-;). In ths state,
propadiene is not water soluble. But, as a constituent of me exust ga enteg a
boats exhust system at high temperatues, it is liely tht the "shock" of mig
with cool water wil cause the double bonds in ths molecule to break and pick up

two additional atoms of hydrogen and one of oxygen (H2O) from the water, like so
(H-~ - ~- ?-H). With such a reaction propadiene becomes acetone - which is now water
soI'bre...Adding oxygen to certin hydrocarbon molecules results in the formtion of
ketones, alcohols, and aldehydes - all of which are water soluble.

If these chemical reactions are takig place as we suspect, the make up and quantities
of hydrocarbon speies will look considerably different from automobile emssions.
Higher quantities of ketones, alcohols, and aldehydes by volume will be the result;
chagig the picture entirely in term of the impact marie engie hydrocarbon
emisions have on the water.
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I I III MARNE ENGINE EMISSIONS
Hydrocarbon Compounds In Exhaust Gases

Chemical Species . Aromatic Bollng Ga..ou. Cond.n... Wat.r
Point at at Solu.bl.
o C o - 250 C o - 250 C

Ethanol C2H60 78 no yes miscible

Acetone C3H60 56 no yes miscible

Methane CH4 -161 yes no no

- .." ~

There are nealy 150 species currently tested for in He speciations performed on
gasolie fueled automotive engies. lls lit includes only a few of them. Whle
four-stroke marie engies produce a very similar set of hydrocarbon speces when
tested with automotive emission test procedures, the quantities of each may look
considerably different when "water scrubbing" and chemical! temperatue reactions
with water are accounted for.

If there is a research agenda to result from ths metig, I would recommend tht it
begi with an inventory of hydrocarbon speces from a variety of manne engies
including the chemical compounds produced, the quantity of each, and how they
react with water. With exception of the duty cycle, the testprocedures presnbe by
the proposed EP A marie engie regulations are very similar to automobile engie
test procedures designed to assess air quaty impact only. A detailed hydrocbon
data set for a varety of inboard and outboard engies should be develope to
provide a base-line on water quality impact and to determe pnorities for research
on toxic effects on aquatic life.
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I 11/1 Energy Policy Act of 1992
Alternative Transportation Fuels

e" Alternative" fuels include the following:

Methanol
Ethanol
Natural Gas (Methane)
Propane
Hydrogen
Coal-derived Liquids
Biological Materals
Electricity

- ~" - ~
We have only begu to consider the impact of marie engie emissions on the aquatic
environment But even as we begi to understad the problem, we are presented .
with a tehncal solution. Alterative clea fuel teologies are proven in their

abilty to reduce har emissions frm on-road tranportation. The fuel equipment
is here, available, and reliable for automobile engies. The same equipment can be
used on marie engies and result in signficant improvements in hydrocarbon
emissions, even more so than late model automobile engies. The Departent of
Energy defes alterntive fuels under the Energy Policy Act with ths list. Note tht
the top haf of the.list consists of simple hydrocarbon fuels.
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Analysis Of Hydrocarbon Emission
Reductions With Alternative Fuels

Speed Torque HC HC
Engine I Fuel '" Of '% Of Full (g/hr) (g/hp-hr)R_ted Throttle

55 kW Outboard 100 100 5360.0
Gasoline

220HP Inboard 100 100 449.8 2.04
CAAB Fuel

220HP Inboard 100 100 436.0 1.96
10% Ethanol

220HP Inboard 100 100 235.4 1.06
30% Ethanol

Control Engine 100 100 2.45
Gasoline

Control Engine 100 100 1.90
Propane

Control Engine 100 100 1.55
Methane

I have gathered together hydrocarbon emissions data from thee source to provide
you with an idea of the reductions possible using alternative fuels. The outboard data
is from the SAE teccal paper referred to earlier. The following thee rows show
data for three fuels from an EP A study comparing gasoline test fuels with ethol
blends. And the fi thee rows show data from a study performed at Philips
Petroleum comparing gasoline with propane and methe. I refer to the fil thee as

data from a control engie - because of the measures taen in ths study to reduce the
engie system to its simplest form whie controlling several variables to optie the

engine for the fuel it was burng. The data set shown here was produced in test
situations that varied considerably. It is hard to make a meangful comparison of
grams per hour given the difference in diplacement - uness, again we are seeing
such a signficat difference and the higher HC level is from the engie with the lower
displacement However,what ~ meangfl in comparig the data from thes
engies is HCs per horsepower. The hydrocarbon data in the far right column
compares HCs on a per horsepower basis. HCs per horsepower comparns can be
made because the levels were derived from engies operatig at their ful rated spee,

at ful power. Gram per horsepower/hour inormtion was not available for the
outbod but you can do the math to put you in the neighborhoo.

As you can se, significant hydrocarbon reductions can be acheved using cleaner fuel
alterntives such as ethanol, propane, or methane. This has been confed time and
tie again for automobile engies.

Each of these fuel alterntives has its own advantages and disadvantages with respet
to retrofittg requirements, safety, and emissions. I would like to discuss

Compressed Natural Gas (or methe) beause of its proven abilty to produce the
desired emissions results while holding considerable promise as an economical and
safe alterntive, with a well develope delivery inrastrcture.
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I I III Hydrocarbons In Exhaust Gases
NMCs Based On Air To Fuel Ratio
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TI graph shows the level of "non-methe hydrocbon (NMHC)" emisions from
gasoline as a fucton of air to fuel ratio in gasoline fueled four-stroke, spark ignted
automotive engies. The x-axs scale at the bottom of the grph indicates ai to fuel
ratios for gasolie. The y-axis scale indicates hydrocarbon levels in part per miion.
Stoichiometrc (ideal air to fuel ratio) for gasoline is approxitely 15 to i.
Hydrocarbon levels increase as the air to fuel ratio moves off stoichometrc and the
miture beomes rich or lean as indicate.

The distiction of "non-methe hydrocarbons" is made because the methe content
of exhust gases is ignored in current reguations for hydrocarbon emissions. Whe
methane is a hydrocarbon, the Environmental Protecon Agency has ruled tht it is
harmess and has no ozone producing effect Ony traces of methane can be found in
exhust gases from gasoline fueled engies. .
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Hydrocarbons In Exhaust Gases
NMCs Based On Air To Fuel Ratio
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Ths graph compares NMHC levels from gasoline with NMC levels from natural
gas in automotive engies. The x-axis scales now include the ai to fuel ratios for
both gasoline and natural gas (methe). Stoichometric for natural ga is

approxitely 17 to 1. The hydrocarbon emissions from natural ga are 80% to 90%

methane.
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Hydrocarbons In Exhaust Gases
NWCs From Marine Inboard Engines
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Mare inboard engies often generate rich air to fuel ratios under operation, as much
as 12 to I, to increase engie power. As indicated, ths rich fuel mitue produces
dramaticay higher NMC levels with gasoline. The increase in NMC levels
produced with natural gas are far less significat at comparable air to fuel ratios.

The 80 to 90 percent methe content of hydrocarbon emisions from a methe
fueled marie engie would provide signficant reductons in hydrocarbon
compounds remainng in the water, both in total quantity and in substaces believed
to be har to the aquatic environment. Methane is the simplest hydroarbon

molecle - CH4. It is lited in how it break down under high temperatures. It

combines with hydrogen and oxygen in less harm ways. Most of the harl
hydrocarbon substaces produced by combustion in a gasolie fueled engie are not
produced with methane. The percentage of methe in the exhaust of a methane
fueled engie is a reflection of the simple composition of ths fuel and the small
number of intermeiate compounds formed during combustion. In addition, the
methane exhust remain in a gaseous state after it is chured into the water and
simply escapes into the air.
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UNatural Gas Vessel"

FUEL Cyi.OER MAUAL SHUT-oFF 2N ST4GE REGUlATOR 1ST STAGE REGULATOR

If you wi indulge me for a moment, this diagr shows how a recreational vessel
can be retrofitted with a Compresse Natural Gas system. Two fuel cyliders are
indicated, perhaps placed underneath bench seats, to show how the fuel storage
would be confgured to achieve a range comparable to what is obtained from a
gasoline ta on such a vessel. By the way, I mentioned tht Bruwick own both
Mercruiser and Mercury Marie. Brunwick also maufacturers an ideal CNG fuel
cylinder for tl application.

Oter components use for convertg a vessel from gasoline to a fuly "mecical"
natural gas fuel system include a fil receptacle, maual and automatic shut-off
valves, a fit stage regulator to reduce the pressure of the fuel from 30 to about 200
psi, a second stage reglator to reduce the pressure to just above atmospheric, and a
fuel mixer at the intake of the carburetor or thotte body. 1bts it. Newer
"electronic" natural gas fuel systems are also becomig avaiable and provide senor
feeback, more accurate fuel delivery, and even better emisions over the entire
operatig rage. The equipment is proven and available. The cost of ths equip1Tent
may be off-set by the lower cost of natura gas, depending on the amount of fuel use
over the lie of the system. Natural gas is 25 to 30 percent cheaper, depending on
your location.
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I 1111 Advantages Of Hi-fuel Natural Gas
Vesse Is

. Power Comparable To Gasoline Vessels

. Ability To Select Fuel For Protected Waters

. Emissions Lower Than Gasoline Vessels

. Lower Cost Fuel (Domestic)

'( ~ -
So, what are the advantages of natural ga as a mae fuel?

. On a ''hi-fuel'' vessel- set up to 9perate on both galine and CNG - engie power is
expected to be comparable to gasolie fueled vessels. The vessel would have the
abilty to select the cleaner burng natual gas for operatig in designated areas -
perhaps protected waters. Hydrocarbon emisions would be signcatly lower th
with gasoline, and the operator would have the benefit of lower fuel cost.
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I I III Advantages Of Dedicated N aturaI
Gas Vesse Is

. Power Comparable To Gasoline Vessels

. Better Efficiency Than Gasoline Or Bi-Fue1 Vessels

. Emissions Even Lower Than Bi-Fuel Natural Gas
Vessels

. Lower Cost Fuel

- ""~ ~
If the vessel is set-up to operate solely on natual ga, there are thgs tht can be
. done to optie the engie for th fueL. The advantages with a dedicated natural.

gas vessel are . . .
The power is expected to be comparble to a gasolie fueled vesseL. Greater fuel
efficiency can be acheved over bi-fueled vessels. Emissions will be even lower th a

bi-fueled vessel when operatig on natual gas. And, the operator wil have the
benefit of lower fuel cost.

Finally, I would like to comment on the EP A's proposed marine engie regulations.

The EP A estimate a reduction in tota hydrocarbon emissions from outboard marie
engies of approximately 75% as a result of its reguations. Ths level wil be reached
only after the phasin period tht will begn with model year 1998 and conclude in 200.

The tecologies used to meet the required reductons wil be the more effcient four-
stroke and fuel injeced engies. In term of their impact on ai quality, there is no
question tht gain wil be made. But a reduced impact on water quality is less certin.
The greater efficiency derived from a four-stroke cycle or though direct fuel injection wi
come with higher temperatures. Greater effciency and higher temperatures in the
combustion process is likely to produce a wider aray of hydrocarbon compounds and
greater quantities of what is believed to be harmful to aquatic life, e.g., aromatic and
polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons. Reactons with water resultig from higher exhaust
temperatures complicate the impact issue further with the production of ketones, alcohols,
and aldehydes.

With respect to marie engie emissions, the proposed regulations are primaly designed
to address the impact on air quality, even though ths source of pollution has an impact,
perhaps a more signifcant impact, on the aquatic environment as welL. This focus on air
quality is reflected in the propose system of measurement for emissions compliance.

Page 22
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MANE ENGINE EMISSIONS
Exhaust Emissions Measurement System

1SSoCExhaust Flow

10dC PrSa
Line

18SoC

. I Healed Sample line

. Unheated Sample line

Measurement
Options
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DIR

Ths is a diagram of the emissions meaurement system likely to be used in testig
engines by industr and reportig results to the EP A for compliance. It is a raw gas
measurement system recommended to and accepte by the EP A. A constat volume
sampling method tht dilutes the exhust gases to simulate miing under actual
conditions for engies exhusting into the ai is als acceptable to the EP A. They both

are problematic with respect to hydrocarbon emission measurements from marie
engines.

As you can see in ths diagram, a sample probe draws off an exust sample into a

pre-fiter heated to 100 degee Celsius. The sample probe is inerted into the
exhust system above the water jacketing. The sample is then chaeled though the
pnma sample line, into a conditionig oven, and a portion routed into the
hydrocarbon "FI" for measurement, al maintaied at 185 degrees Celsius. The
hydrocarbon sample is maintained at th high temperature, higher than most
hydrocarbon boiling points, to prevent condenation. The remag exhaust sample
is routed on, with cooling and dryg stages involved, for measurement of CO, C02,
and NOx.

Th system, and the constant volume sampling system mentioned above, is
appropriate for exhust emitted directly into the ai as with automobile engies.
However, it wil not produce emissions data reflecve of the actal operatig

conditions of gasoline fueled marine engies that exaust into water. The problem
lies with the absence of the cooling and scrubbing effects present when hydrocarbon
emissions from manne engies exhaust into water. The exhust from manne engies
are far richer in hydrocarbon content th automobile engines, as you saw earlier. If
alowed to cool to the temperatues of boatig waters, condensation of hydrocarbons

in these nch gases would be significant. Once the exhaust is churned into the water
and condensation occurs, a porton of the hydrocrbon content remain in the water.
The exhaust sampling and measurement system proposed does not account for the
condenation and water scrubbing that occus in the environment in which these
engies operate. Page 23
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I I iii MARNE ENGINE EMISSIONS
Concerns For Draft Regulations

The proposed exhaust measurement procedures produce
an inaccurate picte of marie engine impact on air quality

due to the absence of water "scrbbing" that occurs during
boat operation.

The proposed exhaust measurement procedures provide no
data on hydrcarbon compounds released into the water,
and therefore, establishes no comparable means of
accountabilty for impact on water quality.

The proposed regulations contain no provisions for the
application of alternative clean fuels.

~ .. -
Therefore, my concern for the marie engie reguations are:

The proposed exhaust measurement procedures to cert emissions compliance

produce an inccurate picture of the recreational mae engie's impact on..
quality due to the absence of water scrubbing and coolig effects preset during
actal boat operation. Whle usefu in monitorig hydrocarbon reductions and
emissions averagig, the data generated with these test procedures will be of limited
value to regional authorities currently attmptig to evaluate boatig's contrbutions
to smog. Without factorig in the effec of water scbbing, the data generated with

the proposed test procedures (if made public) wi be arcially high as they relate to

air quality impact. If these figures are made avaiable to regional policy makers, fair
treatment of the boatig public in decsions to restrct recreational boating as a part of
VOC reduction plan may be diffcult.

The proposed exhaust measurement procedures provide no data on hydrocarbon
compounds released into the water, and therefore, maes no assessment of water
quality impact. The proposed test procedures are designed to support a system of
accountabilty for marine engie impact on air quality only. There is no comparable
mean of accountabilty for their impact on water quality, even though these engies
operate and exhust into an aquatic environment.

The proposed regulations contan no provisions for the application of alterntive
clean fuels as with on-road sources. Signficant emissions reductions ca be acheved
with proven alterntive fuel tecologies and should be encouraged to stimulate

growt in a small, but growig trsporttion industr.

Page 24
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Massachusetts' Regulatory Perspective

Jan Smith

Office of Coastal Zone Management, Boston, MA

I work for the State Coastal Zone Management Office. Today I wil ta about what the

office is contemplatig in regard to regulating marnas and boating activities. For those of you

who do not know, the Coastal Zone Program is a federally created program funded by NOAA.

Each coastal state has a program and it is usually in that state's environmenta agency.

I work in the nonpoint source control program. It is an effort to control pollutats from a

varety of sources that range from agrcultual and urban runoff, to marnas and boats. Ths

program was par of a Congressional mandate and EP A and NOAA developed the guidelines for

implementation by the states. EP A has also produced some speifc requirements with the intent

that states would develop enforceable controls for items of specifc concern. Fifteen of the items

are related to marnas and boating activity. Seven consider the design and siting of marnas but we

are not building many marnas here in Massachusetts these days. Over the last 15 years only thee

or four new marnas have been built; we are prett much at satuation. However, the last eight

EP A requirements relate to marna and boat yard operation and boat activities. The one

requirement that may be of most relevance and interest to us today is the one that addresses boat

operation and management.

At the state level, we and the other coastal states have ben charged to come up with

programs that insure compliance with all of the federal measures. EP A has not told us exactly how

to accomplish ths. They have given us some suggestions for how to control boating activities -

for example, how to get at boat cleaning activities and how to manage petroleum products. But it

is up to us to develop precise components for enforceability. Again, every state along the coast is

looking at these same requirements and tring to figue out how they are going to implement them.

I am going to tal about where we stad in Massachusetts and the approach we are contemplating

for meeting the federal requirements.

Essentially, Massachusetts has both state and federal reguations. Federal regulations,

while they address marne strctures to some extent, do not get very involved in the enforcement of

some of the smaller impacts from marnas and boats. At the state level we do have program that

wil address some of these problems. We have, for example, the Wetlands Protection Act, which

considers impacts from activities that are being proposed (e.g., in applications for permts for

coasta development). It does not really address ongoing activities, and it certainly does not get at

problems associated with boat use.
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In addition, we have a Tidelands Licensing Program. Along with the Wetlands Progra it

is admnistered by our Deparent of Environmenta Protection. A Chapter 91 Tidelands License

is a permt that is needed for any permanent strctue that is placed in an intertidal area.

Although these regulations do not specifically address temporar strctures like boat

mooring fields, one of the original intents was to establish guidelines for establishing mooring

terrtory. But not very much has been done with setting standards or requirements for these areas.

The State also has programs that look at land use in the coastal area. We have a critical

areas program that establishes Areas of Critical Environmental Concern. These are designated by

the state in response to local requests for special protection of areas that are considered to be

deserving of such treatment. A set of environmental criteria is used to evaluate each proposed area

and the formal designation confers an additional level of protection. In these areas a higher level of

environmenta review is needed for any proposed project. Although docks and piers are not

prohibited withn these special areas, they must comply with very strct requirements. For

example, if a dock is permtted in a critical area, boats can only tie up at its seaward side; they are

not permtted to pull up along the other side. Limitations are also placed on the size and the draf of

boats permtted to use the dock.

Mangers whose responsibilties include these Areas of Critical Environmenta Concern

have been authoried to develop specifc management plans to control some of the activities that

would occur in them. In Massachusetts none of the 15 or so coasta areas that have been

designated as critical yet have such plans. If a manager were to come up with a management plan

that regulated boatig, it would then become an enforceable area for state regulatory authorities.

Harbor planng is also administered though the Coasta Zone Offce. The Harbor

Planning Offce works with local communities to develop comprehensive plans for managing local

coastal waters, the intent being to encourage towns to do an assessment of their resources and to

manage the varous uses within a harbor. Many harbormasters perform a varety of taks,

servicing the boating public as well as managing natural resources. In many cases they are under a

great deal of pressure to find mooring locations for an increasing number of boats and ths involves
juggling some of the needs to protect critical coasta areas, such as shellfish resources and others.

Local comprehensive plans help the towns designate which areas should be set aside for

protection, beause of their natual resource value, and which would be acceptable for boating

activities and mooring fields. Our offce provides funding to towns to develop local

comprehensive plans and once they are developed they beome enforceable by the State

Deparent of Environmental Protection.

In the norteast, attempts to put in place any regulatory program for boats and marnas have

to address the local home rule issue. Here in New England, home rule is a tradition which

delegates a lot of authority to local governments on certain issues about which the State does not
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realy dictate to the town. So if the Coasta Zone Management Offce wants activities to be

controlled, we have to work with local authorities because they have the prime responsibilties. In

many cases, these are the local conservation commssions who implement the State Wetlands

Protection Act, or the harbormasters who are developing the mooring plans and working to locate

other boating activities.

Our approach to developing controls is to focus on education as a key component for

reaching the boating public. We have to sta working with local offcials, harbormasters in

parcular, to help them to develop some guidelines for how they are going to manage their boating

activities. However, under our existing Chapter 91 Tidelands Licensing, there are supposed to be

some guidelines for mooring fields. But state regulators have not yet provided those to

harbormasters. In many cases, with the increasing demand for moorings, they are being placed in

areas that are completely exposed at low tides, which means that they may be located on shellfish

beds and shorebird feeding areas. And certnly one of the key issues that we are coming up

against is how to determne caring capacity for recreational boating that wil allow us to mainta

the environmental quality of our waters.

Most of the restrctions on boating operations have been concerned with safety. In our

education effort we need to sta gettng harbormasters - some of them are aleady very

concerned about it - and the boating public to look at protectig habitat and, in parcular, critical

resources such as shellfish. Through our harbor plannig efforts we can begin gettng the public

to consider zoning for the water area. We are already accustomed to zoning on the land for speific

goals and purposes, and we have to reach that point on the water as well.

As mandated by Congress, we have to develop a state strategy addressing the enforceabilty

of all these requirements. They are prett broad-ranging and ths wil be a challenge. We have to

submit our formal plan to EPA and NOAA by July 1995, and we are going to be going though an

extensive public review process before then.
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A. Marina Rushing Management Meaure

I Site ind design mirinas suc:h thit lIdes indlor currents wil aid in Rushing of the
site or renew its witer regularly.

A.... witer quilit I. pirt of m.rina iitlng ind delign.

.
c. Habit Assessment Management Meaure

I Site and design mirin.. to protect igainst idverse effcts on ihellfish resources,

_tlandi, submerged iquatlc vegt.tion, or other important rip.rian ind iquatc
. habitt areas I. de.ignited by locl. State, or Federi. governments.

. .

D. Shoreline StabilíZÍion Management Meaure
I

I Where shoreline erosion i. s nonpoint source pollution problem, shoreline. should

ti stbilize. Vegtatve methos are stongly preferr unle.. stctural methoda
.re more COlt effve, considering the Mveri of wive .nd wind erosion, offhore
batymetr, ind the potentl.1 .dyer impact on other shoreline. .nd offshore

.re.s.

E. Stolf Water Runoff Management Measure

Implement effye runoff control ategiei which Include the use of pollution

prevention ictivitles ind the prope deii¡n of hull m.inten.nce .,....

Reduce th ~iy.,ige innu.llo.dln¡. of tcr.liuipende solids (iSS) in runoff frm
hull maintenance ireii by 80 perce. For th purpo... of this ",e..ure, in
80 percent reucton of TSS i. to ti del-ine on in .verige innual b.Ii..
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I Oesign fueling stations to allow for .as. in cl.anup of spils.

F. Fueling Station Design Management Measure

G. Sewage Facility Management Measure

Install pumpout. dump station. and restroom facilties- where neeed at new and
.xpanding mirina. to reduce the r.I.... of ..wage to .urface waters. Design these

faciliti.s to allow .ase of access ind post signage to promote use by the boating
public.

.
A. Solid Waste Management Measure

I Properly disp.. of solid wast.s produce by the operaion. cleaning, maintenance.
and r.pair of boats to limit .ntry of solid wa.t.s to surfce wat.rs.

B. Fish Waste Management Measure

"I Promote sound fish wast. minagem.nt through i combination of fish-cl.iningrestrictions. pUblic educati"on. and proper disposal of fish waste.

c. Liquid Material Management Measure

Provide and maintain appropriate storage, tran.fer, containm.nt. and ~ispo..1
faciliti.. for liquid material, such as oil, harmful solvent, antifze. and paits, ind
encourage recycling of the.. material..
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Q (by George McCary) You mentioned that you wanted to estimate the caring capacity of
the local environment for boats. How would you actually go about estimating that?

A (by Jan Smith) That is a question that we are currently tring to answer. Because we are

tring to look at the cumulative impacts of some of these activities, we do not want to be in the
position of completely prohibiting those that we do not need to. But it is clear that the

accumulation of a number of activities certy stas to have an environmental impact and where

you draw the line to star limiting the number of boats in an area or the number of people you allow

to have access to a wetland resource, I do not know how to define. For regulatory purposes we

have to have some scientific base for what we do. So we look to the scientific community and

others for what evidence there is for what level of activity causes the impacts.

Q But you wil end up with a number that you wil use to form a policy, I guess, right?
A Well, ideally, yes. Clearly in the regulatory climate that we have now, we need to be able to

have firm backing for whatever regulations we come up with. As you heard earlier, boaters

perceive that they have the right to free navigation wherever they want to go. We have to come up
with some clear evidence that there are impacts and that we have a clear basis for establishig a

regulatory policy.

Q (by Rick Crawford) In that regard, what do you expect to have next July? If you do not
know how to do it, what are you going to produce for a product?

A Many of the requirements in here relate directly to marna design. I thnk we aleady have

requirements for those in existing regulatory programs. It is a matter of having the state

enforcement offcials understand what this means and also having local boards understand how

they would implement some of these controls. At this point, in many cases it is not really clear

how these requirements can be implemented. Right now the state is prett overwhelmed with

some permttng requirements and they have done litte or no enforcement of some of them. They

are anticipating over the next couple of years that they are going to be able to step up their

enforcement activities and ensure that the environmenta requirements under the Tidelands

Licensing and Wetlands Protection Act are being met. In terms of our strategy, I thnk we are

going to rely on existing authorities.

Q (Elle Dorsey) Do you have any information as to whether or not eelgrass here in
Massachusett is impacted in much the same way that the turte grass in Florida is being impacted

by boaters?

A I do not think we have that information, and we do not have a good mapping system yet.

For eelgrass we wil in the near future. We have some information that eelgrass has been

drastically reduced in some areas, but we do not know why. The information that we wil have

pulled together in the next year for eelgrass in our coastal waters wil provide some basis for future

actions.
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Q A related question. When makng decisions about locating mooring fields, for example, is
the presence or absence of eelgrass taken into account?

A Right now it is not. The decisions in most cases are made by local harbormasters. Some

are conscious of the importance of protecting eelgrass beds and others are not. DEP has not

provided any regulatory guidace on how to site mooring fields. It is their intent to do so, but they

have not yet. My goal is to get information out there so harbormasters can find out where the

eelgrass is in their areas and take this into account when siting mooring fields. In one town on the

Nort Shore the harbormaster had to reduce the number of boats in his harbor by two hundred. It

was very traumatic and very controversial, but it is the sort of situation where we need to star

thinking about providing the right kind of backup to local offcials to support their decisions.

Q (by Michael Moore) I believe in Scandinavia there are studies that have suggested that the
carefully controlled impact of marnas is less actualy than mooring fields for the equivalent number

of boats because of the chronic bottom disturbances that Curs spoke of today. There is some

literature which would be interesting to plug into the decisions that are being made currently. You

know, that is a hard thing to conceive of, a picturesque New England mooring field versus yet

another marna and how that relates in costs and benefits to the local economy. It is a very

complex story.

A We are tring to look at the other impacts, and I think certn marnas are using a lot of

petrochemicals, so marnas are also a source of ...

Q But all the boats on the mooring fields are being maintained by the marnas.
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Federal Sportfish Restoration Program

Vaughn Douglas
Division of Federal Aid, US Fish and Wildlife Service, Hadley, Massachusetts

The Federal Aid and Sportsh Restoration Program is one of the oldest and one of the most

successful parerships between state fish and wildlife agencies in the Fish and Wildlife Service.

The program is designed to increase sportshing and boating opportnities though wise

investment of anglers' and boaters' tax dollars. The Sportsh Restoration Program was created in

1950 under the co-:sponsorship of Senator John Dingle of Michigan and Senator Edwin Johnson of

Colorado. It was funded by a 10 percent excise tax on the sale of rods, reels, creels, and arificial

fishing lures and was called the Dingle-Johnson or D-J Program for about 33 years. During ths

period, nearly 430 millon dollars were invested in sportsh restoration and management activities.

In 1984, the program was signficantly expandeCl though an amendment to the original

legislation-the W allop- Breaux Amendment. The amendment established a new trst fund and

provided new sources of tax dollars to generate additional revenue for sportsh restoration and

boating activities. In addition to expanded funding for fish restoration projects, the amendment

mandated funding for marne recreational fisheries and boating access projects, and provided for

aquatic education.

The Wallop-Breaux amendment added several new sources of income. One was a tax on

motor boat fuels, amounting to about 1.08 percent of the gasoline sales tax. The other was

revenues from some new items of fishing and boating equipment that were added to the original

items as well as import duties on pleasure craf, excise taxes on fish finders and electrc trollng

motors, and the interest generated by the trst fund.

In 1952, the first year that funds were distrbuted to the states though the Dingell-Johnson

Program, less than 1.5 millon dollars were made available. That figure grew to around 30 millon

dollars in the early 1980s. With the enactment of the Wallop-Breaux Amendment in 1984, funding

increased to nearly 200 millon dollars nationwide in 1990, and al of this was made available to the

states. This represented a five-fold increase in funding over five years. These additional funds

have enabled the parcipating states to provide many benefits to the angling and boating public that

would have otherwise been impossible though traditional means.

Taxes are collected by the Treasury Deparent and put into the Aquatic Resources Trust

Fund, which along with others contains the Sportsh Restoration account. Previously, afer a six

percent deduction for administration of the Act, the remainder was apportioned to state fish and

wildlife agencies. Today, due to recent legislation, 18 percent comes off the top and goes to the

Coastal Wetlands Grant Program. Presently, 20 millon dollars is going to states for the Clean
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Vessel Act. Funds are apportoned to the states under the Dingell-Johnson program according to

the states' relative land and water area and the number of licensed anglers.

Our off ice, the Division of Federal Aid in Hadley, Massachusetts is in one of seven

administrative regions of the Fish and Wildlife Service. We manage grant programs to state fish

and wildlife agencies from Maine to West Virginia. In 1994, nearly 30 millon dollars was

apportioned to states in our region. Currently, we are obligating about 70 millon dollars a year of

new grant money to the states in our region. One of the original provisions of the Dingell-Johnson

Act was that no state should receive less than one percent nor more than five percent of the tota.

Most of the states in our region are what are temied "minimum" states. By strct application of the

formula they would have received less than one percent but beause of ths parcular provision of

the Act they receive the mimum one percent. We have only a few states above the mimum:

New York, Pennsylvania, Virginia, and Marland. The Distrct of Columbia was brought into the

program under the Wallop-Breaux Amendment, and it receives 1/3 of one percent.

States are required to match the federal money with 25 percent of their own revenues,

which usually come from fishing license sales. However, ths requirement can also be met by in-

kind match money donated by a third par. Funds are spent by the states on a varety of activities:

development (constrction of facilties), fish stockig, habitat manipulation, surveys and

inventories to establish licensing amounts and regulations, techncal guidance to public and private

landowners, aquatic education, administration, operations and maintenance, and land acquisition.

Coastal states are now required to spend a fair share of their appropriation in the marne

environment, and the fai share is determned by the ratio of freshwater to saltwater anglers. Up to

ten percent of a state's given apportionment may be spent on aquatic education. This activity was

not eligible before the Wallop-Breaux amendment. Likewise, states were formerly required to

spend ten percent of their money to provide boating access. However, legislation in the Clean

Vessel Act now requires them to spend at least 12.5 percent regionally over a five-year period.

Most of the states in Region Five have chosen to spend only the minimum required. There is not a

lot of money going into boat access compared to the total amount available.

Considering the expenditure of boating, access monies in our region over a four-year

period, most of the money, about $5.4 millon, has been spent on operations and maintenance.

There were a lot of access facilties constrcted under the old D-J Program. Since many of these

are now coming to the end of their useful life cycle, there are considerable operations and

maintenance activities going on, along with renovations of existing facilities. Over the past four

years, 98 facilties have been renovated in our region at a cost of about $3.7 millon. In contrast,

there are only a few new projects being underten to increase access; about $2.4 millon in new

constrction comprises about 20 percent of the tota. The remainder of the $70 millon is spent on

land acquisition for new facilities or acquiring existing facilties.
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Funds are also used for shoreline protection, gates to control traffic flow at access points

and courtesy stations. And with increasing frequency, we begin to find courtesy stations being put

in more developed areas, floating ramps to ease access to a boat once it is launched and to provide

a place to tie it up while you park your trailer, and informational displays.

We also administer the Clean Vessel Act-legislation that authorized the deduction of

moneys from the Sportsh Restoration account to construct, operate and maintain pump-out and

dumping stations for removing boat sewage from either Class-3 marne sanitation devices or

portable toilets, and to educate boaters in their benefits and use. This is a competitive grant

program with up to 75 percent reimbursement to the state.

In summar, thee factors are responsible for keeping the program as productive as it has

been: a relatively stable funding base, protection of the state's license fee dollars though a

diversion clause in the original legislation that says the state's license revenue shall be only used to

admnister the state fish and wildlife agency, and the requirement that the state fish and wildlife

agencies and the Fish and Wildlife Service are working together.

The accomplishments of ths program are possible because of the combined support of the

stakeholders: anglers and boaters, equipment manufacturers, independent conservation

organizations, state fish and wildlife agencies and the Fish and Wildlife Service

At this point, I wil be happy to respond to any questions.

Q (by Bruce Carlisle) I am with the Massachusett Coasta Zone Management program. My
question is in reference to some of the renovation projects that U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service

does. I was curous if there is any consideration given to nonpoint source pollution control when

you are renovating boat ramps or putting in parking lots and retrofitting any of these ramps? Any

sort of catch basins or any fitration systems-

A (by Vaughn Douglas) In many states that is now a requirement. They are putting in catch

basins and they are also constrctig holding areas where they wil grade out an area and direct the

surface water flow to these areas and they wil filter it though stone. Buffer zones are used to keep

the parking area away from the edge of the lake. In Maine, they are very concerned about

phosphorus runoff, so they do a lot of sedimentation control.

Q (by Nils Stolpe) Is there any type of oversight in the development projects or any federal
control, or is it tued over completely to the states?

A (by Vaughn Douglas) When the states develop a proposal for constrction or renovation it

obviously has to be for eligible activities. And the projects themselves have to be substantial in

character and design, meanng they have to meet the needs of the state fisheries management plan

for providing fisheries opportnities. They have to have good objectives, they have to have a

feasible approach and the costs have to be equivalent with the benefits.
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There is a lot of federal oversight in term of compliance. They have to address the

National Environmental Policy Act. Most of the projects wil have to have an environmenta

assessment developed with public review. And if we decide there is no significant impact, we

have to write a finding of no significant impact, and that is advertised for another 15 days. There is

lots of opportnity for public input.

All of the states have their own state environmenta legislation that they have to deal with.

Historic compliance can become a big issue in certain situations. In fact, that probably comprises

most of our work, helping the state deal correctly and appropriately with these issues.

Q (by George McCary) You showed the distrbution of the funds from state to state. And
how does the state go about acquiring a larger porton of the funds?

A By increasing license sales.

Q (by George McCary) So if they match more, they get more, is that-

A No.
Q (by George McCary) I mean, from the federal funds. You showed that New York got a
much larger chunk than the mimum one percent.

A The apportionment is accomplished by formula and it is based on the relative land and

water area of the state. Fifty percent of the funds are based on the land and water area of the state,

and the other fift percent are based on license sales, the number of licenses sold in the state. So

really the only way they can increase their overall apportonment is to increase their license sales.

Q (by George McCary) So there is an incentive on the par of the state to increase the

number of people who are fishing and the number of- the amount of use of these access points.

So that incentive is there?

A Yes.
Q There has been a resistace to salt water licensing, at least in some states.
A Yes.
Q Is that prett universal or would that be an opportnity to increase-
A States are looking at it as a very real opportnity to increase their license sales. And for

those that have, it has affected their apportionment considerably.

Q (by Curts Krer) I am curious about what is being done by the program to restore sport
fish populations.

A That is the other par of the program. Most of our funds, the other 87.5 percent, are

focused on research and management activities for sport fish. And that includes constrcting fish

ladders, providing in-stream habitat devices, and stocking where it is necessar to maintan fish

populations. Most of the money is actually directed toward sport fish management activities.

Q (by Dery Bennett) If this workshop came up with some research ideas, are any of the
seven programs that you mentioned a possibilty for funding?
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A The funds are apportioned directly to the state.

Q (by Dery Bennett) In all seven?
A Yes. Either by apportionment by formula, by appropriation, or through competitive grants.

The state decides within the eligibilty requirements of the Act what kind of work they are going to

do. There is an administrative grant process that is operated annually whereby we set aside

approximately two and a half millon dollars of the funds that are used for the administration of

programs to fund research on a competitive basis. The research proposals have to respond to

focus areas which are developed annually by state fish and wildlife agencies and the Service. The

research has to benefit more than 50 percent of the states and the project can not run for more than

three years.

But the apportioned dollars are largely used by the states to fund their own research. If you

approached the state fish and wildlife agency you might be able to get a research project funded

through it.

In the region, we do fund small scale projects. In fact, Boat US/Cleanwater Trust has got a

small project in our region to develop a brochure for the Clean Vessel Act to educate the boaters on

the impacts of boat sewage and how to tae care of it.

Q (by Jim Joseph) New Jersey Division of Fish, Game, and Wildlife is tring to improve
public access by building ramps. It seems in New Jersey we have either got broad expanses of

wetlands that are not going to be developed or just wall to wall houses and we have had

surrisingly a lot of opposition to ramp construction because the people who are already living

there do not want more boating or more of the activities that accompany pleasure boating. We have

had some very animated public hearngs and a lot of opposition. Is ths a problem unique to New

Jersey?

A You do not have a unique problem at alL. It is probably worse up in the nortern par of

our region, up in Maine, New Hampshire, and Vermont, where there are small ponds ringed by

camps that have been there for years. The people begin to view the lake as their lake even though it

is public. And you are right; the public meetings can be prett vicious, and there is a great amount

of opposition to some proposals, parcularly those creating new access.

Q Given the boating pressures that Nils described earlier, is it necessarly appropriate that
there is a federally supported program encouraging increased boating pressures on coasta and

inland waters?

A I would not necessarly call it federal governent encouragement. The mandate is a
legislative mandate that the states spend 12.5 percent of their apportonment regionally over a five

and one half year period. They have to do that or they lose the money.
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Q (by George McCary) Could I respond to that too? There is an equity issue here as well.
I mean, you can not just give preferred access to people who happen to own propert on a body of

water. So you can see that there is justification to provide equitable access.

Q (by Andre Mele) I have been involved in an activity on Seagull Lae in upstate New York
that has caused a lot of confusion in the community. There were a number of existing access

points and New York State DEC wished to add another one. The people in the community got up

in ars and said, we have enough. And the DEC continued to tr to get another ramp in there.

And it was used by the people of that area as a simple means of boosting their revenue base.

And now I see the mechanism. I understand the pressure on the DEC to have done this. In

fact, it finally boiled down to a battle between the Parks and Historic Restoration Deparent of

New York State and the DEC, as the preferred site was in a New York State Park. And they

finally agreed to disagree and the ramp went away. But there was clearly a great deal of pressure

to put ths ramp in, and it was viewed by the community as an act of pressuring them into

accepting more boats on their lake, which was aleady open to a signcant number of boats. So

ths is not altogether viewed as a positive phenomenon.

A (by Vaughn Douglas) That is very tre. And it is not altogether uncommon to run into that

throughout our region. But generally we find the opposition in the nortern par of our region. In

Virginia, West Virginia, when we put out a public notice for comments on an environmenta impact

statement, we wil get no response at alL.

Q (by George McCary) How is the information distrbuted? Is it in the public section of
the classified ads in newspapers?

A Yes. In many instaces the states wil beome more pro-active in that, and they wil have
their own public meeting before they go in and tr to do anything.

Q I am from New York. I think we have thee state-run boat ramps for the whole Long Island
area, which has well over half of the number of registered boats. The upstate area has, I think,

something over 90 or 100. There is great pressure to get more state-run facilties in the Long

Island area because public boat access to the water is almost nonexistent. So it does come down to

a matter of equity. Are the only people that have access going to be those that live on the water, or

is there going to be some way that you can get the access for the inland boaters?

A It is a very contentious issue. And by the way, we are putting in two ramps on Long

Island.
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Findings and Conclusions (in outline form) of the Work Groups:

1. Turbulence Work Group
Paricipants: Crawford, Stolpe, Harge, McCarhy, Wilbur

I. What do we know?

A. Turbulence causes mixing.

1. Resuspends sediments.

2. Changes the strcture of nutrent loading -- phosphates, nitrates released as sediment

move up in water column. Oxygen depletes with nutrent loading. Other noxious

materials in the sediment are kicked up: PCBs, metals. Possible link to eutrophication.

3. Mixes stratification of environment -- salinity, temperature, dissolved oxygen.

4. Extent of mixing estimated at 300% of hull depth.

5. Turbulence-related turbidity changes with boat speed (depends on boat-type,

propulsion type, characteristic of sediment, depth of water).

a. Decreases with decrease in speed of displacement hulls.

b. Decreases with increase in speed of planing hulls.

B. Turbidity increases light attenuation.

1. Has negative impact on SA V: inhibits growth, decreases compensation depth.

2. Generates behavioral effects for fauna: behavioral cues related to light, feeding, may

cause loss of natural cover or habitat, may provide refugia where prey can avoid

predators.

C. Addition of parculate matter to water.

1. Adhesion of resuspended sediment to eggs reduces gaseous exchange and increases

their weight (e.g., eggs sink).

2. Direct addition of hydrocarbons and other effuents from motors (e.g., unburned fuel

from two-cycle engines). Point: Not just inorganc compounds are stired into water.

3 . Clogs fitering apparatus of bottom filter feeders and in severe cases may clog fish gils.

4. Increase sedimentation rates afects SA V (e.g., covers plants and reduces

photosynthesis).

5 . Indirect or direct cause of habitat loss.

6. Increases sudace area for parculate adhesions and chemical or physical interactions.

Point: Some species (e.g., salmonid fishes) are very sensitive to turbidity. As such

they may be affected by many components of section 1.C.

D. Benthic demersal eggs or larae are smothered by sediments.
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II. Research in progress.

A. Ongoing studies by the Marland Deparment of Natural Resources.

B. Otsego Lake study.

C. Boating impacts research at the Waquoit Bay National Estuarne Research Reserve.

D. National Estuarne Research Reserve System Monitorig Program (22 sites nationwide) is

collecting baseline data (e.g., ambient turbidity).

E. Others, such as ongoing studies by the US Ary Corps of Engineers?

III. What do we need to know?

A. How do the things listed in item number 1 var with:

1. Boat characteristics -- hull shape, engine horsepower, ...

2. Operating characteristics -- boat speed, weight of load, ...

3. Site specific characteristics -- depth, channel width, current patterns, ....

4. Environmental characteristics -- bottom cover, sediment type, ...

B. How do the different effects interact with each other? How is this interaction mediated by

environmenta characteristics?

C. What is the dimension of the afect on turbidity of boating activity compared to other

sources, natural and anthopogenic?

1. Weather

2. Runoff.

3. Shore-side activities (marnas, campgrounds, launch ramps).

4. Land use patterns (industral, agrcultual, housing, natual vegetation).

5. Commercial fishing (clam rakng, shellfish dredging, shrimp trawling).

6. Construction (docks, bulkheads, channel dredging).

7. Natural varation and seasonal patterns (ambient levels, storms).

D. What is the relation between boat disturbance and the size/depth of water body?

E. What is the link between chronic and acute turbidity? Do short-term high turbidity events

relate to long term changes in turbidity?

iv. Research Issues.

A. Quantification of relative contrbutions of varous sources of turbidity (see item 3).

B. Identification of varables that are vulnerable to change.

C. Quantification of biotic responses to varing turbidity.

D. Identifcation of varables that are alterable by human intervention.

E. Identifcation of alterations that can have undesirable ecological implications (e.g.,

increased current flow to increase flushing to decrease ambient turbidity may afect habitat

function as a nursery or feeding area).

F. Development of a predictive modeL.
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V. Research Plans/Collaboration

A. Long term research and data logging that:

1. Establishes site-specific / habitat characteristic levels of ambient tubidity, in relation to:

a. Weather: wind direction and speed, precipitation, season.

b. Sediment siz and characteristics.

c. Boating Activity.

d. Shore-side activities.

e. Other water characteristics.

B. Standardization of measurements (for short-term and for long-term projects).

1. Develop a measure to describe boating activity.

2. Data collection strategies.

3 . Sampling protocol.

a. frequency of collection

b. sampling depth

c. sampling design

4. Methods of evaluating biotic response to turbidity.

C. Site selection based on:

1. Boating use.

2. Adjacent land use.

3. Bottom type and vegetation.

D. Coordination of research efforts and centralized collection and distrbution of data.

VI. Funding Sources

A. Federal.

1. EPA

2. US Fish and Wildlife.

3. NOAA
4. NSF

5. CZM
6. Oter?

B. State Environmenta Agencies

C. Special Interest Groups

1. Foundations

2. Industr (e.g., Brunswick Corporation - a boat and engine manufacturer)

3. Boats US

4. Others?

VII. Legislative Agenda
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A. The Turbulence Work Group felt that more research is needed before full agenda can be

developed. At present, legislative assistace in securing funding opportnities for research

would be most beneficial.

2. Toxic Boating Effects Work Group
Paricipants: Tucker, McLaughlin, Celander, Moore

I. What do we know?

A. Studies have been done on issues of tainting, the sea surface microlayer, acute and chronic

effects of hydrocarbons, and others (see Neff, 1985).

B. Summer weekend peak in volatile compounds attbuted to boat operation (see Mantoura,

1982).

C. Toxicological effects of hydrocarbons (HC) on aquatic life - an extensive literatue. One

paper specifically mentions 2-cycle effuent effects on mussels and oysters (Clark,

1974). Those effects included gil degeneration, physiological stress, and hydrocarbon

uptake.

D. Studies by Balk et al. on adducts and their effects, e.g., cytochrome P4501A induction

and lethargy (Balk,1994).

E. Also other studies such as the effects of naphthalene and benzene on molting of blue crabs.

II. What research is currently in progress?

A. Bal - Sweden (see report in ths document)

B. Moore - W.H.O.I. (see report in this document)

c. Oter?

III. What do we not know?

A. Emissions -

1. To understad exhaust gas paritioning we need to accurately sample exhaust gases in a

way that is relevant to the aquatic environment; it should reflect the interaction of the

exhaust gases with the water.

2. No published inventory on 2 cycle emissions

3. No comparson 2 vs. 4 cycle outboards

4. Industr emissions data appears to be available to EP A but not to the public.

5. Toxic effects can be mitigated by the marne engine industr, whereas the physical

effects are more approachable by management of the use of boats.

6. An inventory of HC emissions in the water, not just in the hot exhaust gas.
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7. What compounds in what quantities are being generated by outboards and inboards and

what are the effects of mixing and cooling in water?

B. Emission chemical fate -

1. Reactions of exhaust as it passes though water are not accounted for in current

proposed EP A regulations. Hydrocarbons are produced by heat and pressure in

cylinder. These then contact relatively cool water - there is a need to consider the

aquatic chemistr.

2. Current regulations ignore the potential for scrubbing by water before it becomes an

airborne contamnant.

3 . The dramatic change in temperature may break carbon link -- change water chemistr

(e.g., bonds formng with oxygen in water to produce water soluble compounds such
as aldehydes, ketones and alcohols.)

4. Need to do GC and LC. Potential toxicity of those compounds should be reviewed.

5. Condensation -- marne engines being certified on the basis of analysis of hot gaseous

exhaust upstream of water injection.

C. Toxicity -

1 Establishing which compounds are prevalent in OBM emissions would prioritie which

compounds are of interest for toxicological research.

2. Several species acute and chronic - effects on developmental stages.

3 . Experimenta toxicology studies should be done.

4. Combined chronic laboratory study and field study of high impact boating area(s) such

as Baregat Bay compared with a reference site -- if one exists.

5. Chemical analysis of bottom sediment, bottom water, photic zone and surface

microlayer.

6. Effects on aquatic vegetation (submerged and emergent).

7. Need to establish an experimental treatment level based on levels found in a high impact

boating area.

D. Multi-source model -
· What percentage of chemical effects are due to boatig activity? Even if it is not the major

effect, it is all additive? Are there places not afected by runoff with high boating activity --

such as destination islands? Is the difference in auto road runoff compounds versus marne

emission compounds qualitative or simply quantitative? May be relative ratios of varous

compounds that reflect source. What is the relative importance of marne emissions versus

road run off? Could adduct fingerprints be used to differentiate between source type?

E. Mesocosms-

1. Model systems/facilities for the studies proposed here (e.g., MERL at U.R.I.)
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a. Use of candidate compounds -- especially those unique in boat engines (if there are

any?).

b. Running boat engines in a mesocosm.

c. Introduction of toxicants.

d. Silt adsorption.

e. Sediment scour and resuspension (of sediment and chemicals).

iv. What research collaborations should be established?

A. West Virginia University has a light duty vehicle test center soon to be completed.

B. Joel Baker - University of Marland - atmospheric deposition of hydrocarbons.

C. MERL (mesocosm facility) at The University of Rhode Island Graduate School of

Oceanography.

D. Volunteer coastal groups to report on boating impacts - via census, and simple measures of

boating impact such as turbidity.

E. A project to consider: Lake or estuar comparson study

· Automotive engineer (Natural Gas Vehicle Technology Center?) to run test analyses to

inventory HC generated and information on how they behave.

· 2 and 4-cycle engines operating on industr accepted duty cycles and loading (lSOE4

duty cycle: Int. Council of Marne Industr Associations 5 levels of rated speed and

torque).

· Organc chemist with experience in high temperature chemistr

· Toxicologist

· Benthic biologist

· Phytoplantonl zooplanton biologist

· Statistician

V. Recommendations:

A. Need to create a clean boat technology for the future. Possibly the best way in these

conservative times to generate support.

B. Need to change the public awareness of the environmenta costs of boating.

C. Inventory as complete as is practical HC emission by 2 and 4-cycle of outboards. The

quantities that are produced and the reactions that occur once they enter the water (i.e.,

solubilty, adsorption, reactions).

D. Compare with chemistr of automobile-derived emissions.

E. We should pursue potential solutions to t.liese problems such as alternative fuels.

F. The toxics can be afected by the industr, whereas the physical effects are more

changeable by management of the use of boats.
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References for topics discussed by Toxics Working Group:

Balk, L., Ericson, G., Lindesjöö, E., Petterson, 1., Tjärlund, U., and Åkerman, G. 1994.

Effects of exhaust from two-stroke outboard engines on fish - Studies of genotoxic,

enzymatic, physiological and histological disorders at the individual leveL. Institute of

Applied Environmental Research, Stockholm University, S-61182 Nyköping, Sweden

TemaNord 1994:528 (66 pages). Nordic Council of Ministers, Store Strandstraede 18,

DK-1255 Copenhagen K, Denmark.

Clark, RC., and J.S. Finley. 1974. Acute effects of outboard motor effluent on two marne

shellfish. Environ. Sci. Technol. 8: 1009-1014.

Mantoura, RF.C., P.M. Gschwend, O.C. Zafirious, and K.R. Clarke. 1982. Volatile organic

compounds at a coastal site. 2. Short-term varations. Environ. Sci. Technol. 16: 38-45.

Neff, J.F. 1985. Poly aromatic hydrocarbons. Pages 416-454. In G.M. Rand and S.R

Petrocell, eds. Fundamentals of Aquatic Toxicology. Washington, D.C. Hemisphere.

3. Legislation Work Group
Paricipants: Mele, Bennet, Smith, Carlisle, Kendall, Podlich, Roesler and Hinch

1. What legislation/regulation exists?

A. Clean Water Act

B. National Estuarne Program

C. National Estuarne Research Reserves

D. Coasta Zone Management Act

E. Clean Ai Act

F. Clean Vessel Act

G. Oil Pollution Prevention and Response

H. Wilderness Act

I. Endangered Species Act

J. Rivers and Harbors Act

K. National Wild and Scenic Rivers

L. Coast Guard Safety programs

M. Magnuson Act - habitat protection section

N. National Biological Survey

II. What research collaborations should be established?
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A. Support the goals of management measures and the inclusion of local initiatives to boost

state programs.

B. Provide money to states for technical guidance regarding wide sweeping legislation that

tackles nonpoint source issues.

C. Traditionaly, an environmenta agency at the state level is an enforcement agent. It is

difficult to entice people to accept technical assistance when you are wearng an

enforcement hat.

III. Which issues are, can and should be managed by legislation?

A. Boating practices:

These can be regulated as in the following example from the State of Marland: Designated

areas which are commonly congested have a six knot sped limit at all times. Ths is a safety

regulation to promote safe operations. There is a 35 knot maxmum speed limt on all waters

away from congested areas. There is also an area with a speed limit of six knots for boats

greater than 17 feet in lengt (i.e., boats with larger wakes) and no speed limit for boats under
17 feet (i.e., boats with smaller wakes). Other areas are minimum wake zones (boats proceed

only at the speed necessar to maintan steerage) to protect highly erodible shore lines, shalow

bottoms, and natural heritage sites, or to promote passive recreational use. Boating is totally

prohibited (sometimes seasonally) in some areas to protect species listed as theatened,

endangered, or in need of conservation. Some areas are designated for water-skiing and

regulations accommodate professional or more accomplished skiers as well as recreational

skiers. To minimize conficts that might arse if both groups used an area simultaeously,

boats are classified according to performance stadads and noise emissions and areas are open

to the different categories according to a schedule. There are speial regulations for personal

watercraft, mostly for operator safety but also for shallow habitat protection. Speed is limited

to six knots within 100 feet of the shoreline, other vessels, piers, or other strctures.

Operators must be at least 14 years old and have taen a boating safety course; if you are from

out of state, you have to complete a preparatory course before you can rent one. An additional

regulation limits the engine noise level of offshore-racer type boats to 75 decibels.

B. Engine emissions:

This is another issue that can be limited/afected by reguations (see Toxic Boating Effects

Work Group report).

iv. What is an appropriate legislative agenda at the national and state level?

A. The Legislative Work Group did not feel that new federal legislation is needed at the

present because existing legislation and regulations are not being fully utilized. Utilzation

can be improved with education of the public, those responsible for enforcement, planners,

and managers.
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B. Education is something environmental groups, commssions, power squadrons and Coast

Guard Auxiliares, local groups, harbormasters, and others can help with.

C. We need to convince everyone that all of us boaters are par of the problem and we are also

par of the solution.

4. Docks Work Group
Paricipants: Weis, Joseph, Klin, Taylor and Taylor

Synopsis of Work Group's Perspective:

1. There is a historical, i.e. common law, right for propert owners to have reasonable access

to navigable water adjacent to their own propert. The "reasonable" aspect means ths

access should not intedere unduly with what are commonly held to be public trst

resources. In recent years, we have been redefining that which is reasonable.

2. A dock and/or bulkead enhances the value of a propert.

3. With increased population in coastal areas, we may have reached or even surpassed the

critical point for some areas to withstand the environmental impacts resulting from

increased access.

Work Group's Findings

I. State of knowledge:

A. The two typical strctures are docks and bulkeads. Only those erected and used for non-

commercial applications wil be considered here. The effects of these strctures placed in

estuares can be divided as follows:

1. Navigational effects:

a. Positive -- provides access for the property owner.

b. Negative -- intrdes physically into a waterway.

2. Environmenta effects:

a. Effects from physical presence:

· shadows intertidal and subtidal vegetation.

· changes natural shoreline (e.g., a bulkhead, converts soft, gradually sloping,

intertidal zone to a hard vertical surace).

· impedes circulation.

b. Possible toxic effects:

· greater potential for fuel spils than at a professionally-run marna.
· exposure to leachates from pressure-treated wood.

· disturbances (bottom; near-shore water column) from boats that otherwise might

not be operated in shallow near-shore areas.
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3. Impinging on the public trst

a. Covering shellfish beds and interfering with shellfishing.

b. Disrupting aesthetics or impeding a view.

4. Sociological effect

a. Neighbors "want one too" or "not in my backyard!"

b. Empowering abutting land owners by requirng their approval of the strcture can

lead to user conflicts when consensus is not reached.

II. Research in progress.

A. Several state agencies, including those in Massachusetts and New Jersey, are currently

working on generic Environmenta Impact Statements that wil speifcally cover docks and

their effects.

B. On-going studies by Fred Short, David Burdick, and others at the University of New

Hampshire Jackson Environmenta Laboratory are researching environmental effects of

docks (e.g., shading of submerged aquatic vegetation).

C. Several years ago Michael Leflor and others published a report on shading of tidal

wetlands. The U.S. Ary Corps of Engineers critically reviewed the document and

identified areas needing additional research. (The Work Group did not include a

bibliographic reference to this report.)

D. Toxic wood preservatives have been studied by Judith and Peddrck Weis (see report in

this document). Their work has resulted in nine reports since 1991.

E. There are several studies underway to exame alternative constrction materials:

1. EP A funded Materials in the Environment (M) project.

2. Ongoing ecological investigations by Weis and Weis, supported by USDA.

III. Research needs.

A. States must complete generic environmental impact statements regarding dock and bulkead

issues, such as their cumulative environmental effects and the "caring capacity" of a

water body. To develop such EIS documents, there must be studies of the effects of

multiple installations in a standardized area, as well as studies of other effects such as

habitat fragmentation or the creation of sub-ecosystems (in other words, what is the

caring capacity of a stadardied area?)

B. New Jersey is funding studies of dock impacts.

iV. Research collaborations.

A. Improve interagency communication withn and between states re: research and policy.

B. Strengten existing professional organizations (e.g., Coastal States Organization).
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C. Draw industry into funding government and academic research endeavors to enhance the

credibilty of studies examning contentious issues (e.g., toxic leachates from constrction

materials. )

V. Funding sources.

A. Users' fees assessed to the boating industry and users (e.g., a dedicated portion of permt

charges and/or a fuel tax).

B. Sea Grant sponsorship of this type of research because their interests include habitat

protection for economically significant species.

C. Reprioritize or redefine the Wallop-Breaux program.

D. Private foundations, including grass-roots as well as established organzations.

VI. Legislative goals.

A. Public education for environmenta awareness.

B. Based on the outcomes of research efforts, amend statutes and rules of practice to help

manage community needs and expectations, allowing for flexibilty with local situations.

VII. Legislative agenda.

A. Enhance education for environmental awareness and the stewardship concept regarding the

placement and constrction of docks and bulkeads and the operation of boats near them.

5. Livig ResourceslPhysical DamagelTurbulence Work Group
Parcipants: Krer, Harngton, Able, Leavitt and Dunlap

I. Relevant topics the Work Group identified as areas for which we have at least some

elementa information regarding the effects of tubulence and physical damage caused by

boating.

A. Siltation

1. Macrophytes and other submerged aquatic vegetation (SA V)

2. Fish eggs and larae

3. Copepods

E. Chronic/temporar distubance to invertebrates, birds, fish and mamals

1. Birds (noise/activity)

a. Feeding

b. Loafng

c. Nesting

d. Noise/vibrations and communications/behavior

2. Fish, especially in shallow water (noise/activity)
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a. Feeding

b. Loafng

c. Nesting

3. Mamals and turtes (noise/activity)

a. Physical (manatees, seals, cetaceans)

b. Stress (feeding, loafng, reproduction)

4. Invertebrates

a. Feeding

b. Reproduction

C. Physical damage (dredging, collsion, turbulence)

1. SA V

2. Mamals and tules
3. Fish (eggs/larae, behavior)

4. Invertebrates

5. Siltation (resuspension)

D. Distubance

1. Visual

a. Flight responses

1. Birds (not many specific to boats - see bibliography)

11. Mare mamals
Whale-watching

Dolphin feeding

Manatees (Florida DEP, USFWS, NMS)

2. Noise

a. Acoustic Thermography Ocean Circulation project (ATOC)

b. Natual Resources Defense Council (marne mamal communication)

c. Whale watching

d. Fish

1. Vocalations/communications/flght

e. Bird nesting and frght flght

f. . Human quality of life?

3 . Shoreline erosion

a. Mare
i. Massachusetts Coastal Zone Management program

ii. Ary Corps of Engineers

iii. Anne Arndal County, Md.
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i v. Louisiana Delta studies

b. River ban erosion

II. What research is curently in progress?

A. Propeller scarng, anchoring

1. Vegetated bottoms

a. University of New Hampshire -- Burdick

b.. Florida keys -- Krer
c. Tampa Bay -- Robin Lewis

2. Groundings (Florida keys)

B. Unvegetated bottoms -- Crawford

C. Collsions

1. Manatees (USFWS, Florida DEP)

2. Tures

3. Oter marne mamals
D. Turbulence (water column & microlayer at ai/sea-surace interface)

E. Zooplanon (poorly documented -- analogy to power plants))

F. Fish eggs -- Hempel

G. Groundings

1. Coral reefs

2. National Marne Sanctuares Program

H. Siltationlresuspension

1. Reduced growt rate in scallops

2. Hard corals/soft corals and turbidity

3. Macrophytes & light attenuation (NS)
4. Algal bloom effects

5. Primar production

6. Demersal fish eggs

7. Kills
8. Smothering effects

I. Shoreline erosion (boat wakes/wash)

III. What research collaborations should be established?

A. Managers/scientists

B. Estuarne reserves

C. National Mare Sanctuares
D. National parks

E. State parks
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F. Federal reserves (e.g. national wildlife refuges)

G. Private reserves (e.g. Nature Conservancy)

H. Educational institutions and governents agencies

i. Multidisciplinar collaborations

iV. Where should funds be sought to pursue these goals?

A. US Ary Corps of Engineers
B. Erosion, resuspension, SA V, bird disturbance -- dredge material islands, seagrass

wetlands

C. Environmenta Protection Agency

1. Seagrass wetlands, water quality, related impacts of boats (e.g. marna siting)

D. National Oceanc and Atmospheric Admstrtion
1. Mare mamals
2. Siltation resuspension as relates to habitat quality

3. Seagrass and coral reef restoration

4. Sea turtes

5 . Boating effects and recreationalcommercial fisheries

E. National and state Sea Grant program and colleges

F. Coasta Ocean Program

G. Coastal Center for Ecosystem Health

H. Estuarne reserves

i. Industry

J. Deparent of the Interior

K. Fish and Wildlife Service Coastal Ecosystems Program

L. Refuge System

M. Sportsh Restoration Fund
N. Park. Service & National Seashores

o. State Agencies

V. Whch issues are, can and should be managed by legislation?

A. Revisit existing environmental policies and relate them to boating issues (recreational and

commercial)

B. Enforcement of existing laws

C. Zonig
D. Prop dredginglull scarng
E. Harassment/disturbance

F. Noise

G. Activity
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Vi. What is an appropriate legislative agenda at the national and state leveL.

A. Aquatic/mare zonig
B. Ecosystem management

C. Decoupling funding from resource management agencies

D. Protection of fishery resources

E. Operators'licenses

F. Biodiversity protection
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Appendices A-D: Bibliographies pertinent to boating impacts.

The following bibliographies pertn to published literatue and unpublished reports about

varous aspects of the physical, chemical and ecological impacts of boating. The primar source of

the material is noted in the title text of each one. Bibliographic formats have been edted from the

original for consistency and references have been added to each by R. Crawford. The format of

items in Appendix D have been only slightly modified from the original and differs from that in the

other bibliographies.

A. Bibliography of various biological, physical, and chemical topics related to
the impacts of boating.

Most of these references were contrbuted by Bruno Broughton, Nils Stolpe, and
Michael Moore.

1 . 1988 Puget Sound Watershed Management Handbook. Addresses TBT's as

well as bacterial contamnation. Doesn't mention any other impacts

2. 1990 60% Drop in Oil Pollution Since 1981. Marne Pollution Bulleti

(News), 21, #12, 536.
3 . Adams~ E.S. 1975. Effects of lead and hydrocarbons from snowmobile exhaust on

brook trout (Salvilnus fontinalis). Trans. Am. Fish. Soc. 2.

4. Anon. 1983. Waterway ecology. Inland Waterways Amenity Advisory CounciL.

(Contains an annotated bibliography)
5. Anon. 1993. South River comprehensive vessel management plan. MD Dept. Nat.

Res. Boating Admnistration, 580 Taylor Ave, Tawes Offce Bldg., E4, Annapolis,

MD 21401

6. Arba, J.A., G.R. Marzolf, and RT. Faulk. 1983. The role of suspended sediments

in the nutrition of zooplanton in turbid reservoirs. Ecology 64.

7. Balk, L., G. Ericson, E. Lindesjoo, 1. Petterson, U. Tjarlund, and G. Akerman.

1994. Effects of exhaust from two-stroke outboard engines on fish - Studies of

genotoxic, enzymatic, physiological and histological disorders at the individual leveL.

Institute of Applied Environmental Research, Stockholm University - TemaNord: 528.
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8 . Barker, V., and G. Garett. 1992. Boating impacts management plan. Draft Final

Report. Monroe Co. Dept. Mar. Res., Key West FL. FI Dept. Nat. Res. Contract #C-

7442.

9. Batten, L.A 1977. Sailing on reservoirs and its effects on water birds. BioI.
Conserv. 11: 49-58.

10. Bell, M.C. 1974. Fish Passage Through Turbines, Conduits and Spilway Gates in

proceedings 0 the Second Workshop on Entrainment and Intake Screen (EPRI Project

rp-49, Report#15).
11. Berg, è., T. Lindberg, and K.G. Knllebrink. 1992. Hatching success of Lapwings on

farand: differences between habitats and colonies of different size. J. Anm. EcoI.

62: 469-476.

12. Boyle, S.A, and F. Samson. 1985. Effects of non consumptive recreation on wildlife:

a review. Wildlife Soc. BulL. 13: 110-116.

13. Bratton, S.P. 1990. Boat disturbance of Ciconiiformes in Georgia estuares. Colon.

Waterbird. 13: 124-128.

14. Breidenback, A. 1974. Analysis of pollution from marne engines and effects on

environment (Summar report). USEP A Grant No. R-801799, Program Element No.

1BB038.

15. Breitburg, D.L. 1988. Effects of turbidity on prey consumption by strped bass

larae. Trans. Am. Fish. Soc. 117.

16. Brooks, AS. 1974. Phytoplankton Entrainment Studies at the Indian River Estuar.

Delaware in proceeding of the Second Workshop on Entrainment and Intake Screening

(EPRI Project rp-49, Report#15).
17. Burger, J. 1986. The effect of human activity on shorebirds in 2 coastal bays in

northeastern United States. BioI. Conserv. 13: 123-130.

18. Burns, K., and A. Saliot. 1986. Petroleum hydrocarbons in the Mediterranean Sea: A

mass balance. Mar. Chem. 20.

19. Cada, G.F. 1977. The Entrainment of Laral Fishes at Tow Nuclear Power Plants on

the Missouri River in Nebraska (Doctoral thesis, University of Nebraska, Lincoln).

20. Cada, G.F. 1990. A review of studies relating to the effects of propeller-type turbine

passage on fish early life stages. N. Am. J. Fish. Manage. 10: p. 418-426.

21. Carenter, E.J., B. Peck, and S. Anderson. 1974. Survival of copepods passing

through a nuclear power station on norteastern Long Island Sound, U.S.A. Mar.

BioI. 24: p. 49-55.

22. Coutat, c.c., and D. Benson. 1990. Summer habitat suitability for striped bass in

Chesapeake Bay: reflections on a population decline. Trans. Am. Fish. Soc. 119.
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23. Cramer, F.e., and R Oligher. 1964. Passing fish through hydraulic turbines. Trans.

Am. Fish. Soc. 93.

24. Dahlgren, RB., and c.B. Korschgen. 1992. Human disturbance of waterfowl: an

annotated bibliography. U.S. Dept. Interior, FWS Resource Public 188: p. 1-62.

25. Development, U.C.f.E.a.E. 1993. Water skiing and the environment: a literature

review. Cambridge, UK CEED.

26. English, J., G.N. McDermott, and C. Henderson. 1963. Pollutional effects of

outboard motor exhausts - laboratory studies. J. Water Poll. Cont. Fed. 35: 923-

931.

27. English, J., E. Surber, and G.N. McDermott. 1963. Pollutional effects of outboard

motor exhausts-field studies. J. Water PolL. Cont. Fed. 35: 1121-1132.

28. EPA. 1994. Draft regulatory impact analysis - Control of air pollution emission

standards for new nonroad spark-igntion marne engines. US EP A, Office of Mobile

Sources, 2565 Plymouth Rd, Ann Arbor, MI 48105.

29. Fraser, M.W. 1987. Reactions of sea-ducks to windsurfers. British Birds 80: 424.

30. Garad, P.N., and RD. Hey. 1987. Boat traffc, sediment resuspension and turbidity

in a Broadland river. 1. Hydrol. 95.

31. Garad, P.N., and RD. Hey. 1988. River management to reduce turbidity in

navigable Broadland rivers. J. Environ. Manage. 27: 273-288.

32. Ginn T.C., G.V. Poje, and J.M. O'Connor. 1977. Survival of Planktonic Organisms

Following Passage Though a simulated Power Plant Condenser Tube. In proceedings

of the Fourt National Workshop on Entrainment and Impingement - Loren D. Jensen,

editor.

33. Gregg, RE., and E.P. Bergersen. 1980. Mysis relicta: effects of turbidity and

turbulence on short-term survival. Trans. Am. Fish. Soc. 119.

34. Gucinski, H. 1982. Sediment suspension and "resuspension from small craf induced

turbulence. USEPA Contract EPA-78-D-X0426.

35. Hansen, W.G., G. Bitton, J.L. Fox, and P.L. Brezonik. 1977. Hydrocarbon status

in Florida real estate canals. Mar. Pollut. BulL. 8.

36. Hardy, J., S. Kiesser, L. Antrim, A. Stubin, R Kocan, and J. Strand. 1987. The se.a-

surface microlayer of Puget Sound: Par 1. Toxic effects on fish eggs and larae. Mar.

Environ. Res. 23: 227-250.

37. Hardy, J.T., E.A. Crecelius, L.D. Antrim, U.L. Broadhurst, e.W. Apts, J.M.

Gurtesen, and T.J. Foreman. 1987. The sea-surface microlayer of Puget Sound: Par

IT. Concentrations of contamnants in relation to toxicity. Mar. Environ. Res. 23: 251-

270.
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38. Hardy, J.T. 1987. Anthopogenic Alteration ofthe Sea Surface. Marne

Environmental Research, 0141-1136

39. Hare, C.T., and KJ. Springer. 1973. Exhaust emissions from uncontrolled vehicles,

par 2: outboard motors. Contract EPA -7-108, SwRI-AR-850, AP - 1491.

40. Harer, D.M., and A.J.D. Fergusion, eds. 1994. The ecological basis for river

management. John Wiley ISBN 0-471-95151-X: NY.

41. Heinle, D.R. 1976. Effects of Passage Through Power Plant Cooling Systems on

Estuarne Copepods. Environmental Pollution, 11-39

42. Hershner, C. 1986. Marna Sitings From The Scientific Advisor's Viewpoint

Chesapeake Bay Research Conference, Wiliamsburg, V A (March 20, 21).

43. Holland, I.E., and J.R Sylevester. 1983. Distribution of laral fishes related to

potential navigation impacts on the upper Mississippi River, pool 7. Trans. Am. Fish.

Soc. 112.

44. Holland, L. 1986. Effects of barge trafc on distribution and survival of
ichthyoplankton and small fishes on the upper Mississippi River. Trans. Am. Fish.

Soc. 115.

45. Jackivicz, T., and L. Kuzminski. 1973. A review of outboard motor effects on the

aquatic environment. J. Water Pollut. Cont. Fed. 45: 1759 - 1770.

46. Jackivicz, T., and L.N. Kuzminski. 1973. The effects of the Interaction of Outboard

Motors with the Aquatic Environment: A Review. Environmental Research, 6.

47. Jahn, L.R, and RA. Hunt. 1964. Duck and coot ecology and management in

Wisconsin. Michigan Deparent of Natual Resources Techncal Bulletin 73. 119 pp.

48. Johnson, D.D., and D.J. Wildish. 1982. Effect of suspended sediment on feedig by

laral herrng (Clupea harengus harengus L.). Bull. Environ. Contam. Toxicol. 29:

261-267.

49. Johnstone, I.M., B.T. Coffey, and C. Howard-Wilams. 1985. The role of

recreational boat trafc in interlake dispersal of macrophytes: a New Zealand case

study. J. Environ. Manage. 20: 263-279.

50. Jury, S.D., J.D. Field, S.L. Stone, D.M. Nelson, and M.E. Monaco. 1994.

Distrbution and abundance of fishes and invertebrates in Nort Atlantic estuares.

ELMER Rep. No. 13. NOAAOS Strategic Environmental Assessments Div., Silver

Spring, MD. 221 pp.

51. Kadel, J.J., and J.F. Gorzelany. 1993. Manatee surveilance during high speed

powerboat races. Florida Scientist 56: 23.

52. Kahl, R 1991. Boating disturbance of canvasbacks during migration at Lake Poygan,

Wisconsin. Wildlife Soc. BulL. 19: 243-248.
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53. Killgore, K.A, and K. Conley. 1987. Effects of turbulence on yolk sac larae of

paddlefish. Trans. Am. Fish. Soc. 116.

54. King, R.G. 1977. Entrainment of Missouri River Fish Larae though Fort Caloun

Station, in proceedings of the Fourt National Workshop on Entrainment and

Impingement - Loren D. Jensen, editor.

55. Kiorboe, T., F. Mohelenberg, and U. Nohr. 1981. Effect of suspended bottom

material on growth and energetics in Mytilus edulis. Mar. BioI. 61.

56. Knight, R.L. 1984. Responses of wintering bald eagles to boating activity. J. Wildlife

Manage. 48: 999-100.

57. Koepff, C., and F. Dietrich. 1986. Disturbance of coastal birds by boats. V ogelware

33: 232- 248.

58. Krer, C.R. 1994. Mapping assessment of vessel damage to shallow seagrasses in

the Florida Keys. Final Report to Florida Dept. Nat. Res. and U. South Florida Inst.

Oceanog. Box 420334, Summerland Key, FL 33042. F.LO. Contract 47-1O-123-L3.

59. Lifton, W.S., and J.F. Storr. 1977. The Effect of Environmental Varables on Fish

Impingement in proceedings of the Fourt National Workshop on Entrainment and

Impingement - Loren D. Jensen, editor.

60. Liddle, M.J., and H.R.A Scorgie. 1980. The effects of recreation on freshwater

plants and animals: a review. BioI. Conserv. 17.

61. Marcy, B.c. 1974. Vulnerabilty and Survival of Young Connecticut River Fish

Entrained at a Nuclear Power Plant, in proceedings of the Second Workshop on

Entrainment and Intake Screening (EPRI Project rp-49, Report #15).

62. Marcy, B.C. 1971. Survival of Young Fish In the Discharge Canal of a Nuclear

Power Plant. Journal Fisheries Research Board of Canada, 28#7: 1057-1060.

63. Mason, C.F., and R. Bryant. 1975. Changes in the Ecology of the Norfolk Broads.

Freshwater BioI. 5: 257-270.

64. McMahon, P.J.T. 1989. The impact of marnas on water quality. Water Sci.Tech.

21.

65. Mikola, J., M. Miettinen, E. Lehikoinen, and K. Lehtila. 1994. The effects of

disturbance caused by boating on su.ival and behaviour of velvet scoter Melanitta

fusca ducklings. BioI. Conserv. 67: p. 119-124.

66. Miler, AC., K.K. Killgore, and B.S. Payne. 1987. Bibliography of effects of

commercial navigation trafc in large waterways. Deparent of the Ary Waterways

Experiment Station Misc. Paper E-87 -1.

67. Miler, B., and B. Payne. 1991. The Use of Quantitative Data on Freshwater Mussels

to Assess the Environmental Impacts of Commercial Navigation Trafc on Waterways
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of the United States. Association Internationale Permenanente Des Congress De

Navigation, VoL. 73, Bulletin.

68. Miliken, AS., and V. Lee. 1990. Pollution impacts from recreational boating: a

bibliography and summar review. U.S. Dept. Commerce, NOAA Offce of Sea

Grant, University of R.I., Naragansett, RI. 26 pp.

69. Morgan, R., R., Ulanowicz, V. Raisin, L. Noe, and G. Gray. 1973. Effects of Water

Movement on Eggs and Larae of Strped Bass and White Perch. Natural Resources

Institute, Chesapeake Biological Laboratory, University of Marland. NR Ref. #73-

111.

70. Morgan, R, R., Ulanowicz, V. Raisin, L. Noe, and G. Gray. 1976. Effects of shear

on eggs and larae of striped bass and white perch. Trans. Am. Fish. Soc. 106.

71. Morgan, R.P., V.J. Raisin, and L. Noe. 1983. Sediment effects on eggs and larae

of striped bass and white perch. Trans. Am. Fish. Soc. 112.

72. Morgan, E.J., and RH. Lincoln. 1990. Duty cycle for recreational marne engines.

Eng. Soc. Adv. Mobilty Land Sea Air and Space, 400 Commonwealth Drive,

Warendale, PA. 15096-001. Technical Series # 901596.

73. Moser, F., B. Ruppel, R Scro, and H. Boettcher. (no date) An Investigation to Two

Marnas as Sources of Pollution in Baregat Bay, N.J. Unpublished report prepared

for NJDEP, Division of Science and Research.

74. Moss, B. 1977. Conservation problems in the Norfolk broads and rivers of East

Anglia, England - phytoplanton, boats and the causes of turbidity. BioI. Conserv. 12:

95-114.

75. Muir, J.F. 1959. Passage of Young Fish Trough Turbines, Proceeding of the

American Society of Civil Engineers, 85: 23-46.

76. Munawar, M., W.P. Norwood, and L.H. Mccarhy. 1991. A method for evaluating

the impacts of navigationally induced suspended sediments from the Upper Great Lakes

connecting channels on the primar productivity. Hydrobiologia 219: 325-332.

77. Murphy, K., and J.W. Eaton. 1981. Waterplants, boat trafic and angling in canals.

Proceedings of British Freshwater Fisheries 1981: 173-187.

78. Murphy, K.J., and J.W. Eaton. 1983. Effects of pleasure-boat trafc on macrophyte

growth in canals. J. Appl. Ecol. 20: 713-729.

79. Murphy, K.J., N.J. Wilby, and J.W. Eaton. 1994. Ecological impacts and

management of boat trafc on navigable inland waterways. Pages 427-42 in D.M.

Harer and A.J.D. Ferguson, eds. The ecolo~ical basis for river management. John

Wiley ISBN 0-471-95151-X, New York, NY.
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80. Nelson, D.M., E.A. Irlandi, L.R Settle, M.E. Monaco, and L.e. Coston-Clements.

1991. Distrbution and abundance of fishes and invertebrates in southeast estuares.

ELMER Rep. No.9. NOAAOS Strategic Environmental Assessments Division,

Rockvile, MD. 177 pp.

81. Newcombe, c.P., and D.D. MacDonald. 1991. Effects of suspended sediments on

aquatic ecosystems. Am. J. Fish. Manage. 11: 72-81.

82. Nielsen, L.A., RJ. Sheehan and D.J. Orth. 1986. Impacts of Navigation on Riverine

Fish Production in United States. Poldkie Archives Hydrobiologie, 33: 277-294.

83. O'Connor, J.M., and S.A. Schaffer. 1977. The Effects of Sampling Gear on the

Survival of Strped Bass Ichthyoplankton. Chesapeake Scientist, 18,3: 312-315.

84. Payne, B.S., K.J. Killgore, and A.e. Miler. 1990. Mortality of Yolk-Sac Larae of

Paddlefish Entrained in High-Velocity Water Currents. Journal of Mississippi

Academy of Science, voL. 35.

85. Pearce, H.G., and J.W. Eaton. 1983. Effects of recreational boating on freshwater

ecosystems - an annotated bibliography. Inand Waterways Amenity Advisory

Council, London.

86. Pearson, D.K., K. Killgore, B. Payne, and A. Miler. 1989. Environmental Effects

of Navigation Trafc: Studies on Fish Eggs and Larae. Deparent of the Ary
Environmental Impact Research Program Technical Report EL- 89 - 15.

87. Pfister, e., M.J. Kasprzyk, and B.A. Harngton. 1994. A relationship between body

fat level and survival in migratig Semipalmated Sandpipers (Calidris pusilla). Auk.

88. Poje, G.V., S.A. Riordan, and J.M. O'Connor. 1981. Power Plant Entrainment

Simulation Using a Condenser Tube Simulator. (Final Report), U.S.N.RC. (Division

of Health, Siting and Waste Managment). NUG/CP-2091.

89. Pomerantz, G.A., et al.. 1988. Assessing impact of recreation on wildlife: a

classification scheme. Wildl. Soc. Bull. 16: 58-62.

90. Rees, J., and J. Tivy. 1977. Recreational impact on lochshore vegetation. J. Scott.

Assoc. Geog. Teach. 6: 8-24.

91. Samut, M. and G. Nickless. 1978. Petroleum Hydrocarbons from Marne

Sediments and Anmals form the island of Malta. Environmental Pollution, 16.

92. Schubel, J.R, and B.c. Marcy, Jr. 1978. Power Plant Entrainment: A Biological

Assessment. Academic Press.

93. Schuster et al. 1974. Effects of exhausts from Two Cycle Outboard Engines. EPA-

670/2-74-063. (Environmental Engineering Dept. at Renssalaer Poly.)

94. Short, F.T., J. Wolf, and G.E. Jones. 1989. Sustaining eelgrass to manage a healthy

estuar. Coastal Zone 89: 3689-3706.
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95. Stewar, R., and H. Howard. 1968. Water pollution by outboard motors.

Conservationist 6: 6.

96. Stokesbury, K.D.E., and M.J. Dadwell. 1991. Mortality of juvenile c1upeids during

passage through a tidal, low-head hydroelectrc turbine at Annapolis Royal, Nova

Scotia. N. Am. J. Fish. Manage. 11: 49-154.

97. Stone & Webster Engineering Corporation. 1990. (synopsis). Fish Protection

systems for Hydro Plants. EPRI (project RP2694-1).

98. Stone, S.L., T.A. Lowery, J.D. Field, C.D. Wiliams, D.M. Nelson, S.H. Jury, M.E.

Monaco, and L. Andreasen. 1994. Distrbution and abundance of fishes and

invertebrates in Mid-atlantic estuares. ELMER Rep. No. 12. NOAAOS Strategic

Environmental Assessments Division, Silver Spring, MD. 280 pp.

99. Sullvan, C.W. 1990. (synopsis). Turbine Related Fish Mortality: Revies and
Evaluation of Studies. EPRI (project RP694-4).

100. Surber, E.W. 1971. The effect of outboard motor exhaust on fish and their

environment. J. Wash. Acad. Sci., 61: 120-123.

101. Sutherland, A., and D. G. Ogle. 1975. Effects of jet boats on Salmon eggs. N. Z. J.

Mar. Freshwater Res. 9: 273-282.

102. Swenson, J.E. 1979. Factors affecting status and reproduction of ospreys in

Yellowstone National Park. J. Wildlife Manage. 43: 595-601.

103. Taylor, RE. and B. Kynard. 1985. Mortality of Juvenile American Shad and

Blueback Herrng Passed through a Low-Head Kaplan Hydroelectrc Turbine.

Transactions of the American Fisheries Society, 114.

104. Tjarlund, U., G. Ericson, E. Lindesjoo, 1. Petterson, and L. Balk. 1995.

Investigation of the biological effects of 2-cyc1e outboard engines' exhaust on fish.

Mar. Environ. Res. 39: 313-316.

105. USEPA. 1991. Nonroad engine and vehicle emission study - Report (EPA - 21A-

2001). Certfication Division, Offce of Mobile Sources.

106. Vines, G. 1992. Florida shore bird forced to flee troublesome tourists. New Sci.

135: 14.

107. Von Gunten, G. 1961. Fish Passage Through Hydralulic Turbines. Journal

Hydralulics Division, Proceedings American Society of Civil Engineers, 87 (RY3), 59-

72.

108. Von Westernagen, H., M. Landolt, R Kocan, G. Furstenberg, D. Janssen, and K.

Kremling. 1987. Toxicity of sea surface microlayer: effects on herrng and turbot

embryos. Mar. Environ. Res. 23: 273-290.
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109. Wade, T.L., and J.G. Quinn. 1980. Incorporation, distribution and fate of saturated

petroleum hydrocarbons in sediments from a controlled marne ecosystem. Mar.

Environ. Res. 3: 15-33.

110. Yalden, D.W., and P.E. Yalden. 1989. The sensitivity of breeding Golden Plovers

Pluvialis apricaria to human intrders. Bird Study 36: 49-55.

111. Yousef, Y.A. 1974. Assessing effects on water quality by boating activity.

U.S.E.P.A., EPA Tech. Serv., EPA-670/2-74-072.

112. Yousef, Y.A., W.M. McClellon, and H. Zebuth. 1980. Changes in phosphorous

concentrations due to mixing by motorboats in shallow lakes. Water Res. 14: 841-852.
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B. Bibliography of various biological, physical, and chemical topics
related to the impacts of boating.

Most of these references were contrbuted by Bradley Bar and Richard Crawford.
Copies of many of the papers referred to in ths bibliography are on file at the Waquoit
Bay National Estuarne Research Reserve, P.O. Box 3092, Waquoit, MA 02536.

1. Adair, J. 1987. Assessment of heavy meta contanation in Crassostrea virginica

from marne facilties. Norteast Gulf Science 9: 135-142.

2. Ahlund, M. and F. Gotmark. 1989. Gull predation on eider ducklings Somateria

mollssima: effects of human disturbance. BioI. Cons. 48: 115-127.

3. Anon. 1974. A study of the effect of marne sediments on the survival of selected

commercially importt fish and shellfish of Massachusett. Rayteon Company

Oceanographic and Environmental Services, Portsmouth RI, under contract DMR-73-3

to Division of Mineral Resources Dept. of Natural Resources, Commonwealth of

Massachusetts. 44 pp.

4. Anon. no date. Criteria for the siting of marnas or community facilties for boat

mooring. Pages 1-8 in T.A. Barard, Jr., ed. The Virginia wetlands management

handbook. Virginia Institute of Marne Science, Virginia Coasta Resources

Management Plan, Virginia Marne Resources Commssion. VR 450-01-007.

5. Anon. 1988. CCA treatment weakens marna piles? International Marna Institute
News. VoL. 1, No. 1. p. 1-2.

6. Anon. 1990. Boating impacts in the Florida Keys. An information package by The

Wilderness Society, Florida Keys Audoubon Society, and Lewis Environmental

Services, Inc. 21 pp. (plus appendices).

7. Ar, R., D. Guiral and M. Bouvy. 1993. Wind induced resuspension in a shallow

tropical lagoon. Estuarne, Coastal and Shelf Science. 36: 587-604.

8. Baldwin, W.J. 1993. Arsenically treated wood and its performance in the aquatic

environment. Presented at the Treated Wood in the Aquatic Environment Workshop,

July 8, 1993, by Technical and Environmental Services, Hickson, Corp., Conley, GA.

7 pp.

9. Baldwin, W.J., E.A. Pasek, and P.O. Osborne. 1994. Sediment toxicity study of

CCA-C treated marne piles. Presented at the American Wood-Preservers' Assoc. 90th

Annual Meeting, May 14-18, 1994, San Antonio, TX. 24 pp.
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10. Barker, V., and G. Garett. 1992. Excerpts from final report: Boating impacts

management plan. December 1, 1992 DNR Contract #C-7442. p.38-41.

11. Bar, B.W. 1993. Environmental impacts of small boat navigation: Vessel/sediment

intereactions and management implications. Proceedings of the Coasta Zone '93

Conference, New Orleans, Louisiana, 19-23 July, 1993. 15 pp.

12. Bellnger, E. G., and B. R. Benham. 1978. The levels of metals in dock-yard

sediments with paricular reference to the contrbutions from ship-bottom paints.

Environ. Pollut. 15: 71-81.

13. Berg, L., and T. C. Northcote. 1985. Changes in terrtorial, gil-flarng, and feeding

behavior in juvenile Coho salmon (Oncorhynchus kisutch) following short-term pulses

of suspended sediment. Can. J. Fish. Aquat. Sci. 42: 1410-1417.

14. Bhowmik, N. G., A. e. Miler, and B. S. Payne. 1990. Techniques for studying the
physical effects of commercial navigation on aquatic habitats. Techncal report EL-90-

10, US Ary Engineer Waterways Experiment Station, Vicksburg, MS. 129 pp.

15. Boating Industr Associations. .1975. Analysis of pollution from marne engines and

effects on the environment. 1975. Boating Industr Assoc., 401 N. Michigan Ave.,

Chicago, IL. Contract No. EPA-670/2-75-064.

16. Boehmer, R., A. Westneat, H. Sleight il, and D. Cook. 1975. Effects of suspended

marne sedients on selected commercialy-valuable fish and shellfsh of

Massachusetts. Offshore Technology Conference, Dallas, TX. Paper No. OTC 2161.

pp. 133-141.

17. Bowerman, F. R., and K. Y. Chen. 1971. Marna Del Ray: a study of

environmenta varables in a semi-enclosed coastal water. Univ. of Southern

California, Sea Grant Program. Sea Grant publication No. USC-SG-4-71. p.1-59.

18. Bowman, M., and R. Dolan. 1982. The infuence of a research pier on beach

morphology and the distrbution of Emerita talpoida. Coast. Eng. 6: 179-194.
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